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國 立 政 治 大 學 語 言 學 研 究 所 碩 士 論 文 提 要 

研究所別：語言學研究所 

論文名稱：語言與手勢的觀點表現 

指導教授：徐嘉慧  博士 

研究生：謝培禹 

論文提要內容：(共一冊，四萬三千兩百三十二個字，分七章) 

    本文旨在探討在中文的日常生活對話當中，當說話者談論到他人過去事件時，

語言與手勢的觀點表現。以McNeill 曾經提到語言與手勢能夠共同表達觀點的說

法作為根據，本研究也探討這些伴隨著語言的手勢是否和語言表達相同或者是不

同的觀點。 

 本研究的架構根據 Koven(2002)的說話者角色理論(speaker role inhabitance)

和 McNeill(1992)提出的事件當中人物的觀點(character viewpoint)和旁觀者的觀

點(observer viewpoint)，定義了三中觀點—當下說話者觀點(speaker viewpoint)、

事件當中人物觀點(character viewpoint)和旁觀者觀點(observer viewpoint)。而在手

勢的分析上，本研究提出五個手勢特徵—手勢使用空間範圍，手勢使用單手或是

雙手、手勢表達語意的 stroke 階段執行時間的長短、手勢 stroke 階段同一手部動

作是否有重複的現象，以及手勢是否伴隨身體上其他的動作作為五個手勢觀點分

析的關鍵指標。 

 量化研究發現，說話者在生活對話當中描述他人過去事件使用搭配語言的手

勢，在每一種觀點的分布和語言上的表現不同。事件當中人物觀點在語言上雖然

鮮少被採用，在手勢上卻是最常被表達的觀點。相反的，儘管當下說話者觀點在

語言上也常出現，手勢上卻很罕見。另外，旁觀者觀點則在語言上和手勢上的分

布都很頻繁。針對同一事件語言與手勢共同表達觀點的量化研究則發現，百分之

六十四點七的手勢表達了和語言不同的觀點。因此，本研究說明儘管語言和手勢

可以合作表達觀點，手勢卻更常表達和伴隨語言不同的觀點。 

 語言與手勢合作表達觀點的探討不僅說明語言與手勢如何互相協調組織要

表達的訊息和觀點，更進一步引領我們去探討在人與人溝通時，語言與手勢展現

的認知過程。本研究藉由兩個手勢產製的假說—the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis

和 the Interface Hypothesis，提供了針對本研究結果理論上的解釋。而每一個假說

也都由相關的研究結果作為證據支持。另外，the Interface Hypothesis 還可以針對

語言與手勢在表達觀點時的分工現象提出合理的解釋。 
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Abstract 

This thesis explores linguistic and gestural representations of viewpoints 

utilizing the descriptions of third-person past events within Chinese conversational 

discourse. Following McNeill’s idea that language and gesture are co-expressive in 

viewpoints, the present study also attempts to investigate whether speakers’ 

speech-accompanying gesture works in collaboration with language in expressing the 

same or different viewpoints.  

The framework of this study utilizes Koven’s (2002) framework of speaker role 

inhabitance and McNeill’s (1992) notion of character and observer viewpoint, and 

defines three viewpoints—speaker, character and observer viewpoint. In analyzing 

gestural viewpoints, the present study recognizes five gestural features—gestural 

space, handedness, stroke duration, frequency, and the involvement of other parts of 

the body as five distinctive criteria for use in identifying different viewpoints.  

Quantitative study of linguistic and gestural viewpoints shows that 

speech-accompanying gesture in the descriptions of third-person past events within 

conversational contexts displays different patterns from that of those found in 

language in the distributions of the three viewpoints. Character viewpoint, which is 

rarely adopted in language, is the most often conveyed viewpoint in gesture. On the 

other hand, despite the fact that speaker viewpoint is also commonly expressed in 

language, it rarely occurs in gesture. Observer viewpoint, in addition, is frequently 

seen in both the linguistic and gestural channels. With respect to the collaborative 

expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture concerning a description of the 

same event, quantitative study shows that 64.7% of all gestures produced in the 

current data represent a viewpoint different from that conveyed in language. 

Therefore, this study suggests that while language and gesture are co-expressive in 

terms of viewpoints, gesture more often collaborates with the accompanying speech in 

representing different viewpoints.  

 The collaborative expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture suggest how 

speech and gesture coordinate with each other in organizing information and 

expressing different viewpoints also lead us to see the cognitive process that underlies 

both linguistic and gestural modalities within daily human communication. Two 

hypotheses—the Lexical Semantics and the Interface Hypothesis are referred to in 

order to provide theoretical accounts for the findings in this study. Each hypothesis is 

also supported by different pieces of evidence and percentages of gestures produced 

in the current data. The Interface Hypothesis can further provide an explanation 

concerning the division of labor between language and gesture in expressing 

viewpoints, which the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis cannot supply.  
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CHAPTER 1  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In Labov’s (1997) study of viewpoint in oral narratives of personal experience, 

“[t]he viewpoint of a narrative clause is the spatio-temporal domain from which the 

information conveyed by the clause could be obtained by an observer” (1997:411). 

Such definition of viewpoint suggests that a viewpoint is how a narrator sees the 

spatial and temporal aspects of the propositional content conveyed by the narrative 

clause. Viewpoint is how a narrator transfers a personal experience to the audience, or, 

in other words, how a narrator describes a personal experience to the audience. Apart 

from the frame of narrative forms, viewpoint could be defined as speakers’ 

perspective on things or events they talk about. Speakers may speak from perspectives 

such as those of the characters in the original event, as an outside-the-event observer, 

or from their own perspective as the current speaker. How a speaker describes an 

event or from which perspective the event is seen, is at issue.  

Labov brought up the notion of viewpoint to suggest that it is a characteristic 

feature of narratives of personal experience. However, Labov studied viewpoint in 

narratives that are told in the course of an essentially decontextualized sociolinguistic 
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interview, and suggested that only one viewpoint—that seen through the eyes of the 

narrator at the time of the events referred to can be conveyed. There is no switching of 

viewpoints in narratives of personal experience told in the course of a sociolinguistic 

interview. Conversation Analysts have criticized Labov’s approach to narrative 

discourse in regard to its high degree of decontextualization, and have argued that 

viewpoint should be examined in narratives produced within the context of 

interactional activities since oral narratives of personal experience are rarely told 

outside of an interactive context. In line with this view, scholars of Conversation 

Analysis have preferred to study viewpoint in narratives that occur spontaneously in 

the course of natural conversations.  

Goffman (1981) brought up the notion of footing, which refers to the 

“participant’s alignment, or set, or stance, or posture, or projected self” (1981:128). 

He suggested that “a change in footing implies a change in the alignment we take up 

to ourselves and the others present as expressed in the way we manage the production 

or reception of an utterance” (1981:128). This implies that different footings, in which 

the speaker can take up different alignments within a given speech, are possible. 

Viewpoint, which is about speakers’ perspectives in talking about things or events, is 

similar to what Goffman termed as footing. Different viewpoints therefore are also 

possible since speakers can likewise choose different perspectives on things or events 
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they talk about.  

Bakhtin’s double-voiced (1981), which he defined as “another’s speech in 

another’s language” (1981:324) within reported speech also suggests that two 

“voices” or two viewpoints can arise from within a single utterance. Koven (2002) in 

discussing speaker role inhabitance in oral narratives of personal experience within 

conversational contexts, recognized that speakers may speak from different role 

perspectives. He then developed a framework which identifies three role perspectives, 

including that of interlocutor, character, and author, and suggested that speakers 

might constantly switch their role perspectives during the course of their narration.  

As Goffman (1981) mentions, while the study of viewpoint is most often 

language-linked, paralinguistic markers of language and nonverbal resources 

including “visual back-channel cues, gesticulation, the synchrony of gaze shift, sight 

and even facial expression” (1981:130) are also at issue in expressing viewpoints.  

McNeill (1992) was the first scholar to make a systematic study of viewpoints in 

resources other than language. In his study on gesture in narrative data in Hand and 

Mind (1992), he pointed out that viewpoints—“the feeling of distance from narrative” 

(118), can be conveyed gesturally. He focused on how viewpoints can be inferred 

from iconic gestures and sees viewpoint from a more purely gestural perspective. 

Despite the fact that studies on viewpoint have provided insights on how 
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language or other, nonverbal devices like gestures are capable of expressing 

viewpoints, the study of how viewpoints can be conveyed simultaneously through 

linguistic and nonverbal channels is underdeveloped. Though McNeill has contended 

that “one area of meaning where speech and gesture are coexpressive is the point of 

view” (1992:118), his primary focus is on gestural manifestations. How language and 

gesture collaborate to express viewpoints has never been well investigated.  

The present study thus is an attempt to explore linguistic and gestural 

representations of viewpoints utilizing the descriptions of third-person past events 

within Chinese conversational discourse. By focusing the analysis on the 

conversational data, the present study can see how other paralinguistic devices like 

prosodic features, discourse markers, and laughter which accompany the speech, and 

other embodied nonverbal devices like facial expressions or other bodily movements 

which accompany the gesture, may also serve as resources to convey viewpoints. 

Only when viewpoint is studied in conversational data can these paralinguistic cues 

and nonverbal devices be seen and examined.  

The present study, first, investigates how language and gestures can jointly 

express viewpoints that arise during descriptions of third-person past events within 

the conversational data. Second, following McNeill’s idea that language and gesture 

are co-expressive in viewpoints, the present study also investigates whether the 
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speech-accompanying gesture works in collaboration with language in expressing the 

same or different viewpoints within the description of an event. In seeking to answer 

these issues, the present study presents a multi-modal representation of viewpoints, in 

which viewpoints can not only be represented through language, but also through 

other embodied resources like gesture. In addition, the way gesture works in 

collaboration with language in expressing viewpoints can lead us to see the cognitive 

process underlying both linguistic and gestural modalities that are involved in daily 

human communication.  

This thesis examines linguistic and gestural viewpoints based on following 

questions. First, how gesture, as an embodied resources, works in collaboration with 

language in expressing viewpoints that arise from the descriptions of third-person past 

events within conversational contexts? How speakers represent linguistic and gestural 

viewpoints when talking about third-person past events in an ongoing conversation? 

Does the pattern of the distribution of gestural viewpoints to be similar with that of 

linguistic viewpoints? Second, in collaborating with language to express viewpoints, 

whether the speech-accompanying gesture expresses the same or different viewpoints 

from that conveyed in language? Third, how the collaboration of viewpoint 

expressions in language and gesture can lead us to see the cognitive process which 

underlies both linguistic and gestural channels in human communication?  
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The present study is structured according to the following order. In Chapter 2, 

previous studies concerning viewpoints and theories of gesture production will be 

reviewed. Chapter 3 introduces the data and methodology of this study. Chapter 4 

presents a quantitative study of linguistic viewpoints. Chapter 5 presents a 

quantitative study of gestural viewpoints and the collaborative expressions of 

viewpoints in language and gesture. Chapter 6 is a general discussion on how the 

collaborative expressions of linguistic and gestural viewpoint can lead us to see the 

cognitive process which underlies both linguistic and gestural channels in human 

communication. Three hypotheses of speech and gesture production—the Free 

Imagery Hypothesis, the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis, and the Interface Hypothesis 

are referred to in order to explain the process involved in the production of gesture, 

and the relationship between speech production and gesture when gesture collaborates 

with the accompanying speech in expressing viewpoints. Chapter 7 is a conclusion of 

this study.
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CHAPTER 2  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 

This chapter includes two main sections. In the first section, previous studies 

concerning the issue of viewpoint will be reviewed. Scholars have provided insightful 

views concerning this notion, and we will see how they discuss this notion in their 

linguistic or gestural studies. In the second section of this chapter, three theoretical 

hypotheses of gesture production—the Free Imagery Hypothesis, the Lexical 

Semantics Hypothesis, and Interface Hypothesis that are used to explain the cognitive 

process involved in gesture production while conveying viewpoints with the 

accompanying speech are then introduced. 

 

 

2.1 Previous studies  

The notion of viewpoint has been studied across both literature and linguistic 

fields. In the linguistic disciplines, most of the previous studies are based on the study 

of oral narratives of personal experience (Labov & Waletzky 1967, Labov 1972, 

1997). Labov first brought up the notion of viewpoint in his study of narrative 

analysis, and suggested that viewpoint, the point of view from which the action is 

seen, is how personal experience is transferred from the narrator to the audience. 
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Viewpoint has therefore, been identified as one of the most characteristic features of 

narrative. 

However, since Labov studied viewpoint in narratives told in the course of a 

sociolinguistic interview, he has suggested that no switching of viewpoints might 

occur. Scholars within the tradition of Conversation Analysis have criticized Labov’s 

approach to narrative discourse, where viewpoint is studied in highly 

decontextualized narratives. They have argued that decontextualized narratives are 

more like artificial works in that no account can be provided of the conditions of the 

interactional contexts from which the narratives emerge. In addition, narratives of 

personal experience appear more often in the natural course of daily interactions. If 

viewpoint is studied in decontextualized narrative discourse, the results will not be 

able to reflect the authenticity of how speakers obtain, maintain or even relinquish 

their rights to tell stories in the natural course of interactions or the different 

perspectives that speakers choose to adopt to tell the stories. Scholars in the 

Conversation Analytic tradition thus have urged that viewpoint should be studied in 

narratives that are told in natural, spontaneous conversations where different 

viewpoints might possibly appear. Goffman’s notion of footing (1981), Bakhtin’s 

double-voiced (1981), Koven’s speaker role inhabitance (2002), and Goodwin’s 

discussion on interactive footing (2006) all provide insights concerning this issue. 
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From studies in the Conversation Analytic tradition, viewpoint is seen as a dynamic 

notion where speakers or storytellers might be able to select or shift between different 

viewpoints when providing narrations in the course of natural conversations.  

While most studies of viewpoint are language-linked, scholars have also 

discussed viewpoint represented through channels other than language, and have seen 

viewpoint from different perspectives. McNeill (1992) pioneered the systematic study 

of viewpoint from a gestural perspective. In his Hand and Mind, he suggested that 

viewpoint can be conveyed gesturally, and focused his study on viewpoints that can 

be inferred from iconic gestures. His work was unprecedented, since most of the 

previous studies had either neglected the multi-modal nature of representations of 

viewpoint and focused the discussion on language, or had not systematically studied 

viewpoints that are represented through non-verbal channels.  

In the following sections, the present study will first see how viewpoints are 

defined in narratives without taking interactive contexts into consideration. Then the 

present study will focus on the Conversation Analytic approach in studying 

viewpoints. McNeill’s gestural study on viewpoint which concerns the multi-modal 

nature of viewpoint representations will then be introduced. Labov’s approach in 

studying viewpoint in a decontexualized sociolinguistic interview is introduced in 

2.1.1. In section 2.1.2 to 2.1.6, there follow separate introductions of studies that 
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follow in the tradition of Conversation Analysis. Section 2.1.2 introduces Goffman’s 

footing, section 2.1.3 Bakhtin’s double-voiced, section 2.1.4 Koven’s speaker role 

inhabitance in narratives, section 2.1.5 Goodwin’s interactive footing, which is built 

on Goffman’s notion of footing, and section 2.1.6 McNeill’s gestural study, following 

all linguistic studies on viewpoint. Section 2.1.7 contains a summary of these previous 

studies.  

 

 

2.1.1 Labovian narrative framework and evaluation (1967, 1972, 1997) 

Labov (Labov & Waletzky 1967, Labov 1972, 1997), in developing a framework 

to analyze narratives of personal experience, brought up the notion of the evaluative 

function of narratives, which is the precedent notion similar to viewpoint. In his 

framework, he suggested that stories not only have a denotative content which serves 

as the referential function of narratives, but also have an evaluative function. In his 

earlier work with Waletzky (1967), he defined the evaluation of narratives as “the part 

of the narrative that reveals the attitude of the narrator by emphasizing the relative 

importance of some narrative units as opposed to others” (Labov & Waletzky 

1967:37). It is through this evaluative function that storytellers are able to show their 

perspectives on the events narrated. The concept of evaluative function can therefore 

be considered as the precedent notion similar to that of viewpoint as discussed in the 
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present study.  

In addition, through the use of evaluative clauses, a storyteller can achieve the 

evaluative function. The evaluative clauses are described as “narrative clauses in an 

irrealis mood” (Labov 1972:403), and many linguistic devices are identified as 

evaluative clauses that can achieve evaluative function. Reported speech is one device 

among many that a storyteller can use to evaluate a narrative. While several linguistic 

devices are identified to achieve evaluative function, as Labov himself has noted, the 

evaluation is rarely to be found in any denotationally explicit proposition. Rather, it is 

often embedded throughout the very telling of the story. As a result, the same 

linguistic form might contribute to both referential and evaluative functions 

concurrently, which leads to difficulty in distinguishing them. Whether the storyteller 

is evaluating the events or narrating, it is difficult for the denotative content to be 

distinguished. How a storyteller can use a single linguistic device to purely make an 

evaluation and show his perspective toward the narrative is hard to be seen.  

In his later work (1997), Labov also come up the term viewpoint, which he 

explained as the process by which personal experience is transferred from the narrator 

to the audience. He defined viewpoint as “the spatio-temporal domain from which the 

information conveyed by the clause could be obtained by an observer” (1997:411). 

Following this view, viewpoint is how the storyteller sees the events narrated, or the 
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perspective that they choose to present the narratives.  

In addition, Labov identified that events can only be seen through the eyes of the 

narrator in oral narratives of personal experience (1997). In other words, there is only 

one viewpoint, which that of the perspective of the narrator in oral narratives of 

personal experience. There is no switching between viewpoints. Speakers in narrating 

personal experience do not “take an impersonal viewpoint, and enter into the 

consciousness of any or all of the actors” (Labov 1997:411). 

Different from Labov’s study which focuses on first-person oral narratives, the 

present study does not analyze viewpoints in narratives of personal experience. In 

talking about personal experiences, the present study suggests that speakers might 

speak from the perspective of a narrator or the perspective of characters in the 

personal event. However, in this case, the two perspectives would be hard to be 

justified. Since both the narrator and the character is the speaker himself in 

first-person experience, the “present I” as a narrator and the “past I” as the character is 

indistinguishable. To avoid ambiguity in analysis, the present study focuses on the 

study of third-person past events. Personal experiences are excluded in the current 

data. 

What leads to the finding concerning only one viewpoint could be adopted in 

Labov’s study, in particular that of the viewpoint of the narrator in oral narratives, 
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might seriously due to the fact that Labov’s approach in narrative discourse focuses 

on the narrative forms that were told in the course of a sociolinguistic interview. 

These oral narrative discourses are “essentially monologues and show a degree of 

decontextualization” (Labov 1997:397), and are artificial works. 

Conversation Analysts have criticized Labov’s approach to narrative discourse 

with regard to its high degree of decontextualization, and have argued that viewpoint 

should be examined in narratives within interactional activities since oral narratives of 

personal experience are rarely told without interactive contexts. Narratives more often 

appear or are embedded within interactive contexts. The decontextualized narratives 

cannot account for the interactive contexts from which they emerge and cannot reflect 

the possibility that different perspectives might be involved as speakers are narrating 

in interactive contexts. Conversation Analysis scholars thus have urged that viewpoint 

should be studied in narratives that occur spontaneously in the course of natural 

conversations. In this light, how a storyteller might possibly adopt different 

perspectives while narrating within conversational contexts could be seen.  

 

 

2.1.2 Goffman and the notion of footing (1981, 1986) 

Following the Conversation Analytic tradition, Goffman (1981) brought up the 

term footing in illustrating the alignment that speakers take up to themselves and other 
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co-participants during the production of an utterance. Based on his definition, footing 

can be summarized as the “participant’s alignment, or set, or stance, or posture, or 

projected self” (1981:128). He suggested that during the course of multi-party 

interaction, participants might constantly change their footings, and these changes are 

considered as a persistent feature of natural talk. He further pointed out that 

storytelling within the conversational context provides a clear example to illustrate 

participants’ frequent change and negotiation of footings. Since during the telling of a 

tale in natural interaction, speakers are “likely to break narrative frame at strategic 

junctures” to “recap for new listeners, to provide encouragement to listeners, to wait 

for the punch line, or gratuitous characterizations of various protagonists in the tale, 

or to backtrack to make a correction for any felt failure to sustain narrative 

requirements such as contextual detail, proper temporal sequencing, dramatic build-up, 

and so forth” (Goffman 1981:152). The speaker who does the narration therefore, 

must often shift between, and simultaneously take up multiple footings, or embed one 

footing within another, which often results in a multi-layered “one man show” 

(Goffman 1986:547). As suggested, the “change in footing is very commonly 

language-linked; or if not, at least can be figured through paralinguistic markers of 

language, or nonverbal devices like gestures, visual back-channel cues, the gaze shift 

or even the facial expression” (Goffman 1981:128). 
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 In recognizing the dynamic nature of footing in that footing might frequently 

shift, Goffman offered an important framework of participation that is central to the 

dialogic organization of human language and breaks the roles of ‘speaker’ and 

‘hearer’ into a set of distinctive capacities. For the ‘speaker’, a complex set of 

different entities are distinguished within a single strip of reported speech, including 

three distinctive roles—animator, principal, and author. Animator refers to the party 

whose voice is actually being used to produce the speech, or the “sounding box” 

(1981:144) in Goffman’s term. Principal refers to the party who is socially 

responsible for having performed the action carried out in events described in the 

original utterance of the talk, and could be said to be the character in the scene of the 

original talk. Author of the talk refers to the party who constructed the phrase said, 

rather than the current storyteller. These three roles are constructed as different voices 

arising in the production of a given reported speech, which speakers often use in 

storytelling within conversational contexts. Goffman further noted that the talk of 

speakers in everyday conversation can encompass an entire theater, and that speakers 

very often embed one footing within another. Likewise, the notion of ‘hearer’ is also 

divided into several role capacities, including official participants, eavesdroppers, 

over-hearers, bystanders, and audiences. In brief, Goffman provided a powerful 

model for systematically analyzing the complex theater of different kinds of 
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‘speakers’ that can co-exist within a single strip of reported speech in a story, and 

separated different role capacities that could all be generalized as ‘hearers’.  

While the notion of footing and the framework developed by Goffman shed light 

on the complex lamination of different role capacities that could arise from 

structurally the same utterance in narratives within conversational contexts, several 

questions have been subject to criticism. First, while the notion of ‘speaker’ is 

decomposed into a laminated structure encompassing different kinds of entities, the 

notion of ‘hearer’ has been criticized as not being distinguished in an equivalent 

fashion. Even though several categories concerning hearers have also been brought up, 

they are treated as “structurally simple and undifferentiated” (Goodwin 2006:26). The 

different kinds of ‘hearers’ are mainly categorized in a static fashion which does not 

seem to be built through the interactive participation within the ongoing course of the 

description of the action. Unlike as in the case for ‘speakers’, it is hard to find 

structurally different ‘hearers’ within a single utterance. 

 Second, Goffman seems to have provided only a typology of participants, and 

the precise role that language and other non-verbal resources play in the speaker’s 

representations of particular footings is vague. In other words, Goffman did not apply 

a systematic framework to discuss how footings can be manifested through linguistic 

devices or other semiotic signs, with the result that there is no linguistic support for 
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his analysis. What language or other paralinguistic, and even non-verbal resources 

could be used to represent certain kinds of footings is not investigated.  

Following the Conversation Analytic tradition, Goffman discussed footing in 

conversational contexts to see how different voices might arise in reported speech in 

storytellings within conversations, and moreover, how multiple footings might 

possibly be shifted between or simultaneously taken up within a single utterance. His 

study is insightful in pointing out that footing, to be studied in narratives within 

conversations, is not a static notion where only one voice can be found within a single 

strip of reported speech. Different speaker roles could arise, shift between, or even be 

embedded one within the other during the course of storytelling within conversations. 

Indeed, the notion of viewpoint, which is concerned the speakers’ perspective on the 

things they talk about, is exactly what Goffman has termed as footing. As different 

footings are possible, different viewpoints could also arise as speakers talk about 

different events within conversations. 

 

 

2.1.3 Bakhtin and double-voiced (1981) 

Bakhtin (1981) came up with his notion of double-voiced, which also concerns 

how different viewpoints can arise from a single reported utterance. He explained the 

notion of double-voiced as “another’s speech in another’s language”, which “serves to 
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express authorial intentions but in a refracted way” (1981:324). He suggested that 

double-voiced discourse “serves two speakers at the same time and expresses 

simultaneously two different intentions”; “one the direct intention of the character 

who is speaking, and the refracted intention of the author” (1981:324). In fact, 

Bakhtin’s notion seems to be similar to that of Volosinov’s study on the interactive 

organization of language in 1973. In Volosinov’s study, he attempted to investigate 

how a speaker could incorporate the talk of another into a current utterance and how 

another’s talk can be transformed. He argued that reported speech is an appropriate 

device to use to study this issue, in which a single utterance constitutes a site where 

the voices of multiple speakers can dynamically interact with each other. He thus 

made a binary distinction between reporting and reported speech events, in which 

reporting event refers to the current utterance happened; whereas reported speech 

event refers to another’s talk being quoted. Following Volosinov’s distinction, Bakhtin 

argued that speakers are able to integrate a prior narratable speech event into the 

current speech event, negotiating the dynamic inter-relation between the two sets of 

speech events and speakers. Scholars who followed Bakhtin’s notion have further 

adopted a comparably binary set of speaking roles of narrator and character 

concerning the correspondence between the narration of the speech event and the 

narrated event.  
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While the related binary distinction between narrator/character and 

narrating/narrated event have been frequently emphasized in work in the 

Conversation Analytic tradition, he himself also suggested that the possibility of more 

complex participation frameworks and possible speaking roles and events within the 

same utterance involved could be probed in a further step. Related to the present study, 

Bakhtin’s double-voiced also suggests that different speaking roles, or perspectives, or 

viewpoints, are possible in different speech events.  

 

 

2.1.4 Koven and the analysis of speaker role inhabitance (2002) 

 Based on Labov’s idea of evaluation, Goffman’s notion of footing and Bakhtin’s 

idea of double-voiced, Koven (2002) developed a framework of speaker role 

inhabitance which is also concerned with the speakers’ perspectives in narratives 

during the course of ongoing conversations. With respect to his notion of speaker role 

inhabitance, he attempted to distinguish between the referential and socio-pragmatic 

dimensions of oral narratives of personal experience. In narrating a personal 

experience within a conversational context, a speaker not only tells the denotative 

meanings of the story, which corresponds to the referential function of the narrative, 

but also attempts to maintain the ongoing conversation. The speaker should not only 

take up a stance toward the narrated events, but also toward his current 
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co-conversationalists to maintain the ongoing conversation. The way that a speaker 

should constantly take up different stances during the course of narrating in a 

conversation is therefore the socio-pragmatic aspect of the narratives. How a 

storyteller strategically tries to align himself with particular perspectives in telling a 

series of personal experiences thus is the focus of Koven’s study. He distinguished 

three role perspectives—interlocutor, author, and character that speakers orchestrate 

in the performance of a narrative of personal experience, and defined these roles 

according to the speech events that they emerge from: 

 

(1) There is the larger context of the interview or conversation in which the 

stories are told. (Here the relevant speaker roles are those of 

co-conversationalists or interlocutors.) 

 

(2) There is the event of narration itself, in which the speaker takes on the 

role of storyteller, obtaining an extended turn at talk in which he/she 

narrates. (Here the relevant speaker roles are those of narrator/author and 

listener/audience). 

 

(3) There is the narrated speech event, which is presupposed and invoked in 

the event of narration. (Here the relevant speaker roles are those of the 

narratable and perfomable characters). 

 

Koven suggested that speakers in narrating personal experience in conversational 

context must constantly perform, coordinate and shift among these three roles and 

might use a range of indexical linguistic resources to perform and move between each 

role. He thus used a series of examples from his corpus of narratives of personal 
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experience in French and Portuguese to describe the devices which speakers might 

use in French and Portuguese to occupy these three roles.  

For interlocutory role inhabitance, he suggested that many devices could work to 

represent this role inhabitance but they “contribute relatively less referential or 

propositionally explicit information, and more purely interactional and attitudinal 

information” (Koven 2002:180) than devices from an authorial role perspective. 

These devices, for example, involve parenthetical remark, in the use of which the 

speaker steps out of the narrative frame to make explicit comments, and where there 

is a shift to a markedly higher or lower register to indicate the speakers’ attitude or 

affect where its degree is more increased than that in the narrated event; quantifying 

intensifiers that serve to quantify a speaker’s gradient affective involvement; 

discourse markers like quoi ‘okay’ that are not part of the advancement of the plot 

which point to speakers’ current assessment of the events; and other paralinguistic 

devices like laughter and gasps. For authorial role inhabitance, he pointed out that the 

devices often include the combination of a first-person pronoun or verb form and a 

past tense or historical present verb. The tenses in French and Portuguese include the 

passé composé in French or the preterite in Portuguese, the imperfect and the 

pluperfect in both French and Portuguese. By the use of the verb form and these 

tenses, speakers are able to present the event as having occurred at a place and time 
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clearly distinct from the current event of speaking. In terms of character role 

inhabitance, multiple modes of reported speech including both direct and indirect 

quote can be used to represent this perspective.  

In identifying a wide range of linguistic devices that instantiate different role 

inhabitance, Koven provided clear evidence to illustrate that the speaker’s 

perspectives in narrating personal experience within the ongoing conversation can be 

linguistically-manifested. 

In addition to exploring different speaker role inhabitances and linguistic 

indexical devices that instantiate speakers’ perspectives in talking about personal 

experiences within conversational contexts, Koven further attempted to prove that the 

role distinction is salient for listeners of the story. He asked a French-Portuguese 

bilingual to perform narratives of personal experience in her two languages, in which 

her Portuguese version of the story was more weighted toward character role 

inhabitance. He then asked listeners to talk about the differences they noticed 

between two tellings of the same event, in particular about their impressions of the 

speakers’ attitudes as a storyteller and as a character in the story. The result turns out 

to be that listeners were able to note the distinction between the speaker’s current 

attitude at the moment she told the story (interlocutory role inhabitance), as opposed 

to her presentation of herself at the time of the original narrated event (character role 
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inhabitance) in both of the French and Portuguese versions. In addition, they agreed 

that the speaker was more involved and the story was more animated and faithful in 

the Portuguese version overall, since more characters in the story are quoted and 

character role inhabitance is more loaded in the Portuguese story. In sum, Koven 

employed an experimental task to demonstrate that the notion of role inhabitance is 

not a single dimensional as to just about how speakers locate and perform themselves, 

but is also salient for listeners in that they are able to distinguish the different roles 

involved in the narratives of personal experience.  

Concerning the diachronic study on the notion of viewpoint, Koven is insightful 

in providing a linguistically systematic framework to clearly identify and instantiate 

three role inhabitances—that of the interlocutory, authorial, and character roles 

involved in the narratives of personal experience. In addition, as innovative 

interlocutory role involvement was not been explicitly brought up in previous studies, 

his framework explains how a speaker in narrating personal experiences within a 

larger conversational context aligns himself concerning the past event, as well as 

positions himself within the ongoing interaction. Speakers’ simultaneous 

involvements in both the narrated event and the ongoing conversation are taken into 

consideration.  

Problems also arise from Koven’s framework, in particular concerning the 
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linguistic manifestations he analyzed. Since Koven studied speaker role inhabitance 

of personal experience from a French-Portuguese bilinguals’ narratives corpus, the 

linguistic instantiations he analyzed are inevitably language-specific. Many of the 

indexical devices that he identified might not be applicable to narratives data in other 

languages. For example, with respect to the linguistic manifestations of authorial role 

inhabitance, Koven suggested that certain verb conjugation and tense 

performance—past tense or historical present verb in particular, is an instantiation of 

authorial role inhabitance. However, there are certain languages like Chinese in 

which tense performance is not represented through verb forms but through other 

devices like time expressions. And, time expressions, moreover, do not always appear 

in every Chinese utterance. It would be hard to justify that authorial role inhabitance 

does not exist if time expressions are not observed. Koven’s analysis of different 

indexical devices as linguistic manifestations of three speaker role involvements 

might seem to be able to account for the linguistic representations of speakers’ 

perspectives only in certain languages.  

While Koven’s linguistic representations concerning different role inhabitances 

are language-specific, his framework takes speakers’ perspectives that might arise due 

to the ongoing conversational contexts and the narrated events into consideration. The 

present study therefore, follows Koven’s framework in identifying the ways in which 
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different viewpoints emerge as speakers describe past events within an ongoing 

conversation, and especially addresses the use of his interlocutory role that has never 

been mentioned in previous studies. By studying viewpoints in Chinese 

conversational data, the present study also aims to come up with linguistics 

representations that could complement or amend Koven’s language-specific 

manifestations.  

 

 

2.1.5 Goodwin and interactive footing (2006) 

In reviewing Goffman’s footing and his deconstruction of speakers within a 

single reported utterance (1981, 1986), Goodwin also came up with certain insightful 

opinions building on and responding to Goffman’s framework. He developed his 

argument by suggesting two inadequacies of Goffman’s model. First, he criticized 

Goffman’s model in that it provides only a typology of laminated speakers within a 

single strip of utterance rather than “analysis of how utterances are built through the 

participation of structurally different kinds of actors within ongoing courses of action” 

(Goodwin 2006:17). Speakers and hearers can both contribute to the further 

proceeding of the ongoing interaction. Second, he pointed out that Goffman’s 

discussion of footing requires utterances that have rich syntax; like reported speech, 

where clauses in which the talk of another is embedded within a larger utterance by 
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the current speaker. Indeed, many previous scholars like Volosinov (1972) and 

Bakhtin (1981) also place emphasis on the study of reported speech. As an 

improvement of the two flaws in Goffman’s framework, Goodwin further suggested 

that the nature of participation should be analyzed as “a temporally unfolding process 

through which separate parties including both speakers and hearers demonstrate to 

each other their ongoing understanding of the events they are engaged in by building 

actions that contribute to the further progression of these very same events” (2006:27). 

He thus brought up a discussion of interactive footing that seeks to probe how the 

voices or the perspectives of different participants, including both speakers and 

hearers, within a multi-party dialogue can shape each other and jointly unfold the 

interaction of the further proceeding of the narrative description through the use of 

organized visible actions like eye gaze and gestures.  

In many examples in his study of interactive footings, Goodwin attempted to 

demonstrate that the notion of footing should not be restricted to the talk and 

consciousness of a single speaker, rather it can be investigated more richly by 

focusing on multiple sequences of talk by different parties. In addition, Goodwin 

offered a powerful insight into the notion of footing, in which the speaker’s position 

can be shaped by mutual participation with different parties through not only language, 

but also through other visible embodied interaction which are used together to 
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contribute to and build the ongoing interaction. 

Even though the focus of the present study does not attempt to see how speakers’ 

footings or perspectives can be shaped by mutual participation within the dialogue, 

Goodwin’s discussion on interactive footing is also insightful for the present study. 

Goodwin suggested that speakers’ voices or perspectives can not only be represented 

or shaped by only language, but also by other nonverbal devices like eye gaze or 

gestures. Following McNeill’s (1992) systematic study of gestural representations of 

viewpoints (discussed in the following section), Goodwin also noted the multi-modal 

representations of viewpoints and further attempted to demonstrate that these 

embodied representations can serve as devices to shape participants’ viewpoints 

during mutual participation in a conversation.  

 

 

2.1.6 McNeill and the gestural manifestations of viewpoints (1992) 

In his Hand and Mind (1992), McNeill suggested that gestures, unconstrained by 

language-like conventions, can not only convey semantic meanings, but also express 

pragmatic content. In examining the relationship of gesture to ongoing, real-time 

storytelling, McNeill also suggested that viewpoint is one area of meanings where 

gesture can co-express with speech. Since McNeill’s main focus is on narrative data, 

he denoted the notion of viewpoint as “the feeling of distance from the narrative” 
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(1992:118). A given narrative can be portrayed as if it were being experienced, or as if 

it were being seen from a distance. Two viewpoints—the character viewpoint (C-VPT) 

and observer viewpoint (O-VPT) are therefore recognized. In addition, definitions of 

C-VPT and O-VPT are described on the basis of the different performances of iconic 

gestures. In representing C-VPT, the iconic gesture may seem to re-enact the character, 

and the depiction is dispersed over the narrator’s body in an appropriate way. The 

narrator’s hand plays the part of the character’s hand, and the narrator’s body enacts 

the part of the character’s body. On the other hand, in representing O-VPT, the gesture 

may appear to display an event such as showing that the narrator seeks to keep some 

distance from the story. The depiction of characters is concentrated in the hand, and 

the narrator’s body is an onlooker outside the narrative. In addition to how the 

characters of a narrative are represented through iconic gestures could be a criterion in 

distinguishing C-VPT or O-VPT, gestural space is also a key element in 

distinguishing these two viewpoints. A C-VPT gesture incorporates the speaker’s 

body into the gestural space, and the speaker’s hands represent the hands of the 

character. An O-VPT gesture in contrast, excludes the speaker’s body from the 

gestural space and his hands play the part of the character as a whole. McNeill further 

suggested that in the narrative data he studied, 60% of iconic gestures have an O-VPT, 

and 40% a C-VPT.  
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Despite the fact that McNeill defined viewpoints from a gestural perspective, his 

notion of character viewpoint is equal to that of Koven’s (2002) character role 

inhabitance defined from a linguistic perspective, in which both are concerned with 

the speakers’ attempts to enact the characters of the narratives whether through the 

speech or gestural channel. On the other hand, McNeill’s observer viewpoint also can 

be equated to Koven’s authorial role inhabitance. In Koven’s authorial role 

inhabitance, speakers are storytellers or narrators outside of the event, which is also 

the core value of McNeill’s observer viewpoint despite the fact that the channels used 

to express the viewpoints are different.  

Indeed, McNeill’s purpose in studying gestural viewpoints is to see how gesture 

can reflect the discourse structure as narrators proceed through the narrative. Different 

kinds of gesture or gesture performances might reveal the narrative structure, and the 

representation of gestural viewpoints also serves as a clue. According to McNeill, 

storytelling refers to the entire set of events that make up the conveying of a story by 

one person to another, and it is structured on multiple levels. References to events or 

incidents from the fictive world of the story are called the narrative level. Sentences at 

this level follow a certain order that together compose the story line, which is called 

the temporal constraint, so that listeners are able to understand that those sentences 

are part of the story. In addition to narrate the story plot, narrators also make explicit 
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references to the structure of the story. Clauses present the story about the story that 

are interwoven within the narrative level constitute the meta-narrative level. For 

example, in McNeill’s narrative data, a narrator says and uh the first scene you see is 

uh to comment on the story structure and manipulate the story as whole a unit. 

Storytellers also make references to their own experience to the event of storytelling 

itself, and this is called the para-narrative level. At this level, narrators speak for 

themselves and try to focus on their relationship to listeners. For example, they might 

ask listeners whether they have ever heard any story similar to the one that is being 

told before.  

In identifying these three narrative levels—narrative level, meta-narrative level, 

and para-narrative level, McNeill pointed out that different kinds of gesture tend to 

appear in one level over others. Iconic gestures in most of the cases appear at the 

narrative level, where they exhibit a series of story events. C-VPT and O-VPT thus 

are most often observed in the narrative level with the frequent occurrences of iconic 

gesture.  

In addition to the observation that C-VPT tends to appear in the narrative level 

and events of greater importance, the shifts between C-VPT and O-VPT within a 

narration are not at all random. McNeill followed Church’s (Church et al. 1989) 

classifications of event as central or peripheral, and suggested that more central events 
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are given the C-VPT; while more peripheral ones are given the O-VPT. Central events 

can be either the initiation of goal actions, main goal actions, or outcomes of goal 

actions; while peripheral ones include setting statements, subordinate actions, 

responses to actions and outcomes. Two viewpoints appear in different contexts, on 

the basis of these definitions regarding central or peripheral events. McNeill provided 

statistics to show this—71% of C-VPT gestures appeared with central events, and 

93% percent of O-VPT gestures appeared with peripheral events. A speaker’s 

narration which comes from McNeill’s narrative data can serve as an example to 

illustrate. The narrator is describing a series of events of a scene from a cartoon, in 

which one character Sylvester, tries to reach a second character Tweety, by climbing 

up the inside of a drainpipe. Two successive events about one of the characters 

Sylvester—he [comes out the bot]tom of the drainpipe, and he’s [got this] big bowling 

ball inside him are described from different viewpoints. As the narrator talked about 

‘come out’, he made an O-VPT gesture. Since the first event was considered as the 

intervening event that was used to support the more important upcoming event, it got 

the O-VPT. As for the second event, it concerned the cause and effect of the whole 

story and was considered as the main point of the scene. Thus, it got the C-VPT. 

Many other examples in McNeill’s narrative data support this finding. In McNeill’s 

data, though all of the gestures were iconics and all of the clauses were at the 
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narrative level, the events were not equal in terms of their importance for the 

advancing of the story line. Gestures with C-VPT or O-VPT can suggest this 

difference and the study of these gestures can be used to study the narrative structure.  

While McNeill studied gestural viewpoints within narrative data, he also 

provided linguistic manifestations of viewpoints. In his quantitative study, he 

generalized that the C-VPT gesture tends to appear with transitive verbs and single 

clause sentences, and the O-VPT gesture with intransitive or stative verbs and 

multi-clause sentences (complex sentence). He further suggested that it is through 

gestural manifestation that linguistic manifestation may be made obvious and clear. 

Without the speech-accompanying gestures that represent different viewpoints, these 

linguistic forms that are also capable of conveying viewpoints are unobvious and it is 

hard to draw any attention to them.  

According to McNeill’s study, therefore, gestural and linguistic manifestations 

achieve equivalent results in terms of ‘distance’ for a given viewpoint. In the C-VPT 

gesture, speakers walk into the scene of the narrative and insert themselves into the 

gestural space. In the linguistic parallel there are single clauses and transitive verbs 

that also function to represent the speakers as walking into the events narrated. With a 

single clause, “there is a minimal grammatical separation of the event from the 

speaker” (1992:120). With a transitive verb, the events being narrated are as if under 
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magnification. A typical example given by McNeill as an illustration of a C-VPT is 

and drops it down the drainpipe. In the gesture, the narrator’s hand appeared to grasp 

the bowling ball and shove it down the drainpipe, which description is provided from 

the viewpoint of the character, and the action is accompanied in language by a single 

clause and a transitive verb ‘drop’. In terms of an O-VPT in gesture, speakers exclude 

themselves from the gestural space to express that they are outside of the events 

narrated. Linguistically, the O-VPT correspondingly appears with complex sentences 

and intransitive or stative verbs which allow speakers to keep some distance from the 

events described. Complex sentences, according to McNeill, “interpose distance from 

the action in its own configuration” (1992:120). One example cited by McNeill is he 

tries climbing up the side of the building, where the act of climbing is presented in the 

embedded clause and the upper clause (he tries) implies that the action is seen from 

the point of view of an outside observer of the story. While McNeill acknowledged 

that the correspondence between gestural and linguistic manifestations with regard to 

the same viewpoint is not always definite, the speech-gesture co-expressions of the 

same viewpoint are pretty much correspondent in terms of the distance from the 

narratives. 

The present study does not analyze transitive/instransitive or stative verbs and 

single clause/multi-clause sentences as linguistic manifestations of viewpoints, as 
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suggested by McNeill. In McNeill’s study, linguistic and gestural representations of 

viewpoints are not independently analyzed. In addition, linguistic manifestations of 

certain viewpoints are distinguishable and obvious only when the gestural 

representations are first identified. The present study, different from McNeill’s 

analysis, analyzes linguistic manifestations of viewpoints by observing and analyzing 

various linguistic structures and paralinguistic devices that could possibly represent 

different viewpoints that speakers make use of in talking about third-person past 

events within conversational contexts, rather than deducing them from gestural 

representations. 

To sum up, McNeill brought up the notion of viewpoint in his study on gestures 

within narratives, and proved that viewpoint can not only be conveyed through 

language, but also can be manifested through embodied channels like gestures. 

However, since McNeill’s focus is on gestures, his definition of viewpoint is primarily 

and purely seen only in regard to the gestural aspects. In other words, he provided a 

definition of the notions of character and observer viewpoint by describing different 

gestural performances. The problem in this approach is that linguistic manifestations 

are presented as merely additive correspondents with speech-accompanying gestures, 

rather than independent realizations of a certain viewpoint. McNeill is using gestural 

definition to deduce linguistic manifestations, instead of directly analyzing linguistic 
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devices that could possibly convey viewpoints. In other words, McNeill has not 

systematically studied the collaboration between linguistic and gestural 

representations in expressing viewpoints.  

In addition, McNeill focused his study of viewpoint only on iconic gestures, 

overlooking the capabilities of other gesture types in expressing viewpoints. Despite 

the fact the performance of other gesture types to represent viewpoints might not be as 

multi-dimensional as iconic gestures, other gesture types like metaphoric, deictic and 

spatial gestures are also potential in expressing viewpoints. The study of the use of 

iconic gestures, indeed, might also be more fruitful for the finding of examples of 

expression of viewpoints.  

McNeill’s study is insightful in that it recognizes the multi-modal nature of the 

representations of viewpoints. He has shown that the representations of viewpoints are 

not confined to language, and that the embodied, non-verbal devices like gestures can 

also powerfully express viewpoints. His identifications of character and observer 

viewpoint are also important, since they suggest the existence of different viewpoints 

that can also be inferred from gestural aspects. Even though the definitions of these 

two terms are illustrated from a purely gestural perspective, the present study follows 

McNeill’s concept of these two viewpoints and attempts to supply a definition that 

can better account for both the linguistic and gestural viewpoints.  
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2.1.7 Interim summary  

Linguistic studies have provided various insights on the issue of viewpoint. In 

Labov (Labov & Waletzky 1967, Labov 1972, 1997), the notion of viewpoint was 

studied in narratives within a sociolinguistic interview. However, this approach has 

been criticized concerning the opinion that viewpoint should not be studied in 

decontextualized narratives. Scholars within the Conversation Analytic tradition have 

urged the study of viewpoint in narratives within the course of natural and 

spontaneous conversations. Goffman (1981) brought up the notion of footing, and 

developed a framework that deconstructs “speakers” into three speaker 

roles—animator, principal, and author within a single reported speech. However, he 

placed too much emphasis on how different speaker roles might be invoked within a 

single reported speech, rather than how a single speaker can use different linguistic 

devices to speak from different perspectives. Bakhtin (1981) also proposed 

double-voiced to discuss the point that speakers are able to integrate a prior narratable 

speech event into the current speech event, in which two voices are invoked from two 

sets of speech events. Koven (2002) also developed a framework for analyzing 

speakers role inhabitance in narratives of personal experience, and identified three 

roles—interlocutor, character, and author arising in the course of the narration. 

While Koven provided linguistic instantiations of each speaker’s role, his data mainly 
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focused on French and Portuguese narratives which are language-specific. Goodwin 

(2006) on the other hand, focused on how speakers and hearers within a multi-party 

interaction can shape each other’s footings and together unfold the proceeding of the 

interaction. His study also paid attention to the speakers’ perspectives represented 

through both language and other embodied resources like eye gaze and gestures.  

In addition to the linguistic study of viewpoint, McNeill’s (1992) gestural study 

also showed that viewpoint can be expressed through the gestural channel. He 

suggested that two viewpoints—character and observer viewpoint can be inferred 

from iconic gestures, and saw viewpoints from a purely gestural aspect. Despite the 

fact that McNeill also generalized that linguistic manifestations of viewpoints that 

co-expressed with speech-accompanying gestures, linguistic and gestural 

manifestations are not systematically examined together.  

Overall, while previous studies have provided abundant insights into the study of 

viewpoint, linguistic and gestural viewpoints are studied separately. A systematic 

study of representations of viewpoints in both linguistic and gestural channels, and 

how language and gesture can collaborate with each other in expressing viewpoints 

should be developed.  

 

 

2.2 Theoretical background  
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In this section, three theoretical hypotheses of speech-gesture coordination and 

gesture production—the Free Imagery Hypothesis, the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis, 

and the Interface Hypothesis are introduced. The issues of how the 

speech-accompanying gestures are coordinated with the concurrent speech in 

conveying information and what cognitive process is involved in the production of 

gesture have been subject to considerable theoretical disagreement. These three 

hypotheses each provide different insights concerning these issues and we will see 

how they can be used to explain the processing of speech-accompanying gestures 

while collaborating with the speech in expressing viewpoints.  

 

 

2.2.1 The Free Imagery Hypothesis 

Krauss et al. (1996, 2000), and de Ruiter (1998, 2000) proposed the Free 

Imagery Hypothesis of gesture production. In discussing the relationship between 

lexical gestures (or representational gestures) and lexical access, they suggested that 

gestures are generated from imagery in working memory and their content is 

constructed on the basis of long-term memory. According to this hypothesis, gestures 

are generated pre-linguistically, which means that they are produced independently 

from the representational potential of language.   

Krauss et al. (1996, 2000) sought to account for the origin of gestures beginning 
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with the representations in working memory that come to be expressed in speech. 

They proposed a model of gesture production which builds on Levelt’s (1989) speech 

production model to illustrate this view. In addition, they believe that lexical gestures 

and speech involve two production systems that operate in concert.  

In Levelt’s speech production system, he refers to three stages of speech 

production process as conceptualizing, formulating, and articulating. At the 

conceptualizing stage, the speaker’s procedural knowledge is drawn upon to be used 

as a communicative intention. A “preverbal message” (Levelt 1989), which refers to a 

conceptual structure containing a set of semantic specifications, is therefore produced 

as the output of the conceptualizing stage. Then the preverbal message is imported 

into the Formulator, where the preverbal message is transformed in two ways. First, 

the grammatical encoder maps the concept of the preverbal message onto the lemma 

in the mental lexicon whose meaning corresponds to the content of the preverbal 

message, and the preverbal message is then transformed into a surface structure. 

Second, by selecting appropriate word forms stored in lexical memory and the 

utterance’s prosody, the phonological encoder turns the surface structure into a 

phonetic plan. At the final articulatory stage, the overt speech is then produced.  

Building on Levelt’s speech production model, Krauss et al. (1996) suggested 

that lexical gestures are derived from the non-propositional representations of the 
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source concept. The source concept generally refers to speakers’ memorial 

representations in the working memory. The source concept must be in a propositional 

form for it to be entered into the conceptualizing stage of the speech processor. 

However, the source concept includes knowledge or features that can be encoded in 

both propositional and non-propositional representational formats. The 

non-propositional representational formats are then reflected in gestures, which they 

mostly incorporate the spatial and dynamic features of the source concept.  

In the model they proposed, a spatial/dynamic feature selector transforms the 

spatial and dynamic features into a set of spatial/dynamic specifications. These 

abstract specifications are then translated by a motor planner into a motor program 

which provides the motor system with a set of instructions for executing the lexical 

gesture. Features encoded as propositional formats are then transmitted into the 

Conceptualizer where these propositional representations are transformed into the 

preverbal message that finally comes out to be expressed in overt speech. In their 

model, gestures are produced before speech formulation takes place.  

De Ruiter (1998, 2000), unlike Krauss et al., proposed that gestures are generated 

by the process that also generates speech, namely the Conceptualizer. He proposed a 

model called the Sketch Model to explain the process of gesture production, which is 

also built upon Levelt’s (1989) model of speech production. In his model, the 
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Conceptualizer has access to working memory and it can access both propositional 

knowledge for the generation of preverbal messages and imagistic information for the 

generation of gestures. After the imagistic information is accessed in Conceptualizer, 

it will then be sent into a sketch, where information that is hard to be encoded as a 

preverbal message is then encoded as an imagistic representation. The sketch can 

select the information that can only be expressed in gesture, including different 

gesture types. The imagistic representation encoded in the sketch will then be directly 

sent to the gesture planner. The primary task of the gesture planner is to build a motor 

program out of the information received in sketch, and then send the motor program 

to a lower-level motor control module which executes the overt gesture.  

Whereas models proposed by Krauss et al. and de Ruiter have their own 

respective views regarding the stage at which gestures are generated, their models are 

similar in that gestures are generated before linguistic formulation take place. These 

models of the Free Imagery Hypothesis both imply that the information encoded in 

the gesture will not be influenced by how the information is encoded in the 

accompanying speech. 

While the Free Imagery Hypothesis is concerned with how 

speech-accompanying gestures are produced and how gestures are coordinated with 

the concurrent speech in conveying information, it cannot explain how gestures work 
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in collaboration with speech in expressing the same or different viewpoints. 

According to the Free Imagery Hypothesis, the information encoded in gesture will 

not be influenced by how the information is encoded in the accompanying speech. 

Gestures are generated pre-linguistically and produced independently from the 

linguistic representations. In other words, gesture and speech involve two separate 

systems. Following the view of the Free Imagery Hypothesis, therefore, gesture and 

the accompanying speech should convey completely different information in order to 

suggest that two independent production systems are involved in the semantics 

coordination of speech and gesture. However, 96.6% of all gestures that are produced 

in the current data have a correspondent lexical affiliate, which refers to the same or 

similar idea unit or concept that is conveyed in the accompanying speech. Only four 

gestures produced in the current data do not have a correspondent lexical affiliate in 

the accompanying speech, and convey ideas different from those in speech. The 

statistics suggest that most of the gestures in conversational data are produced to 

coordinate with the speech in expressing the same or similar idea unit. Since the 

gestures produced in the current data are aimed to convey the same or similar concept 

with the speech, the Free Imagery Hypothesis cannot appropriately explain the current 

data. In other words, the discussion on the Free Imagery Hypothesis and how it 

predicts about the processing of gesture production while collaborating with the 
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accompanying speech in expressing viewpoints will be irrelevant for the present study. 

Therefore, in Chapter 6, the general discussion on the gesture production process 

involved in expressing viewpoints with their accompanying speech, the present study 

will mainly focus on the discussion on the other two hypotheses—the Lexical 

Semantics Hypothesis and the Interface Hypothesis and their respective predictions 

made on the collaborative expressions of viewpoints in speech and gesture.   

 

 

2.2.2 The Lexical Semantics Hypothesis 

Theories that maintain the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis propose that gestures 

are generated from the semantics of lexical items in the accompanying speech. 

Butterworth and Hadar (1989) claimed that iconic gestures are generated from one or 

more semantic features of a lexical item that can be interpreted spatially. These 

features, like directions, locations or measures, are then reflected in the configurative 

properties of the gesture such as in its force or trajectory. Following this perspective, 

certain features of the lexical item are then the source of the gestures. In addition, they 

have suggested that “speech production processes dominate gesture production so that 

the latter must conform to speech-productive constraints” (Butterworth and Hader 

1989:172). Iconic gestures, for example, are generated from the result of the 

computational stage in speech production after the selection of the lexical items in an 
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abstract form. Beat gestures, on the other hand, are dominated by the stage where 

stress is assigned its sentence position.  

The idea that lexical items are the source of iconic gestures proposed by theories 

of the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis strongly contrasts with McNeill’s account (1985), 

in which he placed the origins of iconic gestures with early message construction 

rather than after it. In addition, in their perspective, gesture typically reflects only part 

of the meaning (spatial features) of a lexical item, rather than the holistic aspects of it. 

In general, theories of the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis propose that gestures can 

only encode information that is also encoded in the accompanying speech. What is not 

encoded in the speech is not encoded in gesture.  

 

 

2.2.3 The Interface Hypothesis 

Kita and Ö zyürek (2002) proposed the Interface Hypothesis of gesture 

production. In a cross-linguistic study on the semantic coordination of speech and 

gesture, they suggested that gestures originate from an interface representation 

between speaking and spatial thinking. The interface representation is the 

spatio-motoric representation that refers to the spatial and action information 

represented in terms of action, and it is organized for the purpose of speaking. 

According to the Interface Hypothesis they proposed, gestures not only encode 
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spatio-motoric properties of the referent, but structure the information concerning the 

referent in the way that is more compatible for linguistic encoding possibilities.  

Indeed, this hypothesis is based on the view of “thinking for speaking” of the 

speech production processes (Slobin 1987, 1996) and McNeill’s (1992) Growth Point 

Theory of utterance generation. In order to speak, the information to be expressed has 

to be tailored into a structure that is suitable for verbalization within a processing unit. 

In addition, it is said that “the optimal informational organization for speech 

production for a given language is determined by interaction between representational 

resources of the language and processing requirements for the speech production 

system” (Kita and Ö zyürek 2002:17). Following this view, how information might be 

packaged in the course of speech production might be greatly influenced by the 

resources of a language. How spatio-motoric representations of the referent are 

prepared in the course of speech production is therefore also influenced by linguistic 

variation as different languages have different representational resources. This 

situation is said to be seen in speech-accompanying gestures.  

The argument that gestures can reflect how spatio-motoric representations are 

influenced by linguistic differences is based on McNeill’s (1992) Growth Point 

Theory. In the Growth Point Theory, it is said that the planning of utterances involves 

the interplay of imagistic thinking and linguistic thinking. The outcome of the 
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imagistic thinking is the speech-accompanying gesture, and the outcome of the 

linguistic thinking is otherwise the co-expressive speech. It has also been argued that 

“gestures are generated from a process by which spatio-motoric imagery is shaped 

into a form that is suitable for speaking” (Kita and Ö zyürek 2002:17). In this light, 

gestures are involved in the process of structuring the spatio-motoric imagery into 

informational units suitable for speech production. The informational unit suitable for 

speech production, which is called a processing unit, is said to be roughly 

approximated by a clause. This proposition differs from the Lexical Semantics 

Hypothesis, where the informational unit for the interplay between speech and gesture 

is a single word.  

Following all these arguments, consequently, the Interface Hypothesis states that 

the spatio-motoric imagery of a gesture is not only shaped by the possibilities of the 

formulation of the language, but also the spatio-motoric properties of the referent that 

might or might not be verbally expressed in the language.  

Kita and Ö zyürek further proposed a model of speech and gesture production 

based on the Interface Hypothesis (2002). Their model, similar to those proposed by 

Krauss et al. (1996, 2000) and de Ruiter (1998, 2000) based on the Free Imagery 

Hypothesis, is also built upon Levelt’s (1989) model of speech production. In the 

model they proposed, Levelt’s concept of the Conceptualizer is split into two parts:  
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Figure 1. Proposed model of speech and gesture production of Kita and Ö zyürek (2002) 

 

The first is the Communication Planner and the second is the Message 

Generator. The Communication Planner generates the communicative intention 

which specifies what needs to be communicated and it determines which modalities of 

the expression should be involved. The Message Generator formulates a proposition 

to be verbalized that takes both the communicative goal and the discourse context into 

account. Gestures, on the other hand, are generated in a general mechanism that 

generates actions which is called the Action Generator. Once the communicative 

intentions are decided, the specification of the content to be expressed is sent to the 

Message Generator and the Action Generator. The Action Generator thus generates a 

Lexicon 

Other 

Spatial & 

Motoric 
Propositional 

Communication Planner 

Message Generator Action Generator 

Formulator Motor Control 

Environment Discourse Model 

Gesture Speech 
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plan for action in real and imagined space, and the representation is realized as the 

gesture. 

Since the Action Generator is a general mechanism that generates actions, the 

Message Generator has some degree of autonomy to specify which information to 

select from the environment or working memory for the Action Generator. The two 

generators might constantly exchange information and also independently initiate 

informational organization. The Message Generator, interacting with the Action 

Generator at the same time, also interacts on-line with Formulator. In the model 

proposed, the message that is generated by the Message Generator is sent to the 

Formulator. However, if the proposition is not readily verbalizable within a given 

processing unit, the Message Generator will receive direct feedback from the 

Formulator. More importantly, this un-verbalizable proposition might then transform 

into a spatio-motoric format and pass onto the Action Generator. Information not 

readily to be verbalized through speech might then be encoded in the action planning 

processes and be generated as the spatio-motoric representation which at the end 

transforms into gestures. This whole process suggests that the gesture content is not 

only decided by the spatio-motoric properties of the referent, but is also 

simultaneously shaped by the linguistic encoding possibilities. In this model, 

generally, the content of a gesture is determined by (1) the communicative intention 
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generated in the Communication Planner, (2) action schemata selected on the basis of 

features of imagined or real space, and (3) on-line feedback from the Formulator via 

the Message Generator.  

Generally, the Interface Hypothesis suggests that a gesture is shaped by the 

possibilities in the formulation of the language, and at the same time gesture may also 

encode spatio-motoric information that is not expressed in the speech.  

 

 

2.2.4 Interim summary  

In this section, three hypotheses—the Free Imagery Hypothesis, the Lexical 

Semantics Hypothesis, and the Interface Hypothesis, concerning the speech-gesture 

coordination and gesture production have been introduced. The Free Imagery 

Hypothesis, proposed by Krauss et al. (1996, 2000) and de Ruiter (1998, 2000), 

contends that lexical gestures are generated before linguistic formulation takes place. 

As a result, gestures are not influenced by how the information is verbalized in speech. 

In terms of the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis proposed by Butterworth and Hadar 

(1989), gestures are generated only after the lexical selection has been completed in 

the linguistic formulation process. Therefore, gestures can only encode information 

that is also encoded in their concurrent speech. Information that is not verbally 

expressed will not be encoded in gestures. Lastly, in the Interface Hypothesis 
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proposed by Kita and Ö zyürek (2002), gestures are generated in a spatio-motoric 

representation that is organized for the purpose of speaking. Gestures are not only 

influenced by the spatial imagery of the referents, but are also shaped by the 

information organized in the linguistic expression that is more easily accessible as a 

processing unit in the speech production. In addition, the length of this processing unit 

is roughly approximated to that of a clause. The three hypotheses, respectively 

provide with different views concerning speech-gesture coordination and gesture 

production, despite the fact that each of the models is built upon Levelt’s (1989) 

speech production model. We will see how these hypotheses are able to explain the 

way speech and gesture coordinate information to express different viewpoints 

presented in the current data. In particular, the present study will focus on the 

discussion on the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis and the Interface Hypothesis. The 

Free Imagery Hypothesis, due to its irrelevant prediction on the semantics 

coordination of speech and gesture, will not be included in the general discussion on 

the processing of speech-accompanying gesture while collaborating with the speech in 

expressing the viewpoints.  

 

 

2.3 Summary 

In this chapter, studies on the issue of viewpoint have been reviewed and the 
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theoretical background concerning speech-gesture coordination and gesture 

production has been introduced. Regarding previous studies on viewpoint, scholars 

have provided copious insights on how viewpoints, or concepts that roughly 

correspond to the notion of viewpoint, are represented through linguistic and gestural 

channels. However, the ways in which viewpoints are simultaneously represented 

through these two channels have not been systematically examined. The purpose of 

this study, therefore, is to see how viewpoints can both be represented in language and 

gesture, and how gesture can collaborate with language in expressing viewpoints 

within the descriptions of third-person past events in conversational contexts. 

For the theoretical background concerning speech-gesture coordination process 

and gesture production, three hypotheses—the Free Imagery Hypothesis, the Lexical 

Semantics Hypothesis, and the Interface Hypothesis have been introduced. Theories 

that maintain each hypothesis propose different models to explain how and where 

gestures are generated, and how gestures are coordinated with their accompanying 

speech in communicating certain information. These hypotheses might help us to 

explain the collaborative expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture and also 

the gesture production process involved in expressing viewpoints with their 

accompanying speech. In particular, the present study will focus on the discussion on 

the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis and the Interface Hypothesis. The Free Imagery 
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Hypothesis, due to its irrelevant prediction on the semantics coordination of speech 

and gesture, will not be included in the general discussion on the processing of 

speech-accompanying gesture while collaborating with the speech in expressing the 

viewpoints.
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CHAPTER 3  

 

DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

In this chapter, the conversational data used in this study, the definition of 

third-person past events and the selection criteria, the framework adopted, and the 

qualitative study of linguistic-gestural respective representations of certain viewpoints 

for use as a basis in analyzing the data of the quantitative study will be introduced. 

 

 

3.1 Data  

The data used in this study comes from five of the conversations in the NCCU 

Corpus of Spoken Chinese. In particular, the data is selected from the sub-corpus of 

spoken Mandarin, which contains both oral narratives and daily face-to-face 

conversations. Concerning the daily face-to-face conversations, participants were 

college students who knew each other, family members or friends and colleagues. The 

participants were free to choose any topics which they liked to talk about, and were 

filmed for about an hour. A stretch from each talk of about twenty or twenty-five 

minutes, where the participants had already become accustomed to being in front of 

the camera, was then selected for transcription. The gesture data used in this study 

comes from the analysis of the gestures made in these transcribed conversations, and 
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was re-analyzed by other two trained coders separately. Where the two coders were 

not in consensus on the content of a gesture or where a gesture was not clear, the 

gesture was excluded. 

 

 

3.2 Third-person past events and the selection criteria  

The present study analyzes the representations of viewpoints by clausal units, 

since a clause is an independent unit and the smallest grammatical one that can 

express a complete proposition. And, in terms of the definition of the third-person past 

events identified in the present study, it refers to a clause that conveys a complete 

proposition about a third-person’s event that has ever happened in the past. Following 

Thompson and Couper-Kuhlen’s definition (2005), a clause can be defined as a unit of 

[predicate+ phrases that accompany it]. The predicate, which refers to a verb or a verb 

complex, functions to denote and specify the actions being carried out in an event. 

The predicate is also the essential element for a unit to be identified as a clause. In this 

study, there are total of 119 clauses and each of them contains a gesture.  

The present study focuses on third-person past events, which means that 

first-person experiences of the current speaker are not studied. First-person oral 

experience is excluded in this study since it is not possible to justify the identification 

of certain viewpoints in this case. It is hard to distinguish whether the speaker is 
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speaking from the perspective of a current storyteller (which is recognized as the 

observer viewpoint in this study) or from the perspective of characters in the event 

(thus character viewpoint in this study), since both storyteller and character are the 

speaker himself in the rendition of the first-person experience. The “present I” as a 

storyteller and the “past I” as the character are indistinguishable. To avoid ambiguity 

in analysis, the present study thus focuses on the study of third-person past events. 

Since the study focuses on representations of viewpoint in language and gesture, 

only clauses with speech-accompanying gestures are chosen. A total of 119 clauses, 

each clause being accompanied with a speech-accompanying gesture, are analyzed in 

the present study.  

The clauses analyzed in this study include different clause types. 102 clauses in 

the current data are simple clauses, which account for 85.7% of all clauses. Clauses 

with the syntactic structure of [S+V+O] and [S+V] are the major types of clause. 46 

clauses in the current data follow the structure of [S+V+O] such as tā jiù ná nàge ló 

lài bá ‘He holds a grill’, and 31 clauses of [S+V] such as tā jiù chūlái a ‘He just came 

out.’ Six clauses of [S+O+V] are of the ba-construction, such as tā jiù bǎ nǐ zhèyàng 

cóng dìshàng lā qǐlái a ‘He just pulled you up from the ground like this.’ [O+S+V] is 

the structure of topicalization, and one clause in the current data follows this structure. 

In this clause—Yìmó yíyàng de shìqíng tā yǐqián yě zuòguò ‘The same thing, he has 
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done before’, the topic Yìmó yíyàng de shìqíng ‘the same thing’ is the object of the 

verb zuòguò ‘has done’ and appears at clause-initial position.  

There are five instances of question in the current data. Two questions follow the 

common [S+V+O] structure, and two follow [S+V]. The remaining case follows 

[S+O+V]. Copular clauses, where they appear as [S+copular+NP complement], 

account for four cases. For example, nǐ shì bóshì bān ‘You are a PhD student’, the 

subject nǐ ‘you’ and NP complement bóshì bān ‘PhD student’ are joined with the use 

of the copular shì. Serial verb constructions, which mean that there is more than one 

verb predicate within a single clause, can also be observed in the current data. Ten 

cases that follow the structure of [S+VP1+VP2] are identified as serial verb 

constructions. For example, bǎ tā shēn jìnqù nà yàng <L3 giào giào giào L3> ‘(He) 

stretched it into the wasp’s nest and stirred it’, two verbs shēn jìnqù ‘stretch into’ and 

giào giào giào ‘stir’ are involved within a single clause to suggest two consecutive 

actions.  

While the majority of the clauses in the current data are single clauses, there are 

17 clauses are formed with a complement clause embedded within (14.3% of all 

clauses). For example, jiùshì zài zhǎo wǒmen jiā dàodǐ zài nǎlǐ zhèyàng zi 

‘(Firefighters) were trying to find where our house is’, the subordinate clause wǒmen 

jiā dàodǐ zài nǎlǐ zhèyàng zi ‘where our house is’ is the object complement of the verb 
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in the main clause zhǎo ‘find’. Among these 17 clauses with a complement clause 

embedded within, 11 clauses have a verb of saying in the main clause. These clauses 

with a quotative verb such as shuō or jiǎng ‘say’ involve different types of reported 

speech, including direct or indirect reported speech. For example, hěnduō lǎoshī shuō 

éi zhè kěyǐ názǒu ma ‘Many teachers said, “Can we take this?”’, the complement 

clause éi zhè kěyǐ názǒu ma ‘can we take this’ is the quoted speech that follows the 

verb of saying shuō ‘say’.  

Since the clausal events in this study are elicited from conversational data, a 

clause might sometimes stretch across several turns. Turns of the utterances of other 

co-conversationalists might intervene between the completion of a clausal event. 

Clauses that are formed by intervening utterance turns thus are not selected for 

analysis in this study. In addition, there are also situations where a clause is a joint 

utterance. This suggests that one part of the clause is formed by one speaker and the 

other by another. This kind of clause is also not examined in the present study, since 

we are looking for the representations of viewpoints for a given speaker in talking 

about a third-person event. Clauses of joint completion might involve the viewpoints 

of two speakers.  

 

 

3.3 Framework of the study 
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To study the linguistic and gestural representations of viewpoints, a framework 

which identifies and defines the viewpoints that could possibly emerge from clausal 

events within conversational contexts should be developed. In communicating 

third-person past events within a face-to-face interaction, speakers not only recount 

the propositional contents of the events, but might also simultaneously focus on the 

ongoing conversation. Several studies have urged the necessity of taking interactive 

contexts into consideration to study speakers’ footings or perspectives, but have not 

explicitly established a framework for analysis. Koven’s (2002) framework of speaker 

role inhabitance was the first study that clearly discussed speakers’ attempts to 

describe the referential contents of personal experiences and to maintain the ongoing 

conversations, and a framework for analysis was developed. He explicitly 

distinguished between three speaker’s perspectives including interlocutory, authorial 

and character role perspectives, and defined these terms according to the speech 

events they arise from: 

 

(1) There is the larger context of the interview or conversation in which the 

stories are told. (Here the relevant speaker roles are those of 

co-conversationalists or interlocutors.) 

 

(2) There is the event of narration itself, in which the speaker takes on the 

role of storyteller, obtaining an extended turn at talk in which he/she 

narrates. (Here the relevant speaker roles are those of narrator/author). 

 

(3) There is the narrated speech event, which is presupposed and invoked in 
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the event of narration. (Here the relevant speaker roles are those of the 

narratable and performable characters). 

 

Koven’s framework especially recognized interlocutory role inhabitance as the 

speaker’s attempt to maintain the ongoing conversation, which was not mentioned in 

earlier studies. With the interlocutory role perspective being identified, we can see 

how speakers might also speak on behalf of themselves as the current speaker within a 

conversation while describing third-person past events. The present study thus follows 

Koven’s concept of interlocutory role inhabitance and adapts it for convenience to the 

term speaker viewpoint for the purpose of the present study. 

Concerning how speakers present the propositional contents of third-person past 

events, this study follows McNeill’s (1992) notion of viewpoints and the two 

viewpoints that he recognized. McNeill has defined the notion of viewpoints as the 

speakers’ feelings of distance in relation to the past events, and he also brought up two 

viewpoints—observer and character viewpoint. His discussion on viewpoints, albeit 

gestures are the main focus, has taken care of both linguistic and gestural 

manifestations. The present study, since it is also aimed at the study of linguistic and 

gestural viewpoints, therefore follows McNeill’s notion of viewpoints as a basis for 

the analysis of viewpoints that arise from the descriptions of third-person past events.  

Despite the fact that McNeill’s descriptions of observer and character viewpoint 

are aimed for use in the study of both linguistic and gestural manifestations, his 
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definitions regarding these two terms are characterized only in regard to the gestural 

aspects. In other words, since McNeill’s primary focus is on gestures, he has defined 

the two terms by describing the differences in their gestural performances. He has 

defined observer and character viewpoint based on two gestural attributes of iconic 

gesture—how the gesture represents the characters in narratives and the gestural space 

used: 

 

Observer viewpoint (O-VPT): The iconic gesture appears to display an 

event like the narrator keeps some distance from the story, and the speaker’s 

hands play the part of the character in the narrative as a whole. The gestural 

space excludes the speaker’s body. 

 

Character viewpoint (C-VPT): The iconic gesture seems to re-enact the 

roles of the character in the narrative, and we feel that the narrator is inside 

the story. The speaker’s hands represent the hands of the character, and the 

speaker’s body the body of the character. The gestural space incorporates 

the speaker’s body.  

 

Since both observer and character viewpoints are defined by purely gestural 

perspectives, the ways in which the observer viewpoint and character viewpoint can 

be distinguished by the use of language are not clearly stated. Koven’s illustrations of 

authorial role and character role inhabitance, which in their kernel concepts are 

similar to that of McNeill’s observer and character viewpoint, can be used to 

complement McNeill’s definitions of observer and character viewpoint.  

To conclude, building on Koven’s notion of interlocutory role perspective and 
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McNeill’s terms of observer and character viewpoint, the framework of the present 

study further identifies three viewpoints—that of speaker, observer and character to 

account for both linguistic and gestural representations. The definitions can be stated 

as the following: 

 

Speaker viewpoint (S-VPT): To maintain the larger conversational context 

in which the description of third-person past events are embedded or 

interwoven, the speaker constantly reveals his here-and-now relationship 

with the co-conversationalists by interacting with them, making comments 

on, or injecting emotions toward the past events.  

 

Observer viewpoint (O-VPT): Concerning the description of third-person 

past events, the speaker keeps some distance from the past events, 

describing the clausal event like an observer outside of the event. The 

speaker refrains himself either from re-enacting the roles of characters or 

attempting to maintain the ongoing conversation.  

 

Character viewpoint (C-VPT): Concerning the description of third-person 

past events, the speaker walks into the temporal and spatial frame of the 

past events, reconstructing the scene of the past events from the perspective 

of different characters and enacting their thoughts, speech and other deeds.  

 

The analyses of linguistic and gestural representations of different viewpoints in 

this study will follow the definitions developed here.  

 

 

3.4 Linguistic representations of viewpoints  

In this section, the qualitative study of the linguistic representations of each 

viewpoint as basis for analysis of the distribution of linguistic viewpoints for 
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quantitative study will be examined. With respect to the nature of the linguistic 

representation defined in this study, it refers to a range of multi-layered 

representations which involves not only grammatical constructions such as sentence 

forms, phrasal expressions, lexical items, prosodic contours and features, but also 

other paralinguistic devices such as discourse markers and laughter. Based on Koven’s 

(2002) analysis of the linguistic representations of three speaker role inhabitance that 

arise from narratives within conversational contexts, the present study has identified 

how speakers in talking about third-person past events can also make use of the 

linguistic and paralinguistic devices recognized by Koven to represent speaker, 

observer, and character viewpoint. The ways in which these linguistic and 

paralinguistic devices can represent three kinds of viewpoints will be discussed 

respectively, following the order of linguistic representations of speaker viewpoint in 

3.4.1, representations of observer viewpoint in 3.4.2, and finally the representations of 

character viewpoint in 3.4.3. 

 

 

3.4.1 Linguistic representations of speaker viewpoint 

The use of various linguistic resources to interact with co-conversationalists, 

make explicit or implicit comments, and interject their emotions into the described 

past events all suggest that speakers are showing their here-and-now relationship with 
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other co-conversationalists, and as such these linguistic resources are seen as 

representations of speaker viewpoint and are introduced in the following sub-sections. 

 

 

3.4.1.1 Interrogative sentences 

In describing third-person past events, speakers might sometimes choose to use 

an interrogative sentence as a way of description. By using an interrogative sentence, 

speakers do not necessarily attempt to solicit more information from 

co-conversationalists. For interactive function, an interrogative sentence can arouse 

co-conversationalists’ attention or interest, or their identification toward the described 

past events. No matter what function it serves, the use of an interrogative sentence 

suggests that speakers are concerned about co-conversationalists’ epistemic 

knowledge, attitudes or identification toward the event and it reveals their current 

status as a speaker within an ongoing conversation rather than that of a speaker simply 

providing a recounting of the referential meaning of an event. In Example (1), the 

conversational topic is about how a singer once shared a simple method of preventing 

excrement from splashing out of the stool. The clausal event being examined is an 

interrogative sentence where F1 asks her co-conversationalist if the singer had once 

mentioned a method: 

 

(1)  F1: …tā búshì  shuō tā yòng shéme fāngfǎ 
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     3SG NEG.COP say  3SG use what method 

  F1: ‘Didn’t he say that he has a method?’ 

 

F1’s use of the interrogative sentence is a lead-in to the topic that introduces the 

singer’s method in the later context to arouse the co-conversationalist’s interest or 

attention. It can be seen as a signal of the speaker’s attempt to take care of the 

co-conversationalists, and an attempt to interact with them within the ongoing 

conversation while describing the events.  

 

 

3.4.1.2 Speculative expressions  

In describing third-person past events, speakers might implicitly inject their own 

thoughts or opinions, which are purely their own assumptions, toward the past event 

into the description to explain the initiation or outcome of the events. The use of 

speculative verbs or adverbs achieves this effect and suggests that the speaker is 

speaking in his current speaker role, rather than speaking like a storyteller who merely 

depicts the past events. In Example (2), the conversational topic is about how a group 

of firefighters help remove the wasp’s nest from the corner of speaker F1’s house. The 

clausal event being examined describes how the firefighters were able to find her 

house: 

 

(2)  F1: …jiù…(0.7) tāmen hǎoxiàng hái  ná le yì zhāng zhǐ 

     EMP   3PL appear still take PRF one CL paper 
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  F1: ‘They appeared to hold a piece of paper in their hands…’ 

  

The use of the speculative adverb hǎoxiàng ‘seem to’ suggests that F1 is 

describing the event using her own supposition. 

 

 

3.4.1.3 Suggestive expressions 

Speakers at times also offer their suggestions or provide ideas on the past events 

described. In using suggestive expressions, speakers share their opinions toward the 

event with their co-conversationalists, and at the same time try to elicit the opinions or 

identifications of the other co-conversationalists. This can often be observed by the 

adjacency pair of a turn which involves a clausal event and its second pair part (SPP) 

by a co-conversationalist. In Example (3), speaker F1 offers a suggestion about how 

her friend’s father tried to use some socks as gloves to remove the wasp’s nest.  

 

(3) 1 F1:  …ye jíshí  yīnggāi yào ná nàge sùjiāo de nàge a 

   PRT actually should want take that plastic DE that PRT 

 2 F2:  …dùi a wǒ yě bù dǒng  ye…  

   right PRT 1SG also NEG know PRT  

 F1: ‘Eh, he should have used plastic gloves.’  

   F2: ‘Yeah…I don’t know.’   

 

With the suggestive expression yīnggāi ‘should’, F1 is sharing her ideas with F2 

and F2’s response dùi a ‘Yeah’ suggests her agreement with F1. The use of suggestive 

expressions helps speakers to reveal their current role as a speaker in a conversation 
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and to interact with other co-conversationalists, respectively. 

 

 

3.4.1.4 Parenthetical remarks  

Speakers at times might explicitly state that they are making comments or 

providing their own annotations on past events by the use of a parenthetical remark. 

The use of a parenthetical remark suggests that the speaker is speaking on behalf of 

himself as a current speaker in the conversation. In Example (4), speaker M1 is 

talking about how the president of his company had deliberately not invited some 

people to a feast. With the use of a parenthetical remark lǎoshí jiǎng ‘frankly 

speaking’, M steps out of the description of the past event and makes a here-and-now 

annotation: 

 

(4)  M1: lǎoshí jiǎng zhēnde méi dàolǐ 

   frank speak really NEG sense 

  M1: ‘Frankly speaking, it didn’t make any sense.’ 

 

 

3.4.1.5 Evaluative and emotive expressions 

In addition to the use of a parenthetical remark that explicitly states that they are 

making a comment on past events, speakers also frequently use evaluative and 

emotive expressions to show their here-and-now role of current speaker in the 

ongoing conversation. With the use of evaluative and emotive expressions, speakers 
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express their epistemic and affective position toward the events or characters in the 

events. In Example (5), speaker M1 is talking how a friend has been writing 

something strange on his blog: 

 

(5) M1: tā dōu xiě yìxiē hěn qíguài de dōngxī ya 

  3SG all write some very strange DE stuff PRT 

 M1: ‘He has been writing something really strange.’ 

 

The use of hěn qíguài ‘really strange’ is an evaluation made by M1 and is an 

indication that M1 is speaking as a speaker within a conversation who can freely 

express attitudes or make comments in regard to his own opinion of the matters in the 

being described in the conversation. Speakers also often add different intensifiers to 

further situate themselves along an affective scale or to enhance the extent of 

evaluation.  

 

 

3.4.1.6 Impersonal use of second-person pronouns 

To identify the indexical reference of a personal pronoun, it is generally 

necessary for us to refer to the context in which the pronoun is embedded. However, 

there are certain cases where the identification of the reference of a personal pronoun 

does not depend on the reading of the context. It might not refer to any 

co-conversationalist present in the ongoing conversation or any character of a certain 

temporal-spatial context of the given event. By the use of an impersonal pronoun, it is 
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suggested that the speaker is emphasizing the general facts of the past events which he 

believes should be identified as common matters by other co-conversationalists. 

Kitagawa and Lehrer (2002) pointed out that the personal pronouns like you, we and I 

in English can be used as impersonal pronouns in discourse situations involving 

structural knowledge and general truths. In addition, the use of the impersonal 

pronoun can be seen as an attempt to get the audience to identify with the speaker 

(O’Connor 1994). The extension of the second-person pronoun to impersonal pronoun 

is especially widespread in many languages.  

In Example (6), speaker F is describing how her boyfriend’s oral defense in his 

PhD program was held like a symposium. In talking about how the oral defense 

actually worked like a symposium, she uses an impersonal second-person pronoun to 

briefly indicate some distinctive features of the symposium. Despite the fact that F is 

indeed describing how her boyfriend carried out his oral defense in the past, she 

nevertheless uses an impersonal second-person pronoun that does not refer to any 

co-conversationalist at the present or any character of the event: 

 

(6) F: …ránhòu nǐ  yào shàngqù 

    then 2SG have up.go 

 F: ‘Then you have to go up onto the stage.’ 

 

F is describing an oral defense by noticing one of distinctive features of the 

symposium—yào shàngqù ‘go up onto the stage’. With the use of an impersonal 
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second-person pronoun, F intends to describe the event as a common matter which her 

co-conversationalist should easily be able to picture.  

 

 

3.4.1.7 Explicit appeal to another speaker 

The use of the second-person pronoun to make an explicit appeal to another 

speaker is also an indication of a speaker’s attempt to interact with other 

co-conversationalists. Example (7) is how it works: 

 

(7) F1: … zhíjué shuō lā nǐ yì bǎ 

    intuition say pull 2SG one pull 

 F1: ‘Pull you up intuitively.’ 

 

Nǐ ‘you’ in this example refers to the co-conversationalist F2, and its indexical 

meaning suggests that F1 is interacting with F2.  

 

 

3.4.1.8 Discourse markers
1
 

Utterance-final particles a, ne, ye, ya, ma, and ba, which function for purely 

interactive purpose are evidence of a speaker’s choice to represent the speaker 

viewpoint. Jucker (1998) stated that discourse particles have an emotive and 

expressive function rather than a referential, denotative and cognitive function. The 

final particle a in a declarative sentence has been noted as expressing a speaker’s 

                                                       
1 Discourse markers that serve to form a particle question also function for interactive purposes; 

therefore their occurrence is also identified as representation of speaker viewpoint.  
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involvement in the conversation (Chu 2002). Ye and Ya at the utterance-final position 

can also express the emotion of a speaker in regard to an event. Hu (1981), Shao 

(1989), and Wu (2005) emphasize the interactive function of ne, and suggest that its 

usage can draw the attention of the hearer to the information being claimed. Li and 

Thompson (1981) also suggested that ma and ba have the function of soliciting 

approval and agreement from hearers. Whether the usage is to suggest the speaker’ s 

involvement or the solicitation of hearer’s attention and approval, utterance-final 

discourse particles serve an interactive function to  maintain a conversation. In 

Example (8), speaker F1 is talking about the situation of her boyfriend’s oral defense 

in his PhD program. She is saying that her boyfriend had prepared many desserts for 

the oral defense so that many teachers could even take them back home. When she 

talks about the event that a teacher took five tarts away, she uses a discourse particle 

ye in uttering the sentence to show her surprise: 

 

(8) F1: ránhòu yǒu.. yǒu… yǒu nàge… lǎoshī tā jiùshì yí cì  jiù ná  wǔ ge…  

  then have have  have that teacher 3SG that.is one time then take five CL 

  zǒu ye 

  walk PRT 

 F1:  ‘And there was a teacher who even took five away.’   

 

 

3.4.1.9 Laughter 

Laughter, as pointed out by Jefferson (1984), is entirely devoid of propositional 
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meaning and serves purely to index the speaker’s stance. The placement of laughter 

can be of great consequence for a conversational interaction. Speakers in describing 

third-person past events might also superimpose a laughing quality over a clause to 

show their affections—feeling funny or ironic, about the past events. In presenting 

events with a laughing quality, speakers implicitly reveal that they are talking on 

behalf of themselves as a current speaker in the conversation. In Example (9), the 

conversational topic is about how a group of firefighters helped to remove a wasp’s 

nest from the corner of the speaker’s house. Speaker F1 is talking about how, when 

around four to five firefighters came to her place, even nearby neighbors came out to 

see what was happening: 

 

(9) F1: ránhòu wàimiàn línjū hái chūlái kàn shéme shì<@qíng@>@@ 

  then outside neighbor even exist.come look what thing  

 F1:  ‘Neighbors even came out to see what had happened.’ 

 

When nearly at the end of the sentence, F1 superimposes a laughing quality on 

the last word qíng to implicitly show her feelings about the past events.  

 

 

3.4.2 Linguistic representations of observer viewpoint 

In adopting an observer viewpoint, the speaker refrains from either maintaining 

the ongoing conversation or from reconstructing the scene of past events. The speaker 

keeps some distance from the past events, and describes the events like an onlooker, 
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or an observer outside of the event without interjecting his own thoughts or making 

any comment. Two ways—indirect reported speech and plain statements are identified 

as representations of observer viewpoint that speakers use to describe events like an 

observer.  

 

 

3.4.2.1 Indirect reported speech  

In describing third-person past events, speakers might sometimes quote what 

characters of the original events said. Speakers might use direct speech and take on 

the voices of different characters in the events, like they themselves are the characters. 

On the other hand, speakers might also make use of indirect reported speech, which 

simply reports the speech of characters as a plain statement as though from an 

observer outside of the event. It is thus suggested that speakers using indirect reported 

speech are adopting an observer viewpoint. To avoid ambiguity in analysis, indirect 

reported speech with any linguistic or paralinguistic device which suggests the 

interjection of speakers’ attitudes or comments, and which has been identified as a 

representation of speaker viewpoint recognized in the previous sections, is not 

analyzed as observer viewpoint. Since a speaker’s attitudes or comments have been 

added to the description of indirect reported speech, it is more appropriate to analyze 

cases involving this situation as speaker viewpoint. 
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To identify whether speakers are quoting characters’ speech directly or indirectly, 

pronominalization of the quoted speech can be used as distinguishing criteria. As 

pointed out by Li (1986), the pronominalization strategy of indirect reported speech 

can be stated as the following: 

 

The  first      person pronoun in an indirect quote refers to either  

second 

the (i)  reporter-speaker   or (ii) the reported  speaker     of the direct  

       addressee                         addressee  

quote in which that indirect quote is embedded. 

 

For example: 

(10)  You told me that I took you to San Francisco last year.  

In (10), the first- and second-person pronouns in the indirect quote refer 

respectively to the reporter speaker I and the addressee me. Another example: 

(11)  John said to Mary, “Peter told Ellen that I love you.” 

Here, I and you in the indirect quote refer to the reported speaker Peter and to the 

reported addressee Ellen in the direct quote, respectively.  

Indirect reported speech as the instantiation of observer viewpoint can also be 

seen in our data. In Example (12), speaker F1 is talking about how her landlady said 

that she wanted to call the plumber to come to remove the wasp’s nest. She thus 

reported what she had said by using indirect reported speech: 
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(12) F1: .. yīnwèi  tā  yuánběn gēn wǒ jiǎng shuō  tā yào jiào shuǐdiàngōng de  

    because 3SG original with 1SG speak COMPL 3SG want call plumber DE  

   lái 

   come 

 F1:  ‘Because originally she told me that she wanted to call the plumber to come.’ 

 

Here, tā embedded in the quoted utterance is co-referent with the Tā immediately 

outside of the quoted speech and thus indicates an indirect speech reading. Speakers 

in this case do not attempt to act as the character in the events, or perform their speech 

or thought. Instead, they keep some distance from third-person events like an observer, 

and simply report the characters’ speech in a factual description.  

 

 

3.4.2.2 Plain statements  

In a basic definition of observer viewpoint, it could be said that speakers in 

talking about third-person past events refrain either from maintaining the ongoing 

conversation or from reconstructing the scene of the event. They may simply describe 

the spatio-temporal aspect of the event with a plain statement as though they were  

an observer outside of the event, without injecting their attitudes and comments or 

enacting the speech and thought of the characters in the event. Any other clausal event 

where speakers merely use the clause to move the plot of the conversational theme or 

topic related to the clausal event along chronologically will be identified as the 

adoption of observer viewpoint.  
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3.4.3 Linguistic representations of character viewpoint 

In adopting a character viewpoint during the description process, the speaker 

walks into the temporal and spatial frame of the past events, reconstructing the scene 

of the past events from the perspective of different characters and enacting their 

thoughts, speech and other deeds. Direct speech, voiced direct reported speech and 

inner speech are representations of character viewpoint, while the use of any one of 

them may suggest that the speaker is speaking as a character in the original event. 

 While speakers are said to enact different characters of the past event by 

making use of these different modes of direct quote; nevertheless, it is hard 

completely exclude the speaker’s own perspective from a direct quote. Since we are 

not involved in the original scene of the past event, it is impossible for us to know 

how the situation happened exactly or what the characters actually said, did, and 

thought. While speakers might intend to quote a character’s speech or thoughts 

directly without any adaption or change of word choice, it seems impossible to 

completely eliminate their own perspectives. Speakers might rephrase or paraphrase a 

character’s speech or thoughts in line with their own perspectives. Following this 

argument, it would be then hard to distinguish between the speaker viewpoint and the 

character viewpoint. However, in the current framework, the use of a direct quote can 

still be seen as part of the speaker’s attempt to re-perform and re-enact the purported 
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speech or deeds of a character. Direct speech, voiced direct reported speech, and inner 

speech that are without obvious markings that indicate the speaker’s perspective on 

his or her involvement, such as discourse particles that serve a purely interactive 

function, or any other markings suggesting that the speaker is rephrasing or 

paraphrasing the character’s speech, are seen as an adoption of the character 

viewpoint in this study.  

 

 

3.4.3.1 Direct speech 

By directly quoting what different characters in the past event have said, the 

speaker is enacting their thoughts or speech like he himself is in it. The speaker keeps 

no distance from the past events and speaks from the perspective of different 

characters. Wierzbicka (1974) pointed out that direct speech is characterized by its 

theatrical nature. She suggested that the person who reports another’s words by 

directly quoting them temporarily assumes the role of that person. Thus, the reporter 

and the original speaker are temporarily indistinguishable and their identities are 

merged. Following this proposition, speakers who directly quote what different 

characters of the past events have said are indeed indistinguishable from the original 

characters.  

Since the performance of direct and indirect speech is suggested to involve 
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different interpretations of viewpoint, it is necessary to distinguish between direct and 

indirect reported speech. The use of different strategies of pronominalization can 

serve to distinguish between them. Li (1986), in discussing the syntactic differences 

between direct and indirect speech, also stated two pronominalization strategies of 

direct quote as the following: 

 

A. The first and second person pronoun in a direct quote are respectively 

co-referential with the reported speaker or the reported addressee in the 

clause immediately outside of the quotation. 

 

B. The third person pronoun in a direct quote must not be co-referential 

with the reported speaker or the reported addresses in the clause 

immediately outside the quotation. 

 

The following example provided by Li can illustrate strategy A: 

(13)  John told Mary that Peter said to Ellen, “I love you.” 

Here, the first-person pronoun in the direct quote refers to the reported speaker 

Peter, and the second-person pronoun refers to the reported addressee Ellen. Consider 

the following example: 

(14)  John told Mary that Peter said to Ellen, “He was sick.” 

To be regarded as a direct speech, He in this example cannot be co-referential 

either with Peter or Ellen. He must refer to someone else rather than the reported 

speaker or the reported addressee. 

Thus, by observing the performance and the co-reference of the subject pronoun 
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of the quoted speech, we are able to distinguish between direct speech and indirect 

reported speech. In Example (15), the conversational topic is about how speaker F1’s 

father once has said that her voice sounds very different from her original voice when 

talking on the phone. When talking about the event, F1 makes use of direct speech to 

describe what her father said: 

 

(15) F1:  shuō…<Q tā de shēngyīn búshì zhè[yàng] Q> 

  say   3SG DE voice  NEG.COP like this 

 F1: ‘(He) says, “Her voice is not like that.”’ 

 

By directly quoting what her father said at that time, F1 attempts to enact the role 

of her father and thus is temporarily indistinguishable from him.  

 

 

3.4.3.2 Voiced direct reported speech 

While speakers in a character viewpoint often use direct speech to enact roles as 

characters in the third-person past events, they also superimpose a different voice 

quality on a direct speech. Speakers might attempt to imitate some mannerism that 

mimics the voice quality of the characters in the past events or attempt to replicate a 

certain affective way of speaking such as angry, whiney or stilted. They might take on 

the different voice quality of the quoted characters, including shifts in pitch, slows in 

tempo, increase of loudness or any other affective quality like husky, sobbing or 

creaky to achieve this purpose. This kind of direct quote has been termed as voiced 
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direct reported speech (Niemelä 2005) and it has been described as an interactional 

practice of stance taking. As also pointed out by Du Bois et al. (1991) in discussing 

the conventions of discourse transcription, momentary marked voice quality or 

prosody can have a consequence for the ongoing spoken interaction. With the use of 

voiced direct reported speech, speakers vividly re-enact the roles of different 

characters of past events. Respectively, it is the representation of character viewpoint.  

The voice quality superimposed on a direct speech can be clearly distinguished 

from the speaker’s original and natural speaking quality. The auditory difference can 

be supported by using Praat, a type of software which can be used to carry out a 

phonetic and acoustic analysis of speech. In Example (16), speaker F1 is talking about 

a friend’s first experience of riding a motorcycle to a mountain area. She then mimics 

her friend’s frightened voice when directly quoting what she said at the time: 

 

(16) F1: Chāchā shuō wǒ zhēnde shì.. yìzhí zài gēnzhe chē.. wǒ hěn jǐnzhāng 

  Chacha say 1SG really COP always at follow  car 1SG very nervous 

     F1:  ‘Chacha said, “I’m really…I have been keeping up with other motorcycles. I’m nervous.”’ 

 

To see the difference in the quality of voice between the speaker’s natural 

speaking quality and the voice of the character in the event she mimics (in this case, 

her friend Chāchā), the changes in the pitch range of the rendition of the two can 

provide valid evidence. The pitch range of speaker F1’s original speaking quality, 

which can be derived from other turns produced by F1 in the conversation, varies 
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from about 150 to 450 Hz. See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Pitch range of F1’s natural speaking voice

2
 

 

However, when she attempts to mimic Chacha’s speech, the overall pitch of the 

voiced direct reported speech ranges from 200 to 600 Hz, which is considerably 

higher range than that of her natural voice (see Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Pitch range of F1’s use of voiced direct reported speech 

 

The overall higher pitch range of the voiced direct reported speech helps F1 to 

achieve the desired voice quality of the character she is attempting to imitate, and 

suggests that character viewpoint is being adopted. 

                                                       
2 Several fragmented pitch tracts that are exceptionally high or low are unavoidable noises that come 

from either speakers or the surrounding environment. 
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3.4.3.3 Inner speech  

Speakers sometimes report what the characters of the event “think” rather than 

what they actually “say”, which is similar to what Tannen (1989) termed as inner 

speech.  

 

(17) F1: [[ ránhòu tā  jiù xiǎng]]…[[ wàimiàn]] búshì yǒu nàge=…(0.7) cháng de  

    then 3SG just think  outside NEG.COP have that   long DE 

  [ sàobǎ ma] 

   broom PRT 

 F1: ‘And then she thinks…isn’t there a…long broom outside of the house?’ 

 

The clausal event deals what one of the friends of the speaker F1 thought about 

using a long broom to poke a wasp’s nest off the outside of her house. What F1 

reports is not what her friend said at that very moment of the past event, but her 

thoughts and intention at that time. Her friend might have explicitly stated her 

thoughts and intention or might have put her thoughts into action at that time, but by 

using inner speech, F1 is attempting to re-enact the thoughts of her friend and reports 

the past event like she herself is her friend. In this light, the use of inner speech 

suggests that the speaker is speaking from the character’s viewpoint.  

 

 

3.5 Interim summary  

Different linguistic and paralinguistic devices used in representing three 

viewpoints are discussed in previous sections. For speaker viewpoint, linguistic 
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representations include structures that range from sentence forms such as interrogative 

sentences; phrasal expressions such as speculative, suggestive, and evaluative/emotive 

expressions, parenthetical remarks, to lexical items such as the impersonal use of the 

second-person pronouns. In addition, speakers can also use paralinguistic devices like 

discourse markers and laughter to state out their role as a current speaker within an 

ongoing conversation. For observer viewpoint, indirect reported speech and plain 

statements are linguistic representations that suggest speakers are describing the past 

events in the role of an outside-the-event storyteller without making explicit or 

implicit comments or projecting their own attitudes into their presentation of the 

third-person past events. In terms of character viewpoint, speakers make use of 

different modes of direct quote, including direct speech, or direct speech 

superimposed on different voice quality, and inner speech to enact characters’ speech 

and thoughts.  

 

 

3.6 Gestural representations of viewpoints 

In the previous section, the ways in which speakers talk about third-person past 

events within an ongoing conversation can make use of numerous linguistic and 

paralinguistic devices to express different kinds of viewpoints were investigated. 

While a single linguistic device can be analyzed as a representation of one or other 
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kind of viewpoint, a single gesture, instead, is synthetic in that it has to be 

decomposed into several gestural features to discuss how it represents different 

viewpoints. In other words, different gestural features should interact and collaborate 

with each other together to represent a viewpoint. McNeill (1992) in discussing 

gestural viewpoints in his narrative data, identified two viewpoints, the character 

viewpoint and the observer viewpoint, which can be inferred from iconic gestures. He 

also defined two gestural attributes, the depiction of entities (or characters) in the 

narration and gestural space, as characteristic criteria to represent these two 

viewpoints. Whether the gesture expresses the character viewpoint or observer 

viewpoint depends on how hand movements represent the characters of the event and 

the gestural space. An example in McNeill’s data concerning the gestural performance 

as speakers describe a cartoon story illustrates how these two gestural attributes serve 

to distinguish character and observer viewpoint.  

The event scene is from a cartoon in which one character Sylvester, tries to reach 

a second character Tweety by climbing up the inside of a drainpipe. The event could 

be conveyed gesturally from either the character viewpoint or observer viewpoint. A 

speaker could move his arms up and down, as if climbing a ladder. In this case, the 

speaker is representing Sylvester as if he himself is playing the part of Sylvester. His 

hands are as those of Sylvester’s, moving up and down to represent a clambering 
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motion; and his body is as Sylvester’s body. Such a gesture has a character viewpoint, 

in which the representation of the character is an enactment of Sylvester’s action 

dispersed over the speaker’s body. In addition, the gestural space being used 

envelopes the speaker, with the speaker at the center of the locus. The use of the 

gesture in expressing the character viewpoint suggests that the speaker is inside the 

story. However, the same event can be expressed from an observer viewpoint 

gesturally. The speaker can make the hand into Sylvester as a whole and cause it to 

rise upward. Sylvester is represented as a whole hand, and the gestural space used is 

localized in front of the speaker as though the speaker were an onlooker outside of the 

story.  

While McNeill identified two criteria—iconic gestures in the depiction of entities 

or characters in the event and in the depiction of the gestural space to be used as clues 

to distinguish between character viewpoint and observer viewpoint, the discussion 

should go beyond this. To fully understand the relationship between iconic gestures 

and viewpoints, several other features found in the composition of a gesture, including 

the handedness, stroke duration, frequency, and the involvement of other parts of the 

body should also be influential criteria in defining the structure of gestural viewpoints. 

We can see how an iconic gesture has more potential in representing a gestural 

viewpoint from more aspects through the study of the interaction and collaboration of 
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these gestural features. In addition, these gestural features established as criteria in 

identifying gestural viewpoints are not confined to a discussion on iconic gestures 

only. Other gesture types, such as metaphoric, spatial, or deictic gestures, should also 

be brought into the discussion to fully understand the representations of gestural 

viewpoints.  

In investigating the interaction and collaboration of different gestural features in 

representing viewpoints, the present study further distinguishes between a “complex” 

gesture and a “simple” gesture. In representing character viewpoint, a speaker’s 

gesture suggests that he is acting as a character in a past event and is enacting the 

actions or deeds of that character. Therefore, it is suggested that a speaker’s gesture is 

more complex in representing character viewpoint. A complex gesture could be 

represented through the use of gestural features that show more gestural complexity: 

the use of larger gestural space, both hands, longer stroke duration, repetition of the 

same stroke, and the involvement of other parts of the body. On the other hand, in 

representing observer viewpoint, speakers plainly depict the past events like an 

observer who is not attempting to walk into the original scene of the past events. As a 

result, speakers tend to produce a “simple” gesture, which means that the gesture 

shows less gestural complexity, when representing observer viewpoint. A simpler 

gesture is produced when the gestural space used is relatively narrower, only a single 
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hand is used, with shorter stroke duration, the stroke is only performed once, and 

there are no other bodily movements. In discussing how different gestural features 

could represent character and observer viewpoint, the present study will follow this 

principle of “complex” and “simple” as criteria to be used in the analysis of the data.  

In the following sub-sections, different gestural features which act as influential 

criteria in identifying viewpoints will be introduced. Section 3.6.1 introduces gestural 

space as a coding principle in identifying gestural viewpoints. Section 3.6.2 concerns 

how the use of handedness in performing the gesture might influence the 

representations of viewpoints. Stroke duration as a factor is discussed in Section 3.6.3. 

In section 3.6.4, we discuss frequency as a factor in affecting the representations of 

gestural viewpoints. Section 3.6.5 is about the involvement of other parts of the body 

that co-occur with gestures that could also serve as important index in identifying 

certain viewpoints.  

 

 

3.6.1 Gestural space 

According to McNeill (1992), the gestural space can be divided into sectors 

using a system of concentric squares (see Figure 4). The gestural sector directly in 

front of the chest is Center-Center space. Surrounding the Center-Center is the Center, 

then the Periphery.  
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Figure 4. The typical gestural space identified by McNeill (1992:89)  

 

In his definition of this gestural feature, the gestural space envelopes the speaker 

when the gesture is representing character viewpoint. It is the space for the enactment 

of the character and the locus of the speaker is at its center. In other words, the 

speaker is completely inside the gestural space, performing the part of the character. 

With regard to the observer viewpoint, the gestural space is localized in front of the 

speaker, like a stage or platform for the depiction of actions or events about to take 

place. For the purpose of the present study, the gestural space refers to the space 

encompassed by the movements of the hand—the space where gesture orientates and 

moves within the stroke phase. In identifying viewpoints through the feature of 

gestural space, it is suggested that since the speaker in adopting character viewpoint is 

as though walking into the past events and acting in the roles of the people involved in 

the scene, the gestural space would more often encompass larger area. For character 
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viewpoint, speakers might utilize the space that encompasses the area from the Center 

space to Periphery or position their movements exclusively at Periphery space. In 

contrast, for observer viewpoint, the gestural space tends to be much narrower, 

frequently being confined to the Center-Center space. It is also suggested that 

Center-Center is the default space for speakers’ performance of their 

speech-accompanying gesture. In the current study, gestures with the stroke phase 

performed at the Center-Center space are analyzed as having observer viewpoint. In 

contrast, gestures with the hand orientation or movement that extends from Center to 

Periphery or exclusively at Periphery are analyzed as having character viewpoint. 

 

 

3.6.2 Handedness  

Handedness refers to either the use of both hands or only a single hand in making 

the gesture. Speakers in expressing character viewpoint often make use of both right 

and left hands to enact the role of a character. With the use of both hands, characters’ 

hand movements in the original events can be more vividly imitated. On the other 

hand, speakers in expressing observer viewpoint often use only a single hand to 

gesture. Characters are often represented as whole the single hand. In the current 

study, speakers’ use of both hands in performing the gesture shows more gestural 

complexity and is analyzed as representing character viewpoint; the use of a single 
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hand shows less gestural complexity and represents observer viewpoint.  

 

 

3.6.3 Stroke duration  

A gesture movement that begins when the limbs begin to move and ends when 

the limbs reach a rest position again is called a gesture phrase. A gesture phrase is 

often composed of three basic phases: preparation, stroke, and retraction phase. 

Preparation is an optional phase in which the limbs begin to move away from the rest 

position to the gesture space where the stroke begins. Retraction phase is also an 

optional phase in which the hands return back to a rest position again. Stroke is the 

peak of the effort in the gesture. It is an obligatory gesture phase that expresses the 

meaning of the gesture. Stroke duration thus refers to the time that a gesture occupies 

to express its core meaning. Stroke duration that is longer often suggests that the 

gesture conveys more information about the past events, or that the gesture is being 

made more carefully. Therefore, longer stroke duration is often considered as a feature 

that represents character viewpoint. On the other hand, gestures with shorter stroke 

duration often indicate that the observer viewpoint is being expressed. In the current 

data, “long” stroke duration suggests that the gesture performed lasts longer than 

0.744 seconds—which is the median number of all stroke durations produced. In 

terms of “short”, it means that the stroke duration is less than 0.744 seconds.  
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3.6.4 Frequency 

Frequency refers to the number of times that the same hand movement as the 

stroke phase that occurs within a gesture. For character viewpoint, speakers are like 

characters in the original scene of the past events and they would seek to depict the 

information concerning to the past events more carefully and vividly, and the same 

hand movement might therefore be repeated to emphasize or increase dramatic effect. 

Concerning observer viewpoint, on the other hand, there is rarely repetition 

concerning to the same stroke. In the current study, a gesture with the same stroke that 

is performed more than once suggests that the gesture is one of more gestural 

complexity and is analyzed as representing character viewpoint. For instance, in 

Example (25) in Chapter 5, speaker F1’s wriggling and rotating hand movement is 

done successively several times to enact Chacha’s action of riding the motorcycle 

(Figure 12, (3) to (4)). In the case of a gesture with the stroke phase that is performed 

only once, such gestures show less gestural complexity and represent observer 

viewpoint.  

 

 

3.6.5 Involvement of other parts of the body 

Speakers also make use of other bodily movements like head nod/shaking or 

facial expressions when gesturing. These involvements of other parts of the body are 
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often considered to be an attempt to imitate characters’ actions or movements in the 

past events in addition to the use of hands. In producing these bodily movements, 

speakers are suggesting that they are acting as characters and are involved in the 

original scene of the past events. In this light, the occurrences of these involvements 

of other parts of the body accompanied with the hand movements are often considered 

to be representations of character viewpoint. For instance, in depicting Chacha’s 

action of riding a motorcycle in the past event in Example (25) (see Chapter 5), 

speaker F1’s body slightly jumps up-and-down and then bends to the front as though 

she were sitting on an unsteady saddle, accompanied with her speech-accompanying 

gesture to act as Chāchā and represent character viewpoint (Figure 12, (3) to (4)). On 

the other hand, speakers in expressing observer viewpoint are not attempting to enact 

the characters’ actions or deeds and the depiction of the past events is concentrated 

only in the use of the hands, and other bodily movements seldom appear with the 

gesture as a result. In the current study, therefore, speakers’ hand movements with the 

co-occurrence of movements of other parts of the body involved in describing past 

events are analyzed as showing more gestural complexity and representing character 

viewpoint. Speech-accompanying gesture that is not accompanied with any other 

bodily movement is analyzed as representing observer viewpoint.  
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3.7 Interim summery 

A gesture is synthetic in that several features composing a single gesture should 

interact with each other to represent a certain viewpoint. Five gestural features have 

been identified as crucial criteria, including gestural space, handedness, stroke 

duration, frequency, and the involvement of other parts of the body. How these 

gestural features indeed collaborate with each other to represent different gestural 

viewpoints and instantiations of each viewpoint will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

 

3.8 Summary  

In this chapter, data and methodology adopted in this study are introduced. With 

regard to the data, it is from five conversations in the sub-corpus of Mandarin of 

NCCU Corpus of Spoken Chinese. Clausal events are selected from the five 

conversations, where each clausal event conveys a complete proposition concerning 

events that have happened to someone. Only third-person past events are chosen to 

accommodate the purpose of this study. The framework of this study utilizes Koven’s 

(2002) framework of speaker role inhabitance and McNeill’s (1992) notion of 

character and observer viewpoint, and therefore defines three viewpoints—speaker, 

character, and observer viewpoint that can arise in a description of third-person past 

events within conversational contexts. Linguistic and gestural representations of three 
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viewpoints are then examined qualitatively as coding principles for quantitative study. 

With respect to linguistic representations, syntactic structures, including sentence 

forms, phrasal expressions and lexical items, and paralinguistic devices, such as 

discourse markers, prosodic features and laughter, could all serve as linguistic 

resources to express a certain viewpoint. For gestural representations, five gestural 

features are identified as influencing factors of gestural viewpoints, including gestural 

space, handedness, stroke duration, frequency and the involvement of other parts of 

the body. Through different performances of the interaction and collaboration between 

these gestural features, a gesture might also be able to represent the three viewpoints. 

In Chapter 4, the next chapter, we shall see how speakers represent speaker, 

observer, and character viewpoint in talking about third-person past events by making 

use of different linguistic representations which shall be introduced in this chapter 

first. In Chapter 5, we will then see how the three viewpoints are represented through 

the gestural channel in the interaction and collaboration of the different gestural 

features identified in this chapter for use as criteria for analysis of the quantitative 

study of the gestural viewpoints within the description of third-person past events. 
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CHAPTER 4  

 

LINGUISTIC REPRESENTATIONS OF VIEWPOINTS 

 

 

 

The present study analyzes the linguistic and gestural viewpoints of 119 clauses. 

Based on a framework which identifies speaker, observer and character viewpoint 

developed in the present study, and the qualitative study of the linguistic and gestural 

representations of each viewpoint as coding principles, this chapter presents the 

results of the quantitative study of linguistic viewpoints. The distribution of linguistic 

viewpoints in the descriptions of third-person past events within conversational 

contexts is shown in 4.1. The distribution of different linguistic or paralinguistic 

devices that speakers use to represent speaker, observer and character viewpoint is 

discussed in sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. Section 4.5 is a brief summary. 

 

 

4.1 Quantitative study of linguistic viewpoints 

The quantitative study of linguistic viewpoints suggests how speakers in talking 

about third-person past events within a conversation often make use of speaker, 

observer and character viewpoint. The distribution of each viewpoint in language is 

presented in Table 1.  
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Table 1. The distribution of linguistic viewpoints 

Types of viewpoint Number of each viewpoint Total 

S-VPT 40 33.6% 

O-VPT 72 60.5% 

C-VPT 7 5.9% 

Total 119 100% 

 

From Table 1, we can see that when talking about third-person past events within 

a conversation, speakers most often represent an observer viewpoint. Speakers 

frequently choose to simply describe events about others by making use of plain 

statements that reveal the spatio-temporal information, the persons involved 

(characters of the events), and the characters’ actions or deeds concerning the events, 

or indirect reported speech that plainly reports what characters in the event have said. 

Despite the fact that most of the time speakers act purely as outsiders who are not 

involved in the original events, speakers are also concerned about their current role as 

a speaker in an ongoing conversation while describing the events. Therefore, speakers 

on occasion also convey speaker viewpoint and reveal their here-and-now 

relationships with other co-conversationalists by interacting with other speakers or 

making personal comments (S-VPT, 33.6%). What speakers do only infrequently is to 

step into the scene of the original events, enacting the roles of the characters of the 

events and performing their speech or thoughts. This again suggests that within a 

conversation, speakers usually want to talk about a third-person past event from the 

perspective of an outside-event observer, and keep some distance from the described 
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events rather than step into it.  

Speakers in talking about these events also produce speech-accompanying 

gestures. Following McNeill’s idea that “one area of meaning where speech and 

gesture are coexpressive is the point of view” (1992:118), we might hypothesize that 

gestures often collaborate with the accompanying speech in expressing the same 

viewpoint of the same event. Therefore, we might expect that observer viewpoint will 

also be commonly adopted in gesture, as the same for language in describing the same 

event. On the other hand, since speakers rarely enact characters’ speech in talking 

about third-person events, we would also expect that a speaker’s enactment of a 

character’s actions or deeds represented in gesture to be infrequent. Whether this 

hypothesis concerning the distribution of gestural viewpoints conforms to the actual 

findings of the current study will be seen in the discussion in the following chapter on 

the gestural representations of viewpoints.  

In the following sections, we will see how speakers make use of different 

linguistic representations in representing the three viewpoints in language. In other 

words, we will see the distribution of the linguistic representations in each viewpoint. 

The distribution of linguistic representations for speaker viewpoint is discussed in 

section 4.2, followed by a discussion on observer and character viewpoint in section 

4.3 and 4.4. 
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4.2 The distribution of linguistic representations of speaker viewpoint 

In representing the speaker viewpoint in the descriptions of a third-person past 

event within an ongoing conversation, speakers are showing their concern about the 

maintenance of the conversation. They notice the fact that they are not only describing 

an event to others, but at the same time are also involved in a conversation that must 

be carried on. Therefore, speakers might reveal their here-and-now relationship with 

other co-conversationalists in the conversations by interacting with other speakers, 

revealing their attitudes, or making personal comments in their current role as speaker 

to show their concern in maintaining the conversation. In terms of the linguistic 

representations speakers can adopt to represent the speaker viewpoint, speakers can 

make use of interrogative sentences, impersonal use of second-person pronouns, or 

explicit appeal to another speaker to interact with or gain identifications from their 

co-conversationalists. They can also use speculative or suggestive expressions, 

parenthetical remarks and evaluative or emotive expressions to show their attitudes 

toward or make comments on the past events. Utterance-final discourse markers and 

laughter also serve to indicate speakers’ feelings on the events being talked about. The 

distribution of these linguistic representations for speaker viewpoint is shown in Table 

2.  
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Table 2. The distribution of linguistic representations of speaker viewpoint 

Speaker viewpoint    

Linguistic representations Number  Example 

Interrogative sentences 5 10.4% Example (1) in Chapter 3 

Speculative expressions 10 20.8% Example (2) in Chapter 3 

Suggestive expressions 2 4.2% Example (3) in Chapter 3 

Parenthetical remarks 3 6.2% Example (4) in Chapter 3 

Evaluative and emotive expressions 8 16.7% Example (5) in Chapter 3 

Impersonal use of second-person pronouns 2 4.2% Example (6) in Chapter 3 

Explicit appeal to another speaker 1 2.1% Example (7) in Chapter 3 

Discourse markers 11 22.9% Example (8) in Chapter 3 

Laughter 6 12.5% Example (9) in Chapter 3 

Total 48 100%  

Two devices used within the same event 8 16.7%  

 

From Table 2, we can see that the representations of speaker viewpoint that show 

speakers’ current status as a speaker within an ongoing conversation and their concern 

about enabling the conversation to continue are mainly achieved by expressing their 

attitudes or comments while talking about others’ events. Despite the fact that 

speakers can also maintain a conversation by interacting with other speakers by using 

interrogative sentences, explicit or impersonal appeals to gain identification from 

other speakers, they seldom do so.  

Speakers also make use of two kinds of linguistic or paralinguistic devices within 

the descriptions of the same event to mark their representations of speaker viewpoint. 

Most of the combinations include a discourse marker (four cases) and an evaluative or 

emotive expression (four cases) that explicitly show speakers’ attitudes or evaluations 
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of the events.  

From the distribution of the linguistic representations of speaker viewpoint, we 

can then hypothesize that speakers’ gestures in representing speaker viewpoint will 

also collaborate with the accompanying speech mainly to express speakers’ attitudes 

or comments rather than be those used for interacting with other speakers within the 

conversations.  

 

 

4.3 The distribution of linguistic representations of observer viewpoint 

Concerning the linguistic representations of observer viewpoint, speakers in 

talking about third-person past events make use of indirect reported speech and plain 

statements to simply report related information concerning the events. Speakers 

describe the events as an outside-the-event observer, without involving themselves in 

the descriptions of the events or making personal comments. Table 3 presents how 

speakers make use of these two linguistic structures to convey observer viewpoint. 

 

Table 3. The distribution of linguistic representations of observer viewpoint 

Observer viewpoint    

Linguistic representations  Number   Example 

Indirect reported speech 5 6.9% Example (12) in Chapter 3 

Plain statements 67 93.1% --- 

Total 72 100%  

 

From Table 3, we can see that the use of plain statements accounts for nearly all 
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linguistic representations of observer viewpoint. Moreover, among all linguistic 

representations of three kinds of viewpoints, plain statements are also the most 

commonly adopted linguistic structures in the descriptions of third-person past events. 

This suggests that while speakers in talking about third-person past events have 

various linguistic structures or paralinguistic devices that can be used as a way of 

describing a third-person past event (which therefore results in different viewpoint 

representations), such as enacting characters’ speech, injecting personal emotions, or 

making explicit comments, speakers nevertheless merely use language to plainly 

describe the past events as an outsider.  

In McNeill’s gestural study on viewpoints in narrative data, he found that 60% of 

iconic gestures have observer viewpoint (O-VPT) and 40% have character viewpoint 

(C-VPT). The percentage of the occurrences of observer viewpoint in gesture is 

higher than character viewpoint. From McNeill’s study and the distribution of 

linguistic representations of viewpoints in the current study, we might then expect that 

observer viewpoint might also be the most frequently adopted in gesture as it is in 

language. Collaborating with the accompanying speech, the use of gesture provides 

another channel for speakers to plainly describe the past events like an outsider 

without stepping into the original scene. 
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4.4 The distribution of linguistic representations of character viewpoint 

Speakers can make use of direct speech, voiced direct reported speech, or inner 

speech to enact different characters’ speech or thoughts in talking about third-person 

past events. In this case, speakers act as characters in the original scene of the past 

events, performing their speech or thoughts. The distribution of the linguistic 

representations of character viewpoint is shown in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. The distribution of linguistic representations of character viewpoint  

Character viewpoint    

Linguistic representations  Number  Example  

Direct speech 3 42.9% Example (15) in Chapter 3 

Voiced direct reported speech 3 42.9% Example (16) in Chapter 3 

Inner speech 1 14.2% Example (17) in Chapter 3 

Total 7 100%  

 

From Table 4, we can see that linguistic representations of character viewpoint 

are infrequent in the current data. Speakers in talking about third-person past events 

seldom attempt to enact characters’ speech or thought as a way of making a 

description. If gestures often collaborate with the accompanying speech in expressing 

the same viewpoint, we would then hypothesize that the expression of character 

viewpoint in gesture is also rare. If this is the case in the current data, we might 

suggest that the situation when speakers are talking about past events in conversations 

to be the same as found by McNeill in that observer viewpoint is more frequently seen 

than character viewpoint in gesture when people are narrating stories. Whether the 
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hypothesis that character viewpoint in gesture is infrequent and uncommon is right or 

wrong will be looked into and discussed in the following chapter on gestural 

representations of viewpoints. 

 

 

4.5 Summary  

This chapter presents the quantitative analysis of linguistic viewpoints. The 

distribution of the three viewpoints suggests that observer viewpoint is the most 

common choice for speakers to use to talk about third-person past events in ongoing 

conversations, while character viewpoint is the most infrequent. The distribution of 

the linguistic representations concerning each viewpoint not only suggests how 

speakers make use of different linguistic or paralinguistic devices as resources to 

represent each viewpoint, but also suggests that plain statements are the most 

unmarked way for speakers to talk about third-person past events. With the 

distribution of each linguistic viewpoint and of the different linguistic representations 

used within each viewpoint, this chapter presents the performance of viewpoints in 

language when speakers are talking about third-person past events within 

conversational contexts. In hypothesizing that gestures might collaborate with the 

accompanying speech in expressing the same viewpoint, we would expect a similar 

pattern for the distribution of each viewpoint in gesture. Whether this hypothesis 
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holds for the current data will be presented and discussed in the following chapter on 

gestural representations of viewpoints.
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CHAPTER 5  

 

GESTURAL REPRESENTATIONS OF VIEWPOINTS 

 

 

 

This chapter presents a quantitative study of gestural viewpoints and the collaborative 

expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture. In the interaction and 

collaboration between different gestural features, a speaker’s use of embodied 

gestures can express speaker, observer and character viewpoint. The ways in which 

the five gestural features identified in the current study—gestural space, handedness, 

stroke duration, frequency, and the involvement of other parts of the body within the 

performance of a gesture interact and collaborate with each other in representing 

different viewpoints could serve as important criteria in identifying and determining 

gestural viewpoints are introduced in section 5.1. The distributions of the three 

viewpoints in the gestural channel in the descriptions of third-person past events in 

conversational contexts are then presented in section 5.2. Three gestural instantiations 

of each viewpoint are then given in section 5.3. Gestures types produced in the current 

data in representing viewpoints are discussed in 5.4. A brief summary is given in 

section 5.5. Section 5.6 discusses the collaborative expressions of viewpoints in 

linguistic and gestural channel. A summary for this chapter is given in section 5.7. 
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5.1 Gestural features and gestural viewpoints 

In the current study, we have recognized five gestural features—gestural space, 

handedness, stroke duration, frequency, and the involvement of other parts of the 

body as five criteria for use in analysis in determining different gestural viewpoints. 

How the five gestural features interact and collaborate with each other in representing 

the three viewpoints, and how these gestural features could serve as distinctive criteria 

in identifying different viewpoints are discussed in this section. In particular, we will 

see how the performance of each gestural feature can be used to distinguish between 

observer and character viewpoint, due to the limited data of speaker viewpoint in 

gesture in the current data. Table 5 shows how gestures of observer and character 

viewpoint are performed with reference to the five gestural features when each 

gestural feature is analyzed as showing more gestural complexity: the hand movement 

involves Center and Periphery space, use of both hands, longer stroke duration, 

repetition of the same stroke, and the involvement of other parts of the body. In 

Chapter 3, it was suggested that a speaker’s gesture often shows more gestural 

complexity when representing character viewpoint, since speakers are using their 

hand movements to enact characters’ actions or deeds. We will see whether C-VPT 

gestures produced in the current data indeed perform more complex gestural features 

than O-VPT gestures. Table 6 further shows the number of complex gestural features 
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used in C-VPT and in O-VPT gestures. 

 

Table 5. Gestural features that show more gestural complexity 

            Viewpoint  

 C-VPT   O-VPT      

Performance of five 

gestural features 

      Total   

Movement involving Center 

and Periphery 
39 27.1% 69.6% 17 30.4% 36.2% 56 29.3% 100% 

Use of both hands 27 18.8% 77.1% 8 22.9% 17.0% 35 18.3% 100% 

Longer stroke duration 46 31.9% 74.2% 16 25.8% 34.0% 62 32.5% 100% 

Repetition of the same stroke 20 13.9% 76.9% 6 23.1% 12.8% 26 13.6% 100% 

Involvement of other parts of 

the body 
12 8.3% 100% 0 0.0% 0.0% 12 6.3% 100% 

Total 144 100% 75.4% 47 100% 24.6% 191 100% 100% 

*The percentages that are shaded in grey refer to each (complex) gestural feature used between C-VPT 

and O-VPT gestures; the percentages shown without the grey shading refer to the five (complex) 

gestural features used within a C-VPT or an O-VPT gesture. 

 

Table 6. Number of complex gestural features used in C-VPT and O-VPT gestures 

           Viewpoint     

 C-VPT   O-VPT     

Number of gestural 

features performed 

      Total  

0  0 0.0% 0.0% 12 23.1% 100% 12 10.4% 100% 

1 complex feature 17 27.0% 34.7% 32 61.5% 65.3% 49 42.5% 100% 

2 complex features 22 34.9% 73.3% 8 15.4% 26.7% 30 26.1% 100% 

3 complex features 14 22.2% 100% 0 0.0% 0.0% 14 12.2% 100% 

4 complex features 9 14.3% 100% 0 0.0% 0.0% 9 7.8% 100% 

5 complex features 1 1.6% 100% 0 0.0% 0.0% 1 1.0% 100% 

Total 63 100% 54.8% 52 100% 45.2% 115 100% 100% 

*The percentages that are shaded in grey refer to the number of (complex) gestural features used 

between C-VPT and O-VPT gestures; the percentages shown without the grey shading refer to the five 

(complex) gestural features used within a C-VPT or an O-VPT gesture. 

 

From Table 5, we can see that the percentage of each gestural feature which 
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shows more gestural complexity in C-VPT gestures is much higher than that in 

O-VPT. Table 6 further shows the number of complex gestural features that are used 

in two types of gestures, and suggests that the percentage of C-VPT gestures that are 

composed of two or more than two complex gestural features is higher than that of 

O-VPT gestures. In addition, the use of three or more than three complex gestural 

features is only seen in C-VPT gestures but not in O-VPT gestures. This suggests that 

C-VPT gesture indeed is more possible to be composed of gestural features that show 

greater gestural complexity than O-VPT gesture, and that a C-VPT gesture is 

composed of more of these complex gestural features than O-VPT gesture to be 

identified as representing character viewpoint. O-VPT gesture might show none of 

these gestural features that show greater gestural complexity (12 out of total 52 cases 

of O-VPT), or at most two complex gestural features. To sum up, speakers in 

representing character viewpoint through gesture perform gestural features that show 

more gestural complexity and make use of a greater number of these complex gestural 

features within a C-VPT gesture than an O-VPT gesture. 

At the same time, we can also see how gestures of observer and character 

viewpoint are performed with reference to the five gestural features when each 

gestural feature is analyzed as showing less gestural complexity. It was suggested in 

Chapter 3 that speakers plainly depict the past events like an observer that does not 
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attempt to walk into the original scene of the past events in representing observer 

viewpoint. As a result, speakers tend to produce a “simpler” gesture, which means that 

the gesture shows less gestural complexity, when representing observer viewpoint. A 

simple gesture that shows less gestural complexity might have the following gestural 

features: the gestural space is confined to the Center-Center space, use of a single 

hand, shorter stroke duration, no repetition of the same stroke, and no involvement of 

other body parts. Table 7 shows the percentage of each gestural feature that shows less 

gestural complexity used in C-VPT and O-VPT gestures:  

 

Table 7. Gestural features that show less gestural complexity  

            Viewpoint  

 C-VPT   O-VPT      

Performance of five 

gestural features 

      Total   

Movement confined to 

Center-Center 
24 14.0% 40.7% 35 16.4% 59.3% 59 15.4% 100% 

Use of a single hand 36 21.1% 45.0% 44 20.7% 55.0% 80 20.8% 100% 

Shorter stroke duration 17 10.0% 32.1% 36 16.9% 67.9% 53 13.8% 100% 

No repetition of the same 

stroke 
43 25.1% 48.3% 46 21.6% 51.7% 89 23.2% 100% 

No involvement of other 

body parts 
51 29.8% 49.5% 52 24.4% 50.5% 103 26.8% 100% 

Total 171 100% 44.5% 213 100% 55.5% 384 100% 100% 

 

In Table 5, we have seen that the percentage of each gestural feature that shows 

more gestural complexity in C-VPT gestures is apparently higher than that in O-VPT 

gestures. However, the distinctive difference between C-VPT and O-VPT gesture on 
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the percentage of the use of gestural features that show simpler and less gestural 

complexity is not at all obvious, as shown in Table 7 (for example, 49.5% of C-VPT 

and 50.5% of O-VPT concerning the feature “no involvement of other parts of the 

body”). Only the results for the performance of shorter stroke duration show a 

relatively clear distinction between C-VPT and O-VPT gestures (32.1% v.s. 67.9%). 

Such result, nevertheless, does not mean that the five gestural features identified in 

this study fail in differentiating observer and character viewpoint. Instead, if we 

combine two sets of the performances of each gestural feature presented in Table 5 

and Table 7 and look at the correlation between each gestural feature and gestural 

viewpoint, we find that these five gestural features is actually crucial in identifying 

observer viewpoint and character viewpoint.  

The data were analyzed by using Chi-square tests. The results suggest that the 

correlations between each gestural feature, including gestural space, handedness, 

stroke duration, and frequency, and gestural viewpoint are statistically significant.
3
 

With respect to the correlation between the involvement of other body parts and 

gestural viewpoint, there are no instances of O-VPT gesture that is accompanied with 

other bodily movements. In general, these statistics concerning to the data shown in 

                                                       
3 The result of the Chi-square test for the distribution of C-VPT and O-VPT gestures accompanying the 

gestural space at Center-Center and Center-Periphery/Periphery is 2
.095(1)=9.73; that for the use of 

single and both hands is 2
.095(1)=10.2; that for shorter and longer stroke duration is 2

.095(1)=20.5; and 

that for repetition of the same stroke and no repetition is 2
.095(1)=6.65. 
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Table 5 and Table 7 show that the five gestural features identified in this study as 

basis for analysis are indeed indicative in analyzing gestural viewpoints.  

Table 8 further shows the number of simple gestural features used in both C-VPT 

and O-VPT gestures.  

 

Table 8. Number of simple gestural features used in C-VPT and O-VPT gestures 

           Viewpoint     

 C-VPT   O-VPT     

Number of gestural 

features performed 

      Total  

0  1 1.6% 100% 0 0.0% 0.0% 1 1.0% 100% 

1 simple feature 9 14.3% 100% 0 0.0% 0.0% 9 7.8% 100% 

2 simple features 14 22.2% 100% 0 0.0% 0.0% 14 12.2% 100% 

3 simple features 22 34.9% 73.3% 8 15.4% 26.7% 30 26.1% 100% 

4 simple features 17 27.0% 34.7% 32 61.5% 65.3% 49 42.5% 100% 

5 simple features 0 0.00% 0.0% 12 23.1% 100% 12 10.4% 100% 

Total 63 100% 54.8% 52 100% 45.2% 115 100% 100% 

 

From Table 8, we can find that the percentage of the use of four and five less 

complex gestural features in O-VPT gestures is overwhelmingly higher than that in 

C-VPT gestures (84.6% v.s. 27.0%). In addition, gestures to be identified as 

representing observer viewpoint with four and five simple gestural features comprise 

the majority of all O-VPT gestures (44 out of a total of 52 O-VPT gestures). In 

general, Table 8 suggests that speakers make use of greater number of gestural 

features that show less gestural complexity in an O-VPT gesture than a C-VPT 

gesture. 
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To sum up, in presenting how observer and character viewpoint is represented 

through the use of five gestural features, this section has proved that each gestural 

feature indeed is significant and in deciding gestural viewpoints. However, it is also 

important to note that the identifications of C-VPT and O-VPT gestures by use of the 

five gestural features as analyzing criteria are not definite. Rather, the use of the five 

gestural features as analyzing criteria suggests that the identifications of C-VPT and 

O-VPT made along a continuum.  

 

 

5.2 Quantitative study of gestural viewpoints 

Based on the interaction and collaboration of five gestural features, with gestural 

space, handedness, stroke duration, frequency, the involvement of other parts of the 

body as coding principles, the present study analyzes 119 speech-accompanying 

gestures in representing three viewpoints within descriptions of third-person past 

events. The distribution of each viewpoint in the gestures produced in the current data 

is presented in Table 9.  

 

Table 9. The distribution of gestural viewpoints 

Types of viewpoint Number of each viewpoint Total 

S-VPT 4 3.4% 

O-VPT 52 43.7% 

C-VPT 63 52.9% 

Total 119 100% 
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Table 9 suggests that speakers’ use of speech-accompanying gestures within the 

descriptions of third-person past events in conversational contexts most often express 

character viewpoint. Speakers often make use of a speech-accompanying gesture to 

enact the role of characters involved in the past events, performing characters’ actions 

or deeds as if they themselves were in the scene of the original events as the 

characters. The distribution of character viewpoint in gesture is clearly different from 

that in language, and is contradictory to the hypothesis made according to the 

performance of linguistic viewpoints in the previous chapter. In the previous chapter 

on linguistic viewpoints, we saw that speakers rarely perform a character’s speech or 

thoughts as a way of description when talking about third-person past events (see 

Table 1, C-VPT, 5.9%). In assuming that gestures might co-express the same 

viewpoint as their accompanying speech, we would then expect that gestures would 

display the same pattern in the distribution of viewpoint as that of language. Therefore, 

it was predicted that gestures representing character viewpoint also rarely occur, as is 

the case in language. However, while character viewpoint is the most infrequent form 

of viewpoint to be expressed through language, it is the most frequently adopted 

viewpoint in gesture. Character viewpoint clearly shows different distributions for 

language and for gesture. 

Observer viewpoint is also commonly adopted in gesture. Despite the fact that 
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the percentage of its distribution is not the highest among all gestural viewpoints and 

that it is not as high as expressed in language (52.9% in gesture v.s. 60.5% in speech), 

the adoption of observer viewpoint in gesture is also often seen. This suggests that 

while speakers frequently make use of plain statements or indirect reported speech in 

speech to describe the third-person past events from the position of an outsider who is 

not involved in the original scene, their use of speech-accompanying gestures also 

frequently suggests that they are an onlooker outside the original scene. Whether the 

occurrences of observer viewpoint in gestures appear when observer viewpoint is also 

adopted in language will be discussed in the following section on collaborative 

expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture. From the distribution of observer 

viewpoint in language and in gesture, we could also suggest that when observer 

viewpoint is to be expressed in describing third-person past events, speakers can 

convey it through either the linguistic or the gestural channel. In this case, to plainly 

talk about a third-person past event like an observer outside of the event and perform 

a simple gesture seem to be the most unmarked way for speakers to talk about 

third-person past events within conversational contexts.  

While speakers in talking about third-person past events occasionally speak on 

behalf of themselves as a current speaker to make personal comments or interact with 

other speakers to maintain the ongoing conversations, their speech-accompanying 
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gestures rarely do so. This points out the fact that speakers’ use of the 

speech-accompanying gestures in the descriptions of third-person past events within 

conversational contexts are mainly concerned with the propositional contents of the 

events. Gesture is rarely used to help speakers reveal their here-and-now state as a 

current speaker in an ongoing conversation. When speaker viewpoint is to be 

expressed, speakers usually represent it through language.  

Like character viewpoint, speaker viewpoint therefore also displays very 

different patterns of distribution in language and in gesture. The hypothesis based on 

the linguistic representations of speaker viewpoint made in the previous chapter again 

fails in expecting that the distribution of speaker viewpoint in gesture is also similar to 

that of the distribution of speaker viewpoint in language, since there are only four 

gestures representing speaker viewpoint in the current data.  

To conclude, following McNeill’s notion that “one area of meaning where speech 

and gesture are coexpressive is the point of view” (1992:118), we expected that 

gestures might tend to work in collaboration with their accompanying speech to 

represent the same viewpoint within the descriptions of the same event and we have 

made hypotheses on gestural viewpoints based on the performance of linguistic 

viewpoints presented in the previous chapter. However, Table 9 suggests that the 

distribution of gestural viewpoints has different patterns from the distribution of 
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linguistic viewpoints in some way, which suggests that gestures might not always 

convey the same viewpoint as the accompanying speech. In terms of character 

viewpoint, while it is the most frequently adopted viewpoint in gesture, it is rarely 

seen in language. On the other hand, despite the fact that speaker viewpoint is also 

commonly seen in language, it rarely occurs in gesture. The ways in which gesture 

works in collaboration with language in expressing viewpoints within the descriptions 

of an event will be discussed in the following sections on the collaborative 

expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture.  

However, given the limited amount of data on speaker viewpoint in gesture (see 

Table 9, S-VPT) in the current data, the present study will take only one example as 

illustration of how gesture represents speaker viewpoint. In the following discussions, 

the present study will mainly focus on the gestural representations of observer 

viewpoint and character viewpoint. 

 

 

5.3 Gestural instantiations of three viewpoints 

 In this section, three gestural instantiations of gestural viewpoints—one 

instantiation for each viewpoint, will be presented successively to see how gestural 

features collaborate and interact with each other in representing speaker viewpoint, 

observer viewpoint, and character viewpoint.  
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5.3.1 Gestural representation of observer viewpoint 

In conveying observer viewpoint through gesture, speakers’ hand movements 

suggests that they are representing the past events as though they were an onlooker, 

observing the past events from outside the original scene without walking into it. 

Speakers in representing observer viewpoint perform a simple gesture. The 

representations of characters are concentrated in the use of hands only without any 

involvement of other body parts accompanying them. The gesture is usually 

performed at Center-Center space. The gesture is usually performed with short stroke 

duration, and done with the use of only a single hand. These gestural features taken 

together suggest that speakers are using their hand movements to represent the past 

events as though they were not involved in the original scene of the past events, and 

simply observing the events as an onlooker and displaying the events as a small 

projection in front of them. Example (18) is a gestural instantiation of observer 

viewpoint. In Example (18), the conversational topic is about the speaker F1’s friend’s 

(Chacha’s) first experience of riding a motorcycle to a mountain area. The clausal 

event being examined is about the way in which F1’s friend was unsteady in riding 

the motorcycle, since it was her first time riding a motorcycle.
4 

The first time she rode, 

she had to ride around a hairpin turn: 

                                                       
4 Since the speech-accompanying gestures are not necessarily synchronized with their lexical affiliates, 

related contexts prior to or following the clausal event are also provided for illustration. 
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(18) 1  F1: ..yīnwèi tā  hěn dǒu.. yīnwèi tā dìyī cì jí shānlù.. ránhòu.. 

     because 3SG very tremble because 3SG first time ride mountain.road then 

      |~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~******************************************* 

      [a]     [b]     [c]         

 2    [ dìyī cì jí] jiùshì rào fǎjiáwān... ránhòu  jiù .. jiù shàng-qù le.. 

   first time ride that is wide hairpin turn then  just just up.go  PRT 

  ***************** 

     [d] 

     nǐ  zhīdào  ma 

     2SG know  QST 

 [a] At dìyī cì jí, right hand lifts up from thigh to the chest, with the right index finger extended 

  ((1) in Figure 5) 

 [b] At rào fǎjiáwān, right index finger slightly points down first. Then, all other digits extend 

  downward, drawing an anti-clockwise semicircle ((2) to (3) in Figure 5) 

 [c] From ránhòu to le, right index finger draws an anti-clockwise semicircle once ((4) in Figure 

  5) 

 [d] From nǐ to ma, right index finger points down and draws a clockwise semicircle, with all 

  other digits curling to the fist ((5) in Figure 5) 

 F1: ‘Because she is unsteady…because it’s her first time riding a motorcycle to the mountain 

   area…and she has to ride around a hairpin turn.’ 

 

Figure 5. Gestural representation of observer viewpoint 

 

In Example (18), speaker F1 produces a speech-accompanying gesture when she 

talks about the character’s (Chacha’s) action of rào fǎjiáwān ‘ride around a hairpin 

turn’. In presenting Chacha’s action, F1 is using her right index finger to represent 
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Chacha’s body as a whole, and the movement of drawing semi-circles with the right 

index finger suggests the path of the ride around the hairpin bend. The representation 

of the action of rào fǎjiáwān is produced with the use of F1’s right hand only, and this 

hand movement as the stroke phase is performed only once. In making the hand 

movement, there is no involvement of other body parts. Despite the fact that the 

gestural space encompasses the area from Center to Periphery space and that the 

stroke duration is long, F1’s speech-accompanying gesture, in its performance of three 

simple gestural features, the use of a single hand, no repetition of the same stroke, and 

no involvement of other body parts, suggests that she is depicting the past event like 

an onlooker. 

 

 

5.3.2 Gestural representation of character viewpoint  

In representing character viewpoint through gesture, speakers are enacting roles 

as characters of the past events by making their hands act as the character’s hands, 

their body as the character’s body. The depictions of the character’s actions and deeds 

are dispersed over the speaker’s body as though they themselves were characters in 

the original scene of the events. Speakers in conveying character viewpoint perform a 

complex gesture. The gestural space usually encompasses larger area. The hands 

might move from Center to Periphery, or exclusively perform the gesture at Periphery 
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space. Both hands are usually involved in making the gesture, together with other 

bodily movements like head nod/shaking or shoulder-shrugging to suggest that 

speakers are acting as characters in the events themselves. Gesture representing 

character viewpoint also has longer stroke duration. The repetition of the stroke phase 

might also be possible, as representing an action. Example (19) illustrates how gesture 

can represent character viewpoint. In Example (19), the clausal event is about speaker 

M’s comments on a hair stylist who once cut his hair. In discussing Example (19), it 

will be necessary to understand the contexts prior to this clausal event, since the 

gesture is not synchronized with the clausal event as the accompanying speech. The 

gesture is produced prior to the clausal event: 

 

(19) 1  M: … kěshì lǎobǎn yǒudiǎn guīmáo 

      but  boss  a bit fastidious 

 2   F:  [(throat)] 

        |~~~~~ 

        [a] 

 3   M: … zhèyàng 

        like this 

      ********************************************************** 

      [b][c]        [d]  [e] 

 4   F:  .. yì gēn yì gēn bá qǐlái  jiǎn ná qǐlái jiǎn 

       one CL  one  CL pull out up.come cut take up.come cut 

       -.-.-.-.-.-. -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-| 

 5   M: …(0.9) zhēnde shì yì gēn yì gēn jiǎn 

          really  COP one CL one  CL  cut 

 [a] At zhèyàng, both hands rise from the thigh up to eye level. All digits curl and the tip of the 

    thumb touches the tip of the index and middle finger to make a hand shape that resembles 

    the letter O, with the palms of both hands facing each other. The back slightly crooks ((1) in 
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    Figure 6) 

 [b] During the short pause between zhèyàng and yì, right and left hand move slightly apart at 

    the same level ((2) in Figure 6) 

 [c] From the first mention of yì gēn to its second mention, right hand moves from lower left to 

    upper right twice, with the tip of the thumb touches the tip of the index finger ((3) in Figure 

    6) 

 [d] At bá qǐlái, left hand moves from lower right to upper left, with the tip of the thumb comes 

    close together to the tip of the index finger ((4) in Figure 6) 

 [e] From the first mention of jiǎn to its second mention, the index and the middle finger 

    extend, and all other digits curl close against the palm. Then all digits of the right hand 

    extend, and quickly move up and down in successive motions ((5) in Figure 6) 

 M: ‘But the hair stylist was a bit fastidious.’ 

 F: [(throat)] 

 M: ‘Like this…’ 

 F:  ‘Pull your hair strand-by-strand…Raise your hair strand-by-strand…’ 

 M:  ‘He really cut my hair like strand-by strand.’ 

 

Figure 6. Gestural representations of character viewpoint 

 

After the speaker M tells his co-conversationalist F that he thinks that the hair 

stylist is a bit fastidious (Line 1), a gesture, of which the stroke duration lasts for four 

seconds, is made to depict the action of the hair stylist in the past events. In 

representing the hair stylist’s action, M uses his whole body to enact the role of the 

hair stylist—his hands enact the hair stylist’s hands in the manner of cutting hair, his 
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body enacts the hair stylist’s body to enact the posture taken when cutting hair. His 

back slightly crooked and leaning to the front and his serious facial expressions 

together suggest that M is acting as the hair stylist in the original scene of the past 

event. The gesture is performed exclusively at the Periphery space, with both hands 

used. Though there is no repetition of the stroke that depicts character’s action of 

cutting the hair, the performances of four complex gestural features—gestural space at 

Periphery space, the use of both hands in mimicking the action of cutting the hair, 

longer stroke duration, and the involvement of the crooked back and serious facial 

expressions, M’s speech-accompanying gesture suggests that he is temporarily acting 

in the role of the character—the hair stylist in the past event and enacting the hair 

stylist’s action of cutting the hair. Therefore, character viewpoint is expressed.  

 

 

5.3.3 Gestural representation of speaker viewpoint  

In representing speaker viewpoint through gesture, speakers’ use of a hand 

movement is used to show their interest in the maintenance of the ongoing 

conversation as they talk about third-person past events. A S-VPT gesture is 

performed to interact with other speakers or express personal comments and attitudes 

that can reveal a speaker’s here-and-now state as a current speaker. Speakers can 

make use of metaphoric gesture that involves the metaphoric use of form to present 
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abstract ideas or concepts if they want to express attitude or comments. Or instead, a 

deictic gesture that assists the accompanying speech in explicitly appealing to other 

co-conversationalists also represents speakers’ temporal focus on the ongoing 

conversations. However, the four gestures in the current data that represent speaker 

viewpoint are of the type of metaphoric gesture. This suggests that speakers’ use of 

gesture that expresses speaker viewpoint is also achieved by expressing speakers’ 

personal comments and attitudes, as is the case in language. Example (20) provides an 

instantiation of gesture that represents speaker viewpoint. In Example (20), the 

conversational topic is about one of speaker M1’s colleagues Lìwáng. The clausal 

event is about M1’s comments on the character Liwang’s change of attitude after he 

quit his former job: 

 

(20)    |~~~~~~***************-.-.-.-.-.-.-| 

    [a]  [b]   [c] 

 M1:  …tā kěnéng jiù kāishǐ hěn jījí nǐ yě zhīdào tā 

  3SG maybe just start very active 2SG also know 3SG 

 [a] From jiù to the first syllable of kāishǐ, both hands slightly rise up, with all digits slightly 

 curled and palms facing toward the speaker ((1) in Figure 7) 

 [b] From the second syllable of kāishǐ to jījí, right index finger and the thumb extend 

 and point to speaker’s front, drawing a clockwise circle ((2) in Figure 7) 

 [c] At nǐ, right hand starts returning to the place at preparation phase. Both hands fold ((3)  

  in Figure 7) 

 M1:  ‘He then became very active.’ 
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Figure 7. Gestural representations of speaker viewpoint 

 

In being linguistically implied, a metaphoric gesture that suggests M1’s 

comments on Liwang’s attitude as hěn jījí ‘very active’ is produced. Within this 

gesture, M1’s comment on Liwang’s attitude, hěn jījí, is conceptualized by an abstract 

use of form—the circle drawn with M1’s right index finger and the thumb, as an 

object to manifest the abstract idea of hěn jījí. In this case, M1 is using his hand 

movement to express his personal comment on the past event, revealing his current 

here-and-now state as a current speaker within the conversation. As a result, the 

gesture is identified as expressing speaker viewpoint in this example.  

 

 

5.4 Gesture types  

In discussing the representations of gestural viewpoints, five gestural features, 

gestural space, handedness, stroke duration, frequency and the involvement of other 

body parts have been recognized as indicative criteria in identifying speaker 

viewpoint, and observer viewpoint and character viewpoint. The five features work in 

collaboration with each other and differences in the performances of these gestural 
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features might therefore yield different representations of viewpoints. These gestural 

features and their interaction can also be manifested in gestures of different gesture 

types.  

In McNeill’s gestural study on viewpoints, he mainly focused on how observer 

and character viewpoints can be inferred from iconic gestures. However, viewpoints 

can also be seen in and expressed through other types of gesture. In the current data, 

speakers make use of iconic, metaphoric and spatial gestures in company with speech 

in talking about third-person past events. The distribution of the different types of 

gesture in representing each viewpoint can be seen in Table 10.  

 

Table 10. Types of gesture in representing viewpoints 

                 Viewpoint   

 S-VPT O-VPT C-VPT   

Gesture 

types 

   Total  

Iconic 0 0.0% 0.0% 28 53.8% 32.6% 58 92.1% 67.4% 86 71.4% 100% 

Metaphoric 4 100% 25% 14 26.9% 73.7% 1 1.6% 5.3% 19 16% 100% 

Spatial 0 0.0% 0.0% 10 19.3% 71.4% 4 6.3% 28.6% 14 12.6% 100% 

Total 4 100% 3.4% 52 100% 43.7% 63 100% 52.9% 119 100% 100% 

*The percentages shown in the shaded grey area refer to each gesture type used between S-VPT, 

O-VPT and C-VPT gestures. 

 

Table 10 shows that in the current data, iconic gesture is the major gesture type 

produced in representing viewpoints. In terms of gestures expressing character 

viewpoint, iconic gestures account for 92.1% (58 out of 63) of all gestures. On the 

other hand, while iconic gestures also account for over half of all gestures in 
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expressing observer viewpoint, the percentage is much lower than for those produced 

in expressing character viewpoint (53.8%, 28 out of 52). Metaphoric and spatial 

gestures together account for the other half of all gestures that convey observer 

viewpoint.  

Concerning speaker viewpoint, the four gestures produced are all metaphoric 

gestures. Metaphoric gestures—gestures that involve the metaphoric use of form to 

present abstract ideas or concepts, can present speakers’ attitudes and comments on 

the events through the metaphoric use of form and therefore may be expected to be 

the major type of gesture expressing speaker viewpoint.  

In fact, if we focus on only observer and character viewpoint, we find that most 

of the metaphoric and spatial gestures are performed to convey observer viewpoint. 

73.7% of all metaphoric gestures (14 out of 19) and 71.4% of all spatial gestures (10 

out of 14) convey observer viewpoint rather than character viewpoint. The number of 

occurrences of metaphoric gestures that convey character viewpoint, especially, 

involve only one case in the current data. This suggests that in talking about 

third-person past events, speakers’ metaphoric use of the accompanying gestures and 

the use of an abstract pointing are mostly used to help speakers represent the events 

from the position of an outside-the-event observer.  

Despite the fact that metaphoric and spatial gestures mostly convey an observer 
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viewpoint in speakers’ descriptions of third-person past events, we can still see how 

metaphoric and spatial gestures are also able to express character viewpoint. 

Examples (21) and (22) are illustrations of the use of metaphoric gestures in 

representing observer and character viewpoint. Examples (23) and (24) on the other 

hand, illustrate how spatial gestures represent observer and character viewpoint. 

Example (21) illustrates how metaphoric gesture can express observer viewpoint. 

In Example (21), the conversational topic is about an event in which the president of 

M1’s company once invited all of the chief executives in his corporation to a banquet.  

 

(21)   |~~~~~~~~~~~~~***************-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-| 

   [a]  [b]   [c] 

  M1:  tā búshì  qǐng suǒyǒu de dǒngjiān 

    3SG NEG.COP invite all DE chief.executives  

 [a] At tā, right hand moves from the table in front of the speaker to front of the chest, with 

 all digits bent at the base ((1) in Figure 8) 

 [b] From qǐng to suǒyǒu, right index finger extends and points downward, then draws a 

 clockwise circle. Other digits curl into the fist ((2) in Figure 8) 

 [c] At de, right hand moves back to the table ((3) in Figure 8) 

 M1:  ‘Didn’t he invite all of the chief executives?’ 

 

Figure 8. Metaphoric gesture in representing observer viewpoint 

 

In talking about this clausal event, M1 produced a speech-accompanying gesture 
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meaning suǒyǒu de dǒngjiān ‘all of the chief executives’. Within this gesture, the 

characters suǒyǒu de dǒngjiān of this past event are conceptualized by the abstract use 

of form—a clockwise circle drawn with M1’s right index finger to represent all of the 

chief executives as an object which is being referred to. In other words, all chief of the 

executives—characters of the past event, are represented as a whole in the movement 

of M1’s right index finger and the circle he draws. In making this hand movement, the 

gestural space is localized at the front of M1’s chest at Center-Center space. In this 

case, M1’s body is outside of the gestural space, which suggests that he does not seek 

to place himself inside the original scene. Only the right hand is used in making this 

gesture, and the stroke duration is short in that it only lasts for 0.4 seconds. There is 

no repetition of the hand movement, and no other body parts are involved in making 

the gesture. M1’s use of the speech-accompanying gesture, with five simple gestural 

features work in collaboration with each other, suggests that he is using his hand 

movement to depict the past event in the role of an observer outside of the event.  

Metaphoric gesture can also express character viewpoint, by the interactions 

between the same five gestural features. The five gestural features often show more 

gestural complexity in manifesting character viewpoint in gesture. Example (22) 

provides an illustration. In Example (22), the conversational topic is about one of 

speaker M1’s colleagues Lìwáng. M1 is commenting on Liwang’s act of writing a 
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monolog on the social network. 

 

(22)        |~~~************* 

        [a] [b] 

  M1: tā  wánquán dōu zài.. zìwèn zìdá 

   3SG completely all at self.ask self.answer 

  [a] From zài, right hand lifts up with the index finger extended upward to front of the 

 mouth ((1) in Figure 9) 

 [b] At zìwèn zìdá, right hand moves slightly outward and then back inward toward 

 speaker’s own body; then outward and inward again ((2) to (3) in Figure 9) 

  M1: ‘He is talking to himself.’ 

 

Figure 9. Metaphoric gesture in representing character viewpoint 

 

In this event, a speech-accompanying gesture that conceptualizes the situation of 

zìwèn zìdá ‘talking to himself’ is performed. In representing this situation, M1’s use 

of the right index finger is conceptualized as abstract words, and the outward-inward 

movement conceptualizes the situation of words spoken to Liwang and words come 

out from Liwang’s mouth. The outward movement suggests that Lìwáng is ‘asking 

himself questions’ ‘zìwèn’, and the inward movement suggests that Lìwáng is 

‘answering questions he asked himself’ ‘zìdá’. In this case, M1 is acting as Lìwáng, 

with his mouth as Liwang’s mouth and his body as Liwang’s body. This hand 
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movement representing zìwèn zìdá is performed in front of M1’s face, encompassing 

the Periphery space. The gesture also has longer stroke duration which lasts for 1.16 

seconds. In addition, the same outward-inward hand movement representing the 

situation of zìwèn zìdá is done twice. The conceptualization of zìwèn zìdá is 

represented through M1’s metaphoric use of gesture with three complex gestural 

features that conveys character viewpoint: M1’s use of the gestural space at Periphery 

space, of the longer stroke duration and the repetition of the same outward-inward 

movement. 

In terms of how spatial gesture might be able to convey both observer and 

character viewpoint, we can see Examples (23) and (24). Example (23) first shows 

how spatial gesture expresses observer viewpoint. In Example (23), the conversational 

topic is about how the president of M1’s company has once invited all of the chief 

executives in his corporation to a banquet and the clausal event being examined is 

about how the president nevertheless has deliberately missed out someone on the list.  

 

(23)        |~~~~~***************** 

        [a] [b] 

  M1:  tāmen jiù yǒu…(0.8) yǒu lòudiào jǐge  rén 

    3PL just have  have miss some  people 

  [a] At yǒu, right hand knocks on the table in front of the speaker, with all fingers curling into 

 the fist ((1) in Figure 10)  

  [b] From lòudiào to rén, right index finger slightly extends and points down at the table 

 five times but at different places each time ((2) to (3) in Figure 10) 

  M1: ‘They have been deliberately missing out some people on the list.’ 
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Figure 10. Spatial gesture in representing observer viewpoint 

 

In talking about this event, M1 makes a spatial gesture to orientate the characters 

of this event jǐge rén ‘some people’. In other words, characters are represented 

through M1’s use of only the right index finger and a point-down hand movement. In 

addition, the pointing gesture is performed at the table that is in front of M1’s chest, 

encompassing only the Center-Center space. M1’s body is clearly not included in the 

gestural space, suggesting that M1 is presenting this event like an onlooker outside of 

the event. In addition, there is no involvement of other body parts accompanying the 

gesture used in making the pointing. Taking the performances of these gestural 

features that show less gestural complexity together—the gesture performed at the 

Center-Center space, the use of only right hand, and no involvement of other body 

parts, therefore, it is suggested that this spatial gesture is expressing the observer 

viewpoint.  

In terms of how spatial gesture represents character viewpoint, we can see 

Example (24). In Example (24), the conversational topic is about how speaker F and 

her aunt had once gone looking for a house. In talking about her aunt’s reaction when 
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seeing a beautiful house, F is using direct speech to quote what her aunt said at that 

time. 

 

(24)      |~~~*******************************************-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-| 

      [a] [b]    [c]   [d]   [e] 

 1  F:  .. tā  jiù jiǎng shuō zhè jiān.. a zhè jiān hǎo piàoliàng yo.. 

       3SG just speak COMPL this CL PRT this CL very beautiful PRT 

 2   zhè jiān.. huì-bú-huì  hěn guì 

     this CL can.NEG.can very expensive 

 [a] At tā, left hand rises from the waist to front of the face, the arm bends to speaker’s right 

 side with the index finger extended and pointing to the right ((1) to (2) in Figure 11) 

  [b] From jiù to shuō, left arm rises up to overhead, with the index finger extended and 

 pointing up ((3) in Figure 11) 

  [c] At zhè jiān, left arm slightly goes down, the index finger remains extended and 

 pointing up ((4) in Figure 11) 

  [d] At a zhè jiān, left arm lifts up slightly again to the place that is a bit lower than that of  

 the first rise-up mentioned in Line [b] ((5) in Figure 11) 

  [e] At hǎo, left hand starts returning to thigh ((6) in Figure 11) 

  F: ‘And then she says, “This one, ah, this one, this one is beautiful, this one…Is this one 

 expensive?”’ 

 
Figure 11. Spatial gesture in representing character viewpoint 

 

In talking about this event, F not only uses direct speech through the linguistic 

channel to enact the role of the character’s (F’s aunt) speech, but also uses a spatial 
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gesture to act as her aunt. This spatial gesture used to orientate the house (zhè jiān) in 

the original scene of the past event suggests that F is playing the part of her aunt in 

this event by making her hand act as her aunt’s hand might have done at the time of 

the event. In performing this gesture, the hand moves from the Center to upper 

Periphery space, encompassing a large area in the carrying out of the pointing. The 

spatial gesture also has a longer stroke duration, which lasts for 1.69 seconds, and the 

pointing is done twice (see (3) and (5) in Figure 11). In addition, in carrying out this 

abstract pointing, F’s head lifts up slightly and her eye gaze also shifts slightly above, 

as if viewing the house in front of her in the original scene of the past event. This 

spatial gesture, compared to the spatial gesture illustrated in Example (23), shows 

different performances of the gestural features where this gesture is composed of four 

gestural features that show more gestural complexity—that the gestural space 

encompasses a large area, the longer stroke duration, the repetition of the pointing, 

and the involvement of head-rising and eyes shifting taken all together suggest that 

character viewpoint is being expressed through gesture.    

 

 

5.5 Interim summary 

 In the previous chapter on linguistic viewpoints, hypotheses on gestural 

viewpoints were made based on the performance of linguistic viewpoints. Following 
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McNeill’s notion that “one area of meaning where speech and gesture are 

coexpressive is the point of view” (1992:118), we expected that the gestures 

accompanying speakers’ speech would also present a similar distributional pattern in 

the descriptions of third-person past events. However, the distributions of gestural 

viewpoints shown in previous sections of this chapter suggest that speakers’ use of 

speech-accompanying gestures display a different pattern in representing viewpoints. 

Character viewpoint, which is rarely adopted in language, is the most often expressed 

viewpoint in gestures. In addition, while speakers in talking about third-person past 

events are also concerned occasionally about the ongoing conversation and therefore 

express speaker viewpoint through language, their speech-accompanying gestures 

often do not serve this function. Observer viewpoint, on the other hand, is frequently 

adopted in both the linguistic and gestural channels.  

  In discussing the distributional pattern of gestural viewpoints, we have also 

seen how each viewpoint is represented through the use of five gestural 

features—gestural space, handedness, stroke duration, frequency, and the involvement 

of other parts of the body, and the interactions between these five gestural features. In 

discussing how the gestures used in representing different viewpoints perform these 

gestural features, the statistics of the Chi-square tests suggest that the correlations 

between each gestural feature and gestural viewpoints are all significant. Gestural 
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features that show more gestural complexity are used more often in C-VPT gesture 

than in O-VPT gesture. On the contrary, simple gestural features that show less 

gestural complexity are used more often in O-VPT gesture rather than C-VPT gesture. 

In addition, a C-VPT gesture is often composed of greater number of complex 

gestural features than an O-VPT gesture. In contrast, an O-VPT gesture is often 

composed of greater number of less complex gestural features than a C-VPT gesture. 

This clearly suggests that the five gestural features recognized in this study could 

serve as indicative criteria in identifying different gestural viewpoints. 

In McNeill’s gestural study on viewpoints (1992), he mainly focused on how 

observer and character viewpoint could be inferred from iconic gestures. However, 

based on the use of the five gestural features as indicative criteria in identifying 

speaker, observer, and character viewpoint, other gesture types can also be used to 

convey the three viewpoints. Despite the fact that iconic gestures are still the major 

gesture type produced in the current data, metaphoric and spatial gestures are also 

produced in speakers’ descriptions of third-person past events in expressing 

viewpoints. In addition, metaphoric and spatial gestures are performed most often to 

express observer viewpoint (73.7% and 71.4%). In terms of character viewpoint, 

92.1% of all gestures are iconic gestures. With regard to speaker viewpoint, all four 

cases in the current data are represented through metaphoric gestures. Since speakers 
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in expressing speaker viewpoint attempt to reveal their concerns about the ongoing 

conversations by conveying their personal comments and attitudes as a current 

speaker, the use of metaphoric gestures—gestures that represent speakers’ abstract 

comments or attitudes through abstract use of forms are able to achieve this function. 

 

 

5.6 The collaborative expressions of linguistic and gestural viewpoints 

In this section, we will see how speakers in describing third-person past events 

use gesture to collaborate with the accompanying speech in representing viewpoints. 

The investigation of the joint expressions of viewpoints in both the linguistic and 

gestural modalities will help us to see whether speakers’ use of the 

speech-accompanying gestures often works in collaboration with the language in 

expressing the same or different viewpoints in the descriptions of the same event. For 

this, we would need to see the combined distribution of linguistic and gestural 

viewpoints in the descriptions of the same event. Table 11 shows the distribution of 

gestural viewpoints when a certain linguistic viewpoint is adopted in speech.  

Table 11 suggests that in talking about third-person past events, speakers’ use of 

speech-accompanying gestures tend to convey different viewpoints from that 

conveyed in the language within the descriptions of the same event. Mismatching of 

viewpoints in language and gesture accounts for 64.7% of all cases (77 out of 119). 
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Table 11. Combined distribution of linguistic and gestural viewpoints 

  Viewpoint         Matching of Viewpoints   

Language Gesture Matching   Mismatching   Total  

S-VPT S-VPT 3 7.1% 7.5%       

 O-VPT    16 20.8% 40.0%    

 C-VPT    21 27.3% 52.5%    

        40 33.6% 100% 

O-VPT O-VPT 34 81.0% 47.2%       

 S-VPT    1 1.3% 1.4%    

 C-VPT    37 48.1% 51.4%    

        72 60.5% 100% 

C-VPT C-VPT 5 11.9% 71.4%       

 S-VPT    0 0.0% 0.0%    

 O-VPT    2 2.5% 28.6%    

        7 5.9% 100% 

Total  42 100% 35.3% 77 100% 64.7% 119 100% 100% 

 

Indeed, in discussing gestural viewpoints in the previous sections of this chapter, 

we found that speech-accompanying gesture displays a very different distributional 

pattern from that of language in terms of the three viewpoints. Character viewpoint, 

which is rarely adopted in language, is the most frequently conveyed viewpoint in 

gesture. On the other hand, while speaker viewpoint occupies a 33.6% percentage in 

linguistic channel, it is rarely seen in speakers’ use of gestures. The discrepancy in the 

distributions of viewpoints in language and gesture suggest that gesture might not 

always collaborate with the accompanying speech in conveying the same viewpoint 

and implies the possibility of the mismatching collaboration where gesture expresses 

different viewpoints from that conveyed in language.   

Matching cases, where language and gesture collaborate in expressing the same 
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viewpoint, most often occur when character viewpoint is expressed in language 

(71.4%, 5 out of 7, compared to the number of matching cases where speaker 

viewpoint and observer viewpoint are adopted in language: 7.5% and 47.2%, 

respectively). This suggests that speakers’ attempts to involve themselves in past 

events like characters in the original scene when talking about third-person past 

events is usually achieved concurrently by the use of language by enacting characters’ 

speech or thoughts and by the use of a speech-accompanying gesture that enact 

characters’ actions or deeds. 

With regard to the mismatching expressions of viewpoints in language and 

gesture, speaker viewpoint and observer viewpoint in language but other viewpoints 

in gesture each account for roughly half of all mismatching cases (37 and 38 out of a 

total of 77 cases, 48.1% and 49.4%). However, observing from the perspective of 

each linguistic viewpoint and their correspondent matching and mismatching 

expressions with gestures, we can find that mismatching cases indeed occur most 

often while speaker viewpoint is adopted in language. Mismatching cases where 

observer and character viewpoints are represented through gestures account for 92.5% 

of all cases of speaker viewpoint in language. Despite the fact that mismatching 

expressions of observer viewpoint in language but other viewpoints in gesture seem to 

hold even higher percentage than mismatching expressions of speaker viewpoint in 
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language considering all mismatching cases, they only account for half of all O-VPT 

expressions in language (52.8%). Matching and mismatching cases of observer 

viewpoint in language each account for roughly half of the total instances (34 and 38 

out of 72 cases, 47.2% and 52.8%), respectively. In addition, only one case among the 

mismatching cases that speaker viewpoint is adopted in gesture. This suggests that 

when speakers are trying to describe the past events plainly in speech, their 

speech-accompanying gesture does not serve the function of revealing the speaker’s 

current status as a speaker or their concerns about the ongoing conversations. The 

only four cases of the representation of speaker viewpoint in gesture suggest that they 

tend to occur while the speaker’s concern about the ongoing conversation is also 

shown in language (three out of a total of four).  

Overall, the findings in Table 11 suggest that despite the fact that speakers’ 

speech-accompanying gestures collaborate with the speech in expressing viewpoints 

when talking about third-person past events within ongoing conversations, gestures 

more often convey viewpoints that are different from those conveyed in language 

used in descriptions of the same event. The mismatching expressions most often occur 

when speaker viewpoint is adopted in the language, when other viewpoints are 

represented in gesture.  

In the following sub-sections, we will see examples of collaborative expressions 
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of viewpoints in language and gesture with the focus mainly on observer and 

character viewpoint. By examining these examples, we can see how gesture 

collaborates with language in expressing viewpoints, and whether the same viewpoint 

or different viewpoints are conveyed in both linguistic and gestural channels.  

 

 

5.6.1 Matching—Language and gesture conveying the same viewpoint 

This section presents how speakers’ speech-accompanying gesture collaborates 

with the speech in expressing the same viewpoint.  

From Table 11, we found that matching expressions where language and gesture 

convey the same viewpoint occur most often when character viewpoint is adopted in 

both channels. Example (25) illustrates this situation. In Example (25), the 

conversational topic is about F1’s friend—Chāchā, and her first experience of riding a 

motorcycle in a mountain area.  

 

(25)    |~~~~~~~~~~~~******************************************************* 

   [a]   [b] 

  F1: Chāchā  shuō wǒ zhēnde shì yìzhí  zài gēnzhe chē wǒ hěn jǐnzhāng 

   Chacha  say  1SG really COP all the time at follow car 1SG very nervous 

  [a]  From Chāchā, both hands move from back of the head to front of the chest, with all  

  digits curling into the fists; fists facing outward opposed to the speaker’s body ((1) to (2) 

  in Figure 12) 

  [b]  At wǒ, both hands that had been made into the fists start wriggling and rotating   

  left-and-right successively. The body slightly jumps up-and-down and then bends to the 

  front ((3) to (4) in Figure 12)  
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  F1:  ‘Chacha says, “I’m really…I have been keeping up with other motorcycles. I’m 

 nervous.”’ 

 

Figure 12. Collaborative expressions of character viewpoint in language and gesture 

 

In talking about the past event, F1 used voiced direct quote to enact Chacha’s 

speech—what Chāchā said at the time when the event took place, but superimposed 

with a special voice quality—a trembling and nervous voice that shows Chacha’s 

attitudes and emotions. Therefore, in speech, we find that F1 is attempting to enact 

Chacha’s part in the original event.  

In talking about this event, F1 also produced a speech-accompanying gesture to 

represent Chacha’s action of gēnzhe chē ‘riding the motorcycle’. In the concurrent 

speech where F1 starts to directly quote what Chāchā has said (wǒ zhēnde shì yìzhí 

zài gēnzhe chē wǒ hěn jǐnzhāng), F1’s use of the gesture collaborates with the speech 

to act as Chāchā in the original scene of the past event by enacting her action of 

riding. In representing Chacha’s action, F1’s hands are Chacha’s hands, wriggling and 
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rotating left-and-right as if holding the handles of the motorcycle (Line [b], (3) to (4) 

in Figure 12); F1’s body is Chacha’s body, slightly jumping up-and-down and then 

bending to the front, like sitting unsteadily on a saddle (Line [b], (3) to (4) in Figure 

12). The enactment of the role of Chāchā is dispersed over F1’s body, not only 

through the use of hand movement, but also bodily movements. In addition, the 

gesture with longer stroke duration that lasts for 3.02 seconds is performed with the 

use of both hands, and the wriggling and rotating movement is done successively 

several times. The interactions of four complex gestural features—the use of both 

hands, longer stroke duration, the repetition of the stroke phase, and the involvement 

of other parts of the body, taken together suggest that F1 is as though inside the 

original scene of the past event, acting as Chāchā who was the character involved in 

the event. In this case, F1’s use of speech and speech-accompanying gesture together 

help F1 to reconstruct the scene of the past event and express the character viewpoint.  

 Matching expressions might also occur while observer viewpoint is adopted in 

both language and gesture. Example (26) illustrates this situation. In Example (26), 

the conversational topic is about F1’s landlord Liánpànmā and her reactions when she 

saw a group of firefighters come to her house: 

 

(26)    |~~~~~~~~~~~~~~************************-.| 

    [a]    [b]   [c] 

  F1:  nàge Liánpànmā jiù yuǎn yuǎn de guòlái 
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    that  Lianpanma just far far DE come 

  [a]  From nàge, right hand rises from the Center-Center place to slightly up-and-right side  

  of speaker’s front of the chest; the thumb, index and middle finger bend and the ring  

  and little finger curl into the palm. The palm faces downward ((1) to (2) in Figure 13) 

  [b]  From jiù to the first segment of lái, all digits of the right hand bend, with the palm  

  facing downward. Right hand slightly moves from right side of speaker’s front of the  

  chest inward to speaker’s body at Center-Center place ((3) in Figure 13) 

  [c]  At the second segment of lái, right hand starts to move down to the waist level ((4) in  

    Figure 13) 

  F1:  ‘Then that Lianpanma was coming from far away.’ 

 

Figure 13. Observer viewpoint in language and gesture 

 

In the descriptions of this past event, speaker F1 simply uses a plain statement 

that is without either expressing her personal attitudes or comments or enacting the 

character’s speech or thought to talk about the event. F1 is talking about the event like 

an observer, plainly conveying the spatio-temporal information of the event without 

acting like a person involved in the original event.  

Concerning the speech-accompanying gesture, F1 made an inward hand 

movement (Line [b], (3) in Figure 13) from Periphery to Center-Center space, 
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representing the character of this event—Liánpànmā and her action of guòlái ‘came’. 

In performing this gesture, F1 is using her right hand and all of the digits to represent 

the character of the event—Liánpànmā as the whole of the hand. Lianpanma’s body is 

represented with the focus on F1’s right hand, and F1’s inward movement suggests the 

line of the trajectory that Liánpànmā moves along. The inward movement is 

performed only once, and there is no involvement of other body parts to suggest that 

F1 is acting in the role of the character Liánpànmā. Three simple gestural 

features—the use of a single hand, no repetition of the same stroke, and no 

involvement of other body parts, taken together suggest that F1 is depicting the past 

event like an outside-the-event observer who does not seek to get involved in the 

original scene. In this example, therefore, the gesture collaborates with the 

accompanying speech in expressing observer viewpoint.  

 

 

5.6.2 Mismatching—Gesture conveys different viewpoints from those conveyed 

in language 

While speakers in talking about third-person past events might express the same 

viewpoint through both linguistic and gestural modalities, mismatching cases where 

language and gesture convey different viewpoints are more commonly observed in the 

current data. In this section, we will see all possible mismatching expressions of 
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linguistic and gestural viewpoint in the data. 

Among all mismatching expressions of linguistic and gestural viewpoint, the 

representation of speaker viewpoint in language but other viewpoints in gesture is the 

most commonly seen mismatching case in the current data. This suggests that while 

speakers are paying attention to the maintenance of the conversations and their current 

role as a speaker within the ongoing conversations in the descriptions of third-person 

past events, their speech-accompanying gestures are performed to represent the 

propositional contents of the past event. The performance of such 

speech-accompanying gestures might structure and represent the information 

regarding the events from either an observer viewpoint or a character viewpoint. 

Matching expressions where speaker viewpoint is adopted in the language with 

observer viewpoint in the gesture can be seen in Example (27). In Example (27), F1 is 

talking about how a firefighter came over from the fire engine to the house to remove 

the wasp’s nest. 

 

(27)      |~~~~~~******************** 

      [a]  [b] [c]  

  F1:  … ránhòu  tā jiù chūlái a 

      then  3SG just exit.come PRT 

  [a]  At ránhòu, right hand rises from the waist level to front of the chest, with the index  

 finger slightly extended and points down; other digits bend and curl into a fist ((1) to  

 (2) in Figure 14) 

  [b]  From tā to jiù, right hand slightly lifts up and moves to speaker’s right side of the front 

  chest ((3) in Figure 14)  
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  [c]  At chūlái, right hand moves down and forward quickly to Center-Center place, with all 

  digits slightly bent and the palm faced downward ((4) in Figure 14) 

  F1:  ‘Then he got out.’ 

 

Figure 14. Speaker viewpoint in language, observer viewpoint in gesture 

 

In talking about this event, F1 injects an utterance-final discourse marker a into 

the plain statement she has made, suggesting F1’s attitude toward the event and 

involvement within the ongoing conversation as a current speaker. However, a gesture 

which represents the character of this event—the firefighter’s action of chūlái ‘got 

out’ suggests that F1’s speech-accompanying gesture is mainly focused on the 

propositional content of the past event. In this hand movement, F1 is using her right 

hand and the index finger to represent the character—the firefighter, and the 

movement of the firefighter’s body in getting out of the fire truck. The representation 

of the firefighter is only given by use of F1’s right hand; F1’s use of this gesture 

without any other bodily movement suggests that she is not attempting to act as the 

firefighter in the past scene of the event. With a stroke duration that lasts for only 0.64 
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seconds, the hand movement is done only once. With the interaction of these simple 

gestural features—the use of a single hand, shorter stroke duration, no repetition of 

the same hand movement, and no other bodily movements involved, F1’s gesture 

suggests that observer viewpoint is adopted. From this example, we can see that while 

speakers in describing third-person past events might use accompanying speech to 

show their concern about the ongoing conversation and reveal their current role as a 

speaker; they might use gesture at the same time to represent the propositional content 

of the event like an outside-the-event observer. 

On the other hand, speakers’ speech-accompanying gesture might also represent 

the past events as if the speaker were a character in the event when speaker viewpoint 

is adopted in language. This situation can be seen in Example (28). In Example (28), 

M1 is talking about how his two superiors were helpless when a colleague came to 

them complaining about not being invited to a banquet. 

 

(28)        |************************************************************** 

        [a]  [b]   

 1  M1: … <@nà  liǎng wèi yě zhǐnéng  liǎng shǒu yì tān@> shuō zhè 

    that  two  CL also only.can  two  hand one spread out say this 

      *******************************-.-| 

               [c] 

 2    yě  búshì wǒ néng juédìng de 

     also NEG 1SG can  decide DE 

 [a] At nà, both hands unfold and move from Center-Center place to speaker’s both sides of 

 the front chest (Periphery), with all digits extended and palms facing upward ((1) to (2) in 

 Figure 15) 
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 [b] At the first mention of liǎng, both hands slightly lift up; the lift-up action is done twice 

 ((3) in Figure 15) 

 [c] At de, hands move back to Center-Center place, with both palms faced inward toward the 

 speaker’s body ((3) in Figure 15) 

 M1: ‘What they can only do is fling up their hands.’ 

 

Figure 15. Speaker viewpoint in language, character viewpoint in gesture 

 

In talking about this past event, M1 superimposes a laughing quality over the 

clause, suggesting that M1 is currently speaking on behalf of himself as a speaker in 

the conversation and revealing his own feelings toward this event. Laughter that 

serves to show M1’s own attitude toward the event suggests that he is also adopting 

the speaker viewpoint in his language.  

However, M1’s speech-accompanying gesture produced within this event 

meaning liǎng shǒu yì tān ‘flinging up hands’ suggests that the gesture refers to the 

propositional content, rather than the speaker’s attitudes or comments that serve to 

reveal the speaker’s current role as a speaker within the conversation. In representing 

the characters of the past event—two superiors in M1’s company and their action of 
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liǎng shǒu yì tān, the production of the speech-accompanying gesture is dispersed 

over M1’s body. M1’s hands are the two superiors’ hands, flinging up to two sides of 

the speaker’s front of the chest (Line [a], (2) in Figure 15); his body is the two 

superiors’ bodies represented in a single body, shrugging the shoulders slightly. Both 

hands move from the Center-Center to Periphery space in making the gesture. While 

the same hand movement is held for a long period as the post-stroke phase, it is done 

only once. The stroke phase also holds a longer duration which lasts for 2.1 second. 

Combining the performance of four complex gestural features—gestural space that 

encompasses large area, the use of both hands, longer stroke duration, and 

shoulder-shrugging as other bodily movement, M1’s gesture suggests that character 

viewpoint is being conveyed. The gesture does not collaborate with the speech which 

is expressing speaker viewpoint that aids the maintenance of the ongoing conversation 

within the description of the same event.  

The collaborative expressions of observer and character viewpoint within an 

event seems contradictory, but speakers indeed create this situation in talking about 

third-person past events. In addition, most of the cases happen when observer 

viewpoint is adopted in language, but character viewpoint in gesture (37 out of a total 

of 39 collaborative expressions of observer and character viewpoint in either language 

or gesture). Speakers might use language to plainly describe the past events in the role 
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of an outside-the-event observer, but at the same time use gesture to suggest that they 

are acting as a character in the past event. Example (29) illustrates this situation. In 

Example (29), the conversational topic is about the reaction of F1’s father when he 

heard how F1 talked to her teacher on the phone. F1 is talking about how her father 

really wanted to grab the phone at that time. 

 

(29)          |~~~~~~~~~~*************************** 

         [a]  [b] 

  F1:  wǒ bà  jiù shuō tā chāo xiǎng bǎ diànhuà  qiǎng -guòlái 

    1SG father just say 3SG very think BA telephone grab-come 

  [a]  At chāo xiǎng, left hand moves outward and downward from front of the speaker’s left 

  eye to speaker’s own front space, with all digits slightly curled ((1) to (2) in Figure 16) 

  [b]  At bǎ, left thumb and little finger extend wide, and all other digits are curled against the 

  palm; the left hand moves toward the speaker’s body near her left ear ((3) in Figure 16) 

  F1:  ‘My father said that he really wants to grab the phone.’ 

 

Figure 16. Observer viewpoint in language, character viewpoint in gesture 

 

In talking about this event, speaker F1 does not directly quote what her father 

said at the time when the event took place, instead, she simply reports what her father 

said with a plain statement. F1’s use of the pronoun tā ‘he’ in the quoted speech 

suggests that she is using indirect reported speech, without attempting to enact the 

character of this event—her father’s speech.  
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Within the description of this event, F1 also produced a speech-accompanying 

gesture that represents her father’s action of qiǎng diànhuà ‘grab the phone’. In 

representing this action, F1’s left hand is made into a ‘Y’ shape—the thumb and the 

little finger extend wide but others curl into the palm, like the holding of the handset 

of a telephone (Line [b], (2) in Figure 16). In making this hand shape, F1 is 

suggesting that she is temporarily acting as her father in the original scene of the past 

event by making her hand as her father’s hand performs the action of ‘grabbing’. The 

hand movement is made at the Periphery space exclusively, and the space used for the 

inward movement to the speaker’s body near her ears clearly suggests F1 is enacting a 

role inside the original scene of the past event. The stroke phase also has a longer 

stroke duration that lasts for 0.8 seconds. The performance of these complex gestural 

features taken as a whole suggests that F1 is expressing a character viewpoint in 

gesture, which is different from that conveyed simultaneously in the accompanying 

speech concerning the description of the same event.  

Collaborative expressions of character viewpoint in language, but observer 

viewpoint in gesture seldom occur in the current data. Since when character viewpoint 

is adopted in language, the speaker’s use of a speech-accompanying gesture often 

collaborates with the speech in expressing character viewpoint as well. However, we 

can still see how speakers might express an observer viewpoint through the gestural 
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channel when character viewpoint is adopted in language. Example (30) is an 

instantiation. In Example (30), the conversational topic is about the F1’s boyfriend’s 

oral defense in his PhD program. In the clausal event being examined, F1 is talking 

about how her boyfriend had prepared so many snacks for the oral defense that the 

some teachers even asked whether they could take some home: 

 

(30)        |~~~~~******-.-| 

        [a] [b] [c] 

  F1:  hěnduō lǎoshī jiù shuō ei zhè kěyǐ názǒu ma 

    many teacher just say PRT this can take QST 

  [a]  At shuō, right hand rises slightly from the table in front of the speaker, with the index  

  finger slightly extended outward to the space which is opposed to the speaker’s body;  

  other digits curl inwards to the palm ((1) in Figure 17) 

  [b]  At ei, right index finger slightly points to the to the space in front of the speaker’s body 

  that is as if opposite to the speaker’s body ((2) in Figure 17) 

  [c]  At zhè, right index finger bends back but remains extended; other digits curl against to  

  the palm ((3) in Figure 17)  

  F1:  ‘Many teachers have asked, “Can we take these away?”’ 

 

Figure 17. Character viewpoint in language, observer viewpoint in gesture 

 

In talking about this past event, F1 acts as the teachers who are involved in the 

original scene of the past event—the oral defense, and attempts to enact their speech. 

She directly quotes what the teachers said at that time (ei zhè kěyǐ názǒu ma), and 
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superimposes a somehow mincing and pretend-courteous way to mimic the speech of 

the teachers. Therefore, F1 is expressing character viewpoint in speech when 

describing this event.  

F1 in talking about this event also produces a spatial gesture that helps orientate 

the use of zhè—which means the snacks in the original scene of the past event. In 

making this spatial gesture, F1 simply produces a short and quick pointing movement 

with a stroke duration that lasts for only 0.296 seconds. In the previous section on the 

types of gesture used in representing viewpoints (see section 5.2), we noted that the 

five gestural features—gestural space, handedness, stroke duration, frequency, the 

involvement of other body part also apply to the analysis of spatial gesture in 

representing viewpoints. In this example, the performances of the gestural features do 

not suggest that F1 is attempting to enact a role as characters in the past event—the 

teachers who adjudicated in the oral defense. The gestural space is narrowed to the 

Center-Center space; the hand movement in making the pointing gesture does not 

encompass large area due to the fact that it is presented swiftly and is done only once. 

In doing the pointing, the spatial gesture is performed with only the use of a single 

hand. No other bodily movements accompany the pointing gesture. It is therefore 

more appropriate analyze F1’s spatial gesture as expressing observer viewpoint in this 

case. In sum, in this example, while F1 is expressing character viewpoint through the 
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use of speech, her gesture suggests that she is acting more like an observer outside the 

past event.  

 

 

5.7 Summary  

This chapter presents the quantitative study of gestural viewpoints and the 

collaborative expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture. Concerning the 

distribution of gestural viewpoints in the descriptions of third-person past events, 

speakers’ use of gestures most often express character viewpoint. Different from the 

performance in language where speakers seldom enact characters’ speech or thoughts, 

speech-accompanying gestures very often enact characters’ deeds or actions that make 

it seem as if the speakers have walked into the scene of the past events. On the other 

hand, speakers rarely ever make use of gesture to suggest their role as a current 

speaker within an ongoing conversation, whether by making comments or interacting 

with other co-conversationalists through the gestural channel.   

  In discussing the distributional pattern of gestural viewpoints, we have also 

seen how each viewpoint is represented through the use of five gestural features as 

coding principles—gestural space, handedness, stroke duration, frequency, and the 

involvement of other body parts. By observing how gestures in representing different 

viewpoints perform these gestural features, the statistics from the Chi-square tests 
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suggest that the correlations between each gestural feature and gestural viewpoints are 

all significant. This clearly suggests that the five gestural features recognized in this 

study could serve as indicative criteria in identifying different gestural viewpoints. 

This chapter also presents the use of different gesture types in representing the 

three viewpoints in the current data. In McNeill’s gestural study (1992), he mainly 

focused on how gestural viewpoints might be inferred from iconic gesture. However, 

in the current study, we have suggested that in addition to iconic gestures, metaphoric 

and spatial gestures are also able to express three different viewpoints. The present 

study also finds that 92.1% of character viewpoint in gesture is represented through 

iconic gesture. On the other hand, iconic gestures only account for 51.9% of all 

gestures that represent observer viewpoint. Metaphoric gestures and spatial gestures 

that together account for the other half of all gestures that represent observer 

viewpoint are performed to mainly represent observer viewpoint as well (73.7% and 

71.4%). 

With regard to the collaborative expressions of linguistic and gestural viewpoint, 

speakers in talking about third-person past events more often produce a 

speech-accompanying gesture that conveys a different viewpoint from that conveyed 

in speech within the descriptions of the same event. In particular, the mismatching 

expression of viewpoint in language and gesture most often occurs while speakers are 
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expressing a speaker viewpoint in language. This suggests that while speakers 

constantly reveal their here-and-now status as a current speaker within a conversation 

in talking about others’ events through the linguistic modality, the 

speech-accompanying gesture rarely collaborate with their speech to do so. In general, 

these findings suggest that while gesture often collaborates with language in 

expressing viewpoints within a description of third-person past events, a division of 

labor between the linguistic and gestural modality in expressing viewpoints can be 

seen. Certain viewpoints seem to be more inclined to be conveyed in only one 

modality rather than the other. The collaborative expressions of viewpoints in 

language and gesture suggest how speech and gesture coordinate with each other in 

organizing information concerning third-person past events, and therefore the 

differences in the expression of viewpoints also leads us to see that a cognitive 

process underlies both linguistic and gestural modalities within daily human 

communication. In the following chapter, different hypotheses of speech and gesture 

production will be brought up to explain the process involved in gesture production 

and its relationship between speech production when collaborating with the 

accompanying speech in expressing viewpoints.
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CHAPTER 6  

 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

In this chapter, theoretical accounts on the collaborative expressions of viewpoints in 

language and gesture that lead us to see the speech and gesture processing in human 

communication will be provided. Two hypotheses of gesture production—the Lexical 

Semantics Hypothesis and the Interface Hypothesis, are used to explain the findings 

of this study. Further, we will also see how the current data might support one of these 

hypotheses. Section 6.1 briefly summarizes the primary findings of the current study. 

In section 6.2, a comparison of the present study with McNeill’s gestural study on 

viewpoints is first introduced. Section 6.3 presents the theoretical account of the 

Lexical Semantics Hypothesis. In section 6.4, we will see how the Interface 

Hypothesis provides a theoretical account concerning to the current data. Section 6.5 

is a summary.  

 

 

6.1. Summary of findings 

The purpose of the present study is to investigate how viewpoint can be jointly 

expressed by both language and the embodied gesture in the descriptions of 

third-person past events in conversational contexts. In addition, following McNeill’s 
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notion that language and gesture are co-expressive in viewpoints (1992), the present 

study also attempts to see whether gesture collaborates with the accompanying speech 

in expressing the same or different viewpoints. In answering these questions, the 

present study provides a multi-modal representation of viewpoints, in which we can 

not only see the linguistic representations of viewpoints, but also the gestural 

representations. In this study, we have identified three viewpoints might arise from the 

descriptions of third-person past events in ongoing conversations—speaker, observer 

and character viewpoint. In terms of the linguistic representations of viewpoints, 

speakers can make use of various linguistic structures or paralinguistic devices in 

representing the three viewpoints. With regard to the gestural representations, five 

gestural features—gestural space, handedness, stroke duration, frequency, and the 

involvement of other body parts are identified as indicative criteria in representing the 

three viewpoints.  

In addition to the qualitative study, this study presents the quantitative study of 

linguistic and gestural viewpoints produced by speakers talking about third-person 

past events in conversational contexts. The distribution of the linguistic 

representations of each type of viewpoint suggests that observer viewpoint is the most 

often adopted (60.5%, see Table 1). Speakers usually talk about the events in the role 

of an outside-the-event observer by making use of a plain statement, without 
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indicating their current status as a speaker in a conversation to other 

co-conversationalists or re-enacting the roles of characters in the original event. 

Character viewpoint, in contrast, is rarely seen in speech when speakers are talking 

about the third-person past events (5.9% in Table 1). This suggests that speakers 

seldom use language in order to act as a character in a past event by enacting the 

speech or thoughts of the character.  

With respect to the quantitative study of gestural viewpoints, the distribution of 

each viewpoint suggests that character viewpoint—which is the least frequently 

expressed in language, is found to be the one most often expressed in gesture (52.9%, 

see Table 9). While a speaker in talking about third-person past events also often 

shows his/her concern about the ongoing conversation and reveals his/her 

here-and-now state as a speaker which suggests that speaker viewpoint is being 

expressed in speech, the speaker rarely use a speech-accompanying gesture which will 

help them to do so (3.4% in Table 9). Speakers rarely make use of gesture to suggest 

that they are engaging in a conversation with other co-conversationalists while at the 

same talking about others’ past events. While observer viewpoint is the most 

unmarked way in representing third-person past events; it is, on the other hand, 

common in both language and gesture.  

From the quantitative analyses of linguistic and gestural viewpoints, the 
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respective distribution of each viewpoint in each modality suggests a division of labor 

in that certain viewpoints tend to be expressed through only one channel rather than 

the other. In addition, the finding of different distributional patterns in each modality 

also implies that speech-accompanying gestures might not always collaborate with 

speech in conveying the same viewpoint.  

The quantitative and combined study of the collaborative expressions of 

linguistic and gestural viewpoints in the description of the same event further 

suggested that 64.7% of all gestures produced in the current data convey different 

viewpoints from those conveyed in the accompanying speech. Mismatching 

expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture occur more frequently than 

matching expressions. This finding not only shows us how speech and gesture 

collaborate with each other to represent viewpoints while talking about third-person 

past events, but also leads us to see the cognitive process underlying both linguistic 

and gestural channels when people communicate. In the following sections, two 

hypotheses of gesture production—the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis and the 

Interface Hypothesis, would be provided to explain the findings of the current study.  

Theories of gesture production provide different hypotheses in an attempt to 

explain the processing of gesture and its relationship to the speech production process. 

Three hypotheses related to this issue—the Free Imagery, the Lexical Semantics, and 
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the Interface Hypothesis, respectively have views with regard to how gestures are 

informationally related to the accompanying speech and at the level at which the 

content of the gesture is determined. In fact, in discussing the collaborative 

expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture in the current study—how 

speech-accompanying gesture collaborates with language in expressing viewpoints, 

we are exploring how language and gesture organize and structure the information 

concerning the third-person past events. For in either language or gesture, how 

speakers organize and structure the information suggests the ways speakers can 

choose to represent past events, or from which perspective the events are seen by the 

speakers—which is indeed how we define the notion of viewpoint. In other words, 

speakers’ different ways of organizing and structuring the information concerning the 

third-person past events in either the linguistic or gestural channel suggest different 

viewpoints are being represented. For example, when the past event concerns the 

character’s speech, structuring it into a direct speech or indirect reported speech in 

language might lead to different linguistic viewpoints. Likewise, different gestural 

viewpoints might be represented, when the way the information that is structured into 

an embodied gesture shows different performances of gestural features. The 

discussion on the collaborative expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture 

therefore lies in how we are able to explain the way that language and gesture work in 
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coordination with each other in organizing and structuring the information concerning 

third-person past events. The Lexical Semantics Hypothesis and the Interface 

Hypothesis, regarding this issue, will provide different explanations concerning the 

informational coordination between speech and gesture in expressing viewpoints. The 

Free Imagery Hypothesis, due to the fact that its prediction of how the gesture 

coordinates with the accompanying speech in expressing the viewpoints is irrelevant 

concerning the current data, is excluded from the general discussion. 

In the following sections, a comparison of the current study with McNeill’s 

gestural study on viewpoints will first be discussed. Then, we will see the theoretical 

accounts provided by the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis and the Interface Hypothesis. 

On the other hand, we will also see how the current data can provide evidence that is 

compatible with one of these hypotheses, and as a result come to support one of the 

theories of gesture production.  

 

 

6.2 McNeill’s gestural study on viewpoints 

In his study on gesture in narrative data in Hand and Mind (1992), McNeill 

contended that viewpoint is one area of meanings where gesture can co-express with 

speech. He was the first scholar to make a systematic study of viewpoints in resources 

other than language, and pointed out that viewpoints can be conveyed gesturally. He 
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focused on how viewpoints can be inferred from iconic gestures, and identified 

observer viewpoint and character viewpoint whereby the present study is also based 

on. In his narrative data, he further found that 60% of iconic gestures have O-VPT, 

and 40% have C-VPT. The percentage of the occurrences of observer viewpoint in 

gesture is higher than character viewpoint when speakers are narrating stories. 

The results of the present study, different from McNeill’s findings, come out to 

suggest that the percentage of the distribution of C-VPT in gesture is higher than that 

of O-VPT. Despite the fact that O-VPT is also commonly seen in speakers’ use of the 

speech-accompanying gesture in depicting third-person past events (see Table 9, 

O-VPT, 43.7%), C-VPT is nevertheless the most frequently expressed viewpoint in 

gesture. With the five gestural features identified as distinctive criteria—gestural 

space, handedness, stroke duration, frequency, and the involvement of other parts of 

the body within the performance of a gesture interact and collaborate with each other, 

the current study finds that the distributions of O-VPT and C-VPT in the gestural 

channel in the descriptions of third-person past events in conversational contexts are 

very different from the distributional pattern of gestural viewpoints as suggested by 

McNeill in his narrative data. 

In McNeill’s gestural study on viewpoints, he mainly focused on how observer 

and character viewpoint can be inferred from iconic gestures. However, the present 
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study has shown that viewpoints can also be represented and expressed through other 

types of gestures. In the current data, speakers make use of iconic, metaphoric, and 

spatial gestures in company with speech in talking about third-person past events. 

These different types of gesture, with the five gestural features and their interaction, 

can also manifest and represent O-VPT and C-VPT. Despite the fact that iconic 

gestures are still the major gesture type produced in the current data, metaphoric and 

spatial gestures are also produced in speakers’ descriptions of third-person past events 

in expressing viewpoints. In addition, the distribution of the different types of gesture 

in representing the three viewpoints comes out to suggest that 92.1% of C-VPT in 

gesture are represented through iconic gestures. On the other hand, metaphoric and 

spatial gestures are performed most often to express O-VPT. With regard to S-VPT, 

all four cases in the current data are represented through metaphoric gestures. These 

findings concerning how different viewpoints could be manifested through different 

gesture types have not been brought up in McNeill’s gestural study on viewpoints.  

While McNeill’s main focus is on how viewpoints can be represented through 

gestures, he also provided linguistic manifestations of viewpoints. In his quantitative 

study on viewpoints, he generalized that the C-VPT gesture tends to appear with 

transitive verbs and single clause sentences, and the O-VPT gesture with intransitive 

or stative verbs and complex sentences. In the C-VPT gesture, speakers walk into the 
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scene of the narrative and insert themselves into the gestural space. In the linguistic 

parallel there are single clauses and transitive verbs that also function to represent the 

speakers as walking into the events narrated. With a single clause, “there is a minimal 

grammatical separation of the event from the speaker” (1992:120). With a transitive 

verb, the events being narrated are as if under magnification. In terms of an O-VPT, 

speakers’ use of the speech-accompanying gesture depicts the narrated events as if the 

speakers are outside of the events. Linguistically, intransitive or stative verbs which 

allow speakers to keep some distance from the events appear correspondingly with 

O-VPT gestures. McNeill further suggested that it is through gestural manifestation 

that linguistic manifestation may be made obvious and clear. Without the 

speech-accompanying gestures, these linguistic forms that are also capable of 

conveying viewpoints are unobvious and it is hard to draw any attention to them. 

Despite the fact that McNeill also acknowledged that the correspondence between 

gestural and linguistic manifestations with regard to the same viewpoint is not always 

definite, the speech-gesture co-expressions of the same viewpoint are pretty much 

correspondent in terms of the distance from the narratives. Following this view, 

McNeill’s study suggested that speech and gesture often co-express the same 

viewpoint in narratives.  

However, the investigation of the joint expressions of viewpoints in both the 
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linguistic and gestural modalities come out to suggest that speakers’ use of the 

speech-accompanying gestures tend to convey different viewpoints from that 

conveyed in the language within the descriptions of the same event. Mismatching of 

viewpoints in language and gesture accounts for 64.7% of all cases, which is more 

commonly seen than matching cases where gesture works in collaboration with 

language in expressing the same viewpoint. This finding is also different from 

McNeill’s study, where he suggested that speech and gesture often co-express the 

same viewpoint.  

In sum, the present study differs from McNeill’s gestural study on viewpoints in 

two respects. First, concerning the distributions of O-VPT and C-VPT gestures, the 

current study finds that C-VPT is more commonly expressed in speakers’ descriptions 

of third-person past events within conversational contexts than O-VPT in gesture. 

Second, in terms of the collaborative expressions of viewpoints in language and 

gesture, the current study suggests that while speakers’ speech-accompanying gestures 

collaborate with the speech in expressing viewpoints when talking about third-person 

past events, gestures more often convey viewpoints that are different from those 

conveyed in language in the descriptions of the same event. Though McNeill has 

contended that “one area of meaning where speech and gesture are coexpressive is the 

point of view” (1992:118), the two modalities might not always work in collaboration 
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in conveying the same viewpoint.  

 

 

6.3 The Lexical Semantics Hypothesis account 

 According to the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis, gestures are generated from the 

semantics of the lexical items in the accompanying speech. Butterworth and Hadar 

(1989) claimed that iconic gestures are generated from one or more semantic features 

of a lexical item that can be interpreted spatially. In proposing this argument, they are 

suggesting that gestures are generated from the result of the computational stage in 

speech production after the selection of the lexical items in an abstract form has taken 

place. From this perspective, the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis suggests that gestures 

only encode information that is encoded in speech. In other words, that which is not 

encoded in the speech will not be encoded in the gesture.  

 With regard to the current data, the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis would then 

predict that all of the gestures produced in representing viewpoints have a 

correspondent lexical affiliate, and that the information conveyed by this lexical 

affiliate determines the content of the gesture. The content of the gesture is generated 

from one or more of the semantic features of the correspondent lexical affiliate, and 

the gesture will not encode information that is not encoded in this lexical affiliate. In 

addition, according to the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis, the relevant linguistic unit in 
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the case of the exercise of the linguistic effect on the content of a gesture is a single 

word. As a result, the correspondent lexical affiliate of the gesture to be the source of 

the gesture content should be a lexical item.  

 Observing the current data
5
, with only four speech-accompanying gestures that 

do not have a lexical affiliate, the lexical affiliate of the other 96.6% of gestures does 

not necessarily have to be a single word. Table 12 shows the grammatical units of the 

correspondent lexical affiliates of the gestures in the current data.  

 

Table 12. Grammatical units of correspondent lexical affiliates 

            Viewpoint  

 S-VPT O-VPT C-VPT  

Grammatical Unit    Total 

Word 0 35 41 76 

Phrase 4 13 22 39 

Total  4 48 63 115 

 

 Despite the fact that the majority of the correspondent lexical affiliates of a 

gesture in the current data are a single word (66.1%, 76 out of a total of 115), phrases 

also account for 33.9% of all of the lexical affiliates of the gestures. For example, in 

talking about a friend’s first experience of riding a motorcycle in a mountain area (see 

Example (18) in Chapter 5), a speaker verbally described the event with a plain 

statement dìyī cì jí jiùshì rào fǎjiáwān ‘The first time she rode, she wound through a 

hairpin turn.’ A speech-accompanying gesture that depicts the character’s action of 

                                                       
5 Only iconic gestures (86 cases in the current data) are analyzed here, since they are representational 

gestures that are able to present visual representations of the various properties of objects or events. 
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rào fǎjiáwān ‘wind through a hairpin turn’ is produced within the description of this 

event. During the production of rào fǎjiáwān, the speaker draws a semicircle 

anti-clockwise twice and a clockwise semicircle with her right index finger extended 

downward. The same idea unit rào fǎjiáwān encoded in speech by the use of a manner 

verb rào and a noun that depicts the trajectory of this motion fǎjiáwān is signified by 

the hand movement of drawing semicircles. In this case, the content of the gesture 

corresponds to a linguistic unit that is larger than a single word (a verb phrase). The 

grammatical units of the lexical affiliates in the current data therefore suggest that the 

relevant linguistic unit which can serve as the source of the content of the gesture is 

not necessarily a lexical item, which is contradictory to the prediction of the Lexical 

Semantics Hypothesis.  

 To further suggest that gesture content is not necessarily generated from the 

semantics of a lexical item in the accompanying speech, the current data also shows 

that the information encoded in gesture might not be encoded in the accompanying 

speech. In the descriptions of a past event, certain information is rarely to be specified 

or it might not be inferable from the accompanying speech. It is only through the use 

of the speech-accompanying gesture that the information is spelled out. In the current 

data, 30.2% of all iconic gestures (26 out of total 86 iconic gestures) encode 

information that is not being verbally expressed in the accompanying speech. We can 
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further investigate how gestures encode information that is not being verbally 

expressed in speech by observing the types of information that gestures might be able 

to encode. For the types of information being encoded only through gestural channel, 

such information can be further classified into several types, as shown in Table 13.  

 

Table 13. Information encoded only in gesture 

Information types Trajectory Manner Tool Shape Quantity  

Collaborative viewpoint expressions      Total 

Matching 3 1 0 2 0 6 

Mismatching 5 8 6 2 1 22 

Total 8 9 6 4 1 28 

 

 Within a total of 26 gestures which encode information which is not being 

verbally expressed, two of the gestures encode two types of information in the same 

gesture. In performing a motion or an action event, trajectory, manner and tool are 

related information that could be revealed through the use of speakers’ gesture. Shape 

and quantity are information that is relevant when the gesture involves the depiction 

of an entity.  

 The encoding of trajectory information in gesture only and not in speech might 

occur when an action or a motion with only the manner information encoded is being 

depicted in the accompanying speech. For instance, in a conversational topic about 

how a group of firefighters came to remove a wasp’s nest from outside a house, a 

verb—zhǎo ‘find’ was encoded in speech to depict the event when the groups of 
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firefighters were searching for the house: jiùshì zaì zhǎo wǒmen jiā dàodǐ zài nǎlǐ zhè 

yàngzi ‘(They) are trying to find exactly where our house is.’ The action zhǎo of this 

event is also conveyed by speaker’s use of the gesture, as Figure 18 shows.  

 

 

Figure 18. Gestural depiction of trajectory information 

 

 In producing the action zhǎo, all of the digits of the speaker’s right hand slightly 

curled down and then made a zigzag movement. The zigzag movement suggests the 

trajectory of zhǎo, and this information concerning the trajectory of the action which 

is rarely to be specified in the speech is only encoded in the gesture. 

 Manner information encoded in gesture provides more specific details 

concerning how the action in the event is done. In a conversational topic about an oral 

defense in a PhD program, an event occurred where the snacks prepared for the oral 

defense were so many that some teachers could even take many back home. In the 

speaker’s description of the event, it was reported that ránhòu yǒu nàge lǎoshī tā 

jiùshì yícì jiù ná wǔge zǒu ye ‘And there’s a teacher who even took five away.’ In the 

description of this event, a speech-accompanying gesture is produced to depict the 
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action of ná ‘took’ that is also encoded in speech and conveys more specific 

information concerning the manner of how the teachers ‘took’ the snacks. In 

producing the action ná, both of the the speaker’s hands first come close together, 

with both palms facing each other with a small distance in between ((1) to (2) in 

Figure 19). Then, all of the digits slightly curl and the palms face upward, and both 

hands slightly lift up-and-down six times ((3) in Figure 19). This depiction of the 

action ná in gesture suggests that the teachers in the original scene of the past event 

might have ‘taken’ the snacks in a manner similar to that of holding many dessert 

boxes by the use of both hands. The information concerning the manner of the action 

ná, when being encoded in the gesture as an imagery form, can be more specifically 

depicted—the way those teachers took the snacks is by holding them with boxes in 

both hands. 

 

 

Figure 19. Gestural depiction of manner information  

 

 Information concerning the tools that are used to execute the action described in 

the event can also be encoded in the gesture, and this information is rarely explicitly 
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uttered in the accompanying speech. In a clausal event about the way in which a hair 

stylist is fastidious in cutting the customer’s hair (see Example (19) in Chapter 5), the 

speech-accompanying gesture produced by the speaker encodes information 

concerning the tool used—the scissors that were used to cut the hair. In making the 

gesture that is encoded as yì gēn yì gēn jiǎn in speech, where the speaker’s right hand 

is made into a shape like a pair of scissors with his index and middle finger extended, 

and the other digits are curled close against the palm, the gesture encodes the tool 

information which is usually not verbalized in speech ((5) in Figure 6).  

 The information concerning the shape or quantity of an entity or object which is 

not referred to in language might also be encoded in a speaker’s gesture. For instance, 

in a conversational topic, a speaker is talking about how her boyfriend has prepared a 

lot of snacks for the oral defense in his PhD program. In a clausal event within this 

conversational topic, the speaker talks about how her boyfriend prepared boxes for the 

teachers who come to attend his defense to take the snacks, where in language yòng 

hézi ‘use dessert boxes’ is encoded. A gesture that depicts the action of carrying the 

dessert boxes is performed during the description of this event. In depicting this action 

through gesture, all of the digits of the speaker’s right hand curl downward and the 

hand is made into a fist, slightly pointing down three times, as shown in Figure 20. 

While the gesture is mainly produced to depict the action of carrying the boxes, the 
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information concerning the shape of the object hézi is also revealed. The speaker’s 

hand that was made into a fist, as though holding an object in the hand, depicts the 

shape of the box and that it might have a handle which can be used to lift it up. This 

information regarding the shape of an object is rarely encoded in speech.  

 

 

Figure 20. Gestural depiction of shape information 

 

 In the same conversational topic, a clausal event fàng zài nàlǐ ‘put (the desserts) 

there’ is described when the same speaker was talking about how her boyfriend put all 

the desserts on the table. The concept of fàng is also depicted in the speaker’s 

speech-accompanying gesture. In producing fàng, all of the digits of the speaker’s 

right hand extend and the palm faces downward, drawing an anticlockwise circle (see 

Figure 21).  

This hand movement of drawing a circle not only manifests the action fàng 

which is characterized in both speech and gestural modalities, but also encodes the 

quantity information—the area that is encompassed by the drawing of the circle 

suggests the amount of desserts prepared.  
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Figure 21. Gestural depiction of quantity information 

 

 Generally, what Table 13 is trying to illustrate is that some information which is 

not encoded in speech due to its significance in the discourse, might be encoded in a 

speech-accompanying gesture. Despite the fact that certain information concerning 

the event is unlikely to be expressed in speech, when it is represented through gesture 

as imagery, it could be specified. More importantly, Table 13 provides evidence 

against the prediction of the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis, where gesture only 

encodes information that is verbally expressed.  

 To conclude, in proposing that gestures are generated from the semantics of 

lexical items in the accompanying speech, the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis predicts 

that gesture content corresponds to the semantics of a lexical item in the 

accompanying speech, and that gesture does not encode information that is not 

verbally expressed. The current data provide evidence against the Lexical Semantics 

Hypothesis by showing that gesture content is not necessarily generated from the 

semantics of single word, and that gesture can encode more information than what is 

verbally expressed. From the current data, we can see that 33.9% of all gestures 
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produced have content that corresponds to the idea unit encoded by a phrase in the 

accompanying speech, suggesting that “word” might not be the only grammatical unit 

as the source of gesture content. The current data also shows that 30.2% of all iconic 

gestures encode extra information that is not conveyed in the accompanying speech. 

In addition, information encoded only in gesture involves several different types, 

including trajectory, manner, tool, shape and quantity. 

 

 

6.4 The Interface Hypothesis account 

 The Interface Hypothesis proposed by Kita and Ö zyürek (2002) suggests that 

gestures originate from an interface representation between speaking and spatial 

thinking. The interface representation, according to their hypothesis, is a 

spatio-motoric representation that represents the action and spatial information in 

terms of actions that are tailored for the purpose of speaking. Gestures are generated 

from this general process, where action and spatial information are made into a plan 

for action in real and imagined space. In the model of speech and gesture production 

proposed by Kita and Ö zyürek, they further illustrated that this interface 

representation which is a general mechanism which generates actions and gestures is 

the Action Generator. The Action Generator can interact on-line with the Message 

Generator—the mechanism whereby the way in which a proposition which is to be 
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verbally expressed is formulated, and can receive guidance and feedback from the 

Message Generator as to which spatial information should be selected from the 

working memory or the environment. The two generators can constantly exchange 

information and also initiate the organization of information independently. In other 

words, the interplay between the Action Generator and the Message Generator allows 

the gesture content to be shaped simultaneously by the spatial features of the real and 

imagined space and the linguistics formulation process. Thus, according to the 

Interface Hypothesis, the gesture content is determined by both the information 

encoded in the accompanying speech, and the spatial properties of the events that may 

not be linguistically and verbally encoded. A gesture, interacting on-line constantly 

with the Message Generator, can further structure the information in a way that is 

relatively compatible with linguistic encoding possibilities for the purpose of 

speaking.  

 With regard to the current data, the Interface Hypothesis would then predict that 

for a given gesture one might be able to observe simultaneously the influence of both 

the linguistic formulation possibilities and the spatio-motoric properties of the referent 

that may not be verbalized in the accompanying speech. The current data has shown 

that 69.8% of all iconic gestures only encode information that is also encoded in the 

accompanying speech. The other 30.2% of gestures encode not only the same 
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information that is being verbally expressed, but reflect extra information concerning 

the third-person past events being described which is not conveyed in the 

accompanying speech. For these 30.2% of gestures, we have further suggested types 

of information that could be additionally encoded through gestures, including 

trajectory, manner etc. From these 30.2% of gestures, we can see that certain features 

of the past event, when represented through gesture as imagery, can be specified and 

conveyed despite the fact that they are not mentioned in the accompanying speech. In 

addition, the 30.2% of gestures provide evidence to support the Interface Hypothesis 

in that within a given gesture, the gesture content is shaped simultaneously by the 

linguistic information and the spatial properties concerning the past events that can be 

represented as imagery.  

 With the current data as evidence to support its prediction, the Interface 

Hypothesis also provides an explanation for the division of labor between linguistic 

and gestural viewpoints. From the quantitative study on the distribution of viewpoints 

in both the linguistic and gestural channels in the current data, we can observe the 

division of labor whereby certain viewpoints tend to be expressed in their respective 

modalities. From the perspective of each viewpoint, observer viewpoint seems to be 

the most unmarked way that is the most frequently adopted viewpoint in language 

(60.5% of all linguistic viewpoints) and is also regularly expressed in gesture (43.7% 
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of all gestural viewpoints) to represent third-person past events. In representing 

observer viewpoint through language, plain statements are predominately used for 

speakers to talk about past events in the role of an observer, to simply and plainly 

describe the spatio-temporal information concerning the past events without 

attempting to walk into the scene and act as a character in the event. 

 With regard to character viewpoint, it is the one adopted most frequently in the 

gestural modality, but least often in language. This suggests that in talking about 

third-person past events, a speaker’s attempt to enact the role of a character is more 

likely to be realized through the use of gesture rather than speech. The information 

encoded in gesture often comes to represent the past event as if the speaker himself 

was the person who was involved in the original scene, but information encoded in 

the accompanying speech rarely does. On the contrary, speaker viewpoint is rarely 

seen in gesture, with only four cases in the current data. Information that comes to be 

structured as the revelation of a speaker’s attitude towards or comment on past events 

or as a speaker’s attempts to interact with other co-conversationalists which both 

serve to indicate the current role of the speaker as a speaker within the ongoing 

conversation is rarely encoded in the gesture content. Consequently, if speakers want 

to reveal their here-and-now state as a current speaker to maintain the ongoing 

conversation when talking about third-person past events, they generally tend to do it 
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through the linguistic rather than gestural channel. The very different, nearly 

contradictory distributions of character viewpoint and speaker viewpoint in linguistic 

and gestural modality not only suggest that speakers’ gestures performed in the 

descriptions of third-person past events do not always collaborate with the 

accompanying speech in expressing the same viewpoint, but also shows that there is 

division of labor between language and gesture in expressing viewpoints. The model 

proposed by Kita and Ö zyürek (2002) based on the Interface Hypothesis can provide 

a theoretical account for this situation.  

 According to the Interface Hypothesis, the division of labor between the two 

modalities is planned at the Communication Planner proposed in the model. Based on 

this model, the Conceptualizer—the planning process of speech and gesture 

production at the conceptual level, is split into the Communication Planner and the 

Message Generator (see Figure 1 in Chapter 2). In the case of the Communication 

Planner, its primary function is to generate the communicative intention—a rough 

specification of what needs to be communicated when, and achieves what Levelt 

(1989) called the “macro-planning” such as a rough decision on information to be 

expressed and its ordering, and the selection of appropriate speech acts. More 

importantly, it determines which modalities of expression should be involved. 

Consequently, when the communicative intention is determined, it is then given to the 
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Message Generator and the Action Generator. The two generators can then converge 

and exchange the information intended to be conveyed in either the linguistic or 

gestural channel. Despite the fact that the Communication Planner does not 

necessarily determine exactly what information is to be expressed in each modality, it 

is able to explicitly divide the labor between the two modalities to achieve different 

communicative goals. For example, in Kita and Özyürek’s study (2002), they 

suggested that the division of labor might occur when an expression such as “like 

this” is the communicative intention. In this case, two coordinated but different goals 

might be planned in the Communication Planner when the gesture is aimed to 

iconically “demonstrate” the referents and the speech is aimed to “index” the gesture; 

in spite of the same communicative intention—the expression of “like this”. The two 

goals would then be sent to the two generators respectively for the formulation 

process. In other words, when two different communicative goals are aimed to be 

achieved in two modalities with respect to the same communicative intention, the 

division of labor can be planned in the Communication Planner.  

 With respect to the current data, we can say that the communicative intention for 

speakers in talking about third-person past events generally might look like, “My 

global intention is to talk about an event that has happened to a third-person.” When 

the decision has been made concerning the communicative intention, the rough 
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specifications of the information to be encoded then start to be generated. However, 

speakers’ different communicative goals in making comments on the events or 

interacting with other co-conversationalists that serve to maintain the ongoing 

conversations, or performing characters’ parts in the original events might also want 

to be achieved despite the fact that the global intention is to describe a third-person 

past event. In this case, the Communication Planner can explicitly divide the labor 

between speech and gestural modality to achieve these goals. The current data suggest 

that language rather than gesture often takes the job of achieving the goal of a 

speaker’s attempts to maintain an ongoing conversation by conveying the speaker’s 

personal comments about or attitudes towards the past events, or interacting with 

other co-conversationalists that reveal their role as a current speaker. On the other 

hand, when a speaker attempts to enact the role of a character in an event is the 

communicative goal that is aimed to be achieved, the Communication Planner would 

separate this labor out to the gestural modality. With the Communication Planner 

proposed in the Interface Hypothesis that can divide the labor of representing certain 

viewpoints between the two modalities, we are able to explain why speaker viewpoint 

is rarely found in gesture, and why character viewpoint is rarely represented in speech 

in the current data. In the models proposed by other hypotheses, the division of labor 

between language and gesture in expressing viewpoints cannot be explained. Indeed, 
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a speaker’s division of labor between linguistic and gestural viewpoints in talking 

about third-person past events has suggested that the gesture production system is not 

completely and independently separate from the speech production system as 

suggested by the Free Imagery Hypothesis, where gesture content is not influenced by 

language. The gesture production system is also not completely restrained by the 

speech production system as claimed by the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis, where 

gesture content must be generated from the semantics of lexical items uttered in 

speech. Rather, the division of labor between the linguistic and gestural viewpoints 

suggests that speech and gesture production do not work independently in the case 

where language does not have any impact on gesture content, and certainly neither do 

they work completely in unity where gesture should always encode what is encoded 

in speech. The Interface Hypothesis has provides an explanation concerning this fact, 

due to the view proposed by this hypothesis also highlights the certain but not definite 

influence of language.  

 In sum, in proposing that gestures are generated in an interface representation 

between speaking and spatial thinking, the Interface Hypothesis predicts that for a 

given gesture, one can observe the linguistic formulation possibilities and the 

spatio-motoric features that are unlikely to be verbally expressed. This prediction is 

supported by the current data where 30.2% of all iconic gestures encode not only the 
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same information that is also encoded in the accompanying speech, but also encode 

spatial properties concerning the past events that are not being uttered. The Interface 

Hypothesis also provides a model of speech and gesture production that is able to 

explain the division of labor in viewpoint expressions between the speech and gestural 

modalities that other hypotheses cannot explain. The Communication Planner in the 

proposed model which generates the global communicative intention could divide the 

labor into either the speech or gesture modality, when different communicative goals 

that result from different viewpoint expressions are to be achieved. 

 

 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the discussion on the comparison of the current study with 

McNeill’s gestural study on viewpoints is first presented. Theoretical accounts of the 

collaborative expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture that lead us to see the 

processing of speech and gesture in human communication are then provided.  

The present study differs from McNeill’s gestural study on viewpoints in two 

respects. First, concerning the distributions of O-VPT and C-VPT gestures, the 

current study finds that C-VPT is more commonly expressed in speakers’ descriptions 

of third-person past events within conversational contexts than O-VPT in gesture. 

Second, in terms of the collaborative expressions of viewpoints in language and 
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gesture, the current study suggests that while speakers’ speech-accompanying gestures 

collaborate with the speech in expressing viewpoints when talking about third-person 

past events, gestures more often convey viewpoints that are different from those 

conveyed in language in the descriptions of the same event. 

With respect to the theoretical accounts on the collaborative expressions of 

viewpoints in language and gesture, two hypotheses of speech and gesture 

production—the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis and the Interface Hypothesis are 

provided to explain the process involved in gesture production and its relationship 

with speech production when collaborating with the accompanying speech in 

expressing viewpoints. 

 The Lexical Semantics Hypothesis claims that gestures are generated from the 

semantics of lexical items in the accompanying speech. Concerning the current data, 

the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis therefore predicts that the content of a gesture 

corresponds to the semantics of a lexical item in the accompanying speech, and that 

gesture does not encode information that is not verbally expressed. The current data 

provide evidence against the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis by showing that 33.9% of 

all gestures produced have content that corresponds to the semantics of a phrase in the 

accompanying speech, suggesting that “word” might not be the only grammatical unit 

to be the source of the content of a gesture. The current data also show that 30.2% of 
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all iconic gestures encode extra information that is not conveyed in the accompanying 

speech.  

 From the view of the Interface Hypothesis, gestures originate from an interface 

representation between speaking and spatial thinking. With regard to the current data, 

the Interface Hypothesis predicts that for a given gesture, one can observe the 

linguistic formulation possibilities and the spatio-motoric features that are not 

verbally expressed. The current data supports this prediction in that 30.2% of all 

iconic gestures encode not only the same information that is also encoded in the 

accompanying speech, but also encode spatial properties concerning the past events 

that are not being verbally conveyed. In addition, the Interface Hypothesis also 

provides a model of speech and gesture production that is able to explain the division 

of labor in the expressions of viewpoint between the speech and gestural modality that 

other hypotheses cannot explain.  

 To conclude, two hypotheses respectively provide theoretical accounts to explain 

the collaborative expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture which lead us to 

explore the processing of gesture and its relationship with speech production. Each 

hypothesis is also supported by different pieces of evidence and percentages of the 

gestures found in the current data. 
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CHAPTER 7  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

7.1 Summary of the thesis 

This thesis is an attempt to explore linguistic and gestural representations of 

viewpoints in the descriptions of third-person past events within Chinese 

conversational discourse. Following McNeill’s contention that “one area of meaning 

where speech and gesture are coexpressive is the point of view” (1992:118), this study 

also investigates whether the speech-accompanying gesture often collaborates with 

language in expressing the same or different viewpoints within the descriptions of an 

event in the joint expression of viewpoints.  

Three types of viewpoints are identified in the framework of this study. Speaker 

viewpoint (S-VPT) is expressed when speakers in talking about past events are also 

concerned about the maintenance of the ongoing conversation, by interacting with 

co-conversationalists or by making a comment or showing their attitude to reveal their 

current status as a speaker. In conveying observer viewpoint (O-VPT), speakers 

describe the past events like an observer not involved in the event, refraining 

themselves from either re-enacting the roles of the characters or attempting to 

maintain the ongoing conversation. Character viewpoint (C-VPT) is represented as a 
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speaker’s attempt to walk into the temporal and spatial frame of the past events by 

reconstructing the scene of the past events from the perspective of the different 

characters in the scene and enacting their thoughts, speech and other deeds.  

By focusing the analysis on conversational data, this study shows that various 

linguistic structures and paralinguistic devices, together with other embodied 

nonverbal resources that accompany the gesture can serve to represent the three 

viewpoints. With respect to the representations of linguistic viewpoints, speakers 

make use of the interrogative sentence, phrasal expressions such as speculative, 

suggestive, evaluative and emotive expressions, parenthetical remarks, and lexical 

items such as the impersonal use of second-person pronoun to convey speaker 

viewpoint. In addition, speakers can also use paralinguistic devices such as discourse 

markers and laughter to state their role as a current speaker within an ongoing 

conversation. For observer viewpoint, indirect reported speech and plain statements 

are linguistic representations that suggest speakers are talking about the past events 

like an outside-the-event observer. In representing character viewpoint through 

language, speakers make use of different modes of direct quote, including direct 

speech, voiced direct reported speech, and inner speech to enact characters’ speech 

and thoughts in the past events.  

With regard to the gestural representations of viewpoints, a gesture is synthetic in 
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that several features composed of a single gesture interact with each other to represent 

a certain viewpoint. Five gestural features—gestural space, handedness, stroke 

duration, frequency of the stroke, and the involvement of other body parts are 

identified as crucial and indicative criteria in representing the three viewpoints.  

Quantitative study of linguistic and gestural viewpoints shows that 

speech-accompanying gesture in the descriptions of third-person past events within 

conversational contexts displays different patterns from that of those found in 

language in the distribution of speaker viewpoint, observer viewpoint, and character 

viewpoint. The distribution of the three viewpoints in language suggests that observer 

viewpoint is the most common choice for speakers to use to talk about a past event in 

an ongoing conversation, while character viewpoint is the least frequently chosen. 

Character viewpoint, in contrast, is the most frequently adopted viewpoint in the 

gestural channel. While observer viewpoint is also commonly expressed, speaker 

viewpoint is rarely seen in gesture despite the fact that speakers in talking about 

third-person past events are occasionally also concerned about the ongoing 

conversations and therefore represent the speaker viewpoint in language. The 

discrepancy in the distribution of viewpoints in language and gesture, respectively 

also imply the possibility of the existence of mismatching viewpoints in the joint 

expression of viewpoints in language and gesture concerning a description of the 
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same event. Quantitative study of the collaborative expressions used in both 

modalities further manifests this fact by showing that 64.7% of all gestures produced 

in the current data represent a viewpoint different from that conveyed in language in 

the description of the same event. Therefore, this study shows that while language and 

gesture are co-expressive in terms of viewpoints, gesture more often collaborates with 

the accompanying speech in representing different viewpoints from that conveyed in 

language.  

The collaborative expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture suggest how 

speech and gesture coordinate with each other in organizing information concerning 

third-person past events and are able to express different viewpoints also lead us to 

see the cognitive process that underlies both linguistic and gestural modalities within 

daily human communication. Two hypotheses of speech and gesture production—the 

Lexical Semantics Hypothesis and the Interface Hypothesis are referred to in order to 

provide theoretical accounts for the findings in this study.  

 The Lexical Semantics Hypothesis claims that gestures are generated from the 

semantics of lexical items in the accompanying speech. The current data provide 

evidence against the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis by showing that 33.9% of all 

gestures produced have gesture content that corresponds to the semantics of a phrase 

in the accompanying speech, suggesting that gesture content is not necessarily 
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generated from the semantics of a single word. The current data also show that 30.2% 

of all iconic gestures encode extra information that is not conveyed in the 

accompanying speech, which is also against the claim and prediction of the Lexical 

Semantics Hypothesis. 

From the view of the Interface Hypothesis, gestures originate from an interface 

representation between speaking and spatial thinking. With regard to the current data, 

the Interface Hypothesis predicts that for a given gesture, one can observe the 

linguistic formulation possibilities and the spatio-motoric features that are unlikely to 

be verbally expressed. The current data supports this prediction in that 30.2% of all 

iconic gestures encode not only the same information that is found in the 

accompanying speech, but also encode spatial properties concerning past events that 

are not being verbally conveyed. 

 In general, the two hypotheses provide respective theoretical accounts to explain 

the collaborative expressions of viewpoints in language and gesture which leads us to 

see the processing of gesture and its relationship with speech production. Each 

hypothesis is also supported by different pieces of evidence and percentages of 

gestures produced in the current data. However, the Interface Hypothesis further 

provides an explanation concerning the division of labor between language and 

gesture in expressing viewpoints, which the Lexical Semantics Hypothesis cannot 
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supply. In this light, the Interface Hypothesis can seem to best account for the data in 

this study.  

 

 

7.2 Limitations 

 There are some issues which are not discussed in this thesis. The first issue is the 

case of a clausal event with multiple gestures. Speakers regularly produce two or even 

a series of speech-accompanying gestures to collaborate with the speech in depicting 

past events. Two or even more gestural viewpoints might therefore arise from a 

description of the same event, corresponding simultaneously to the same linguistic 

viewpoint of the clause. In the current data, only clauses that have one 

speech-accompanying gesture are selected and analyzed. The way in which the 

collaborative expressions of viewpoints in both linguistic and gestural channels 

should be analyzed for clauses that have two or more than two speech-accompanying 

gestures could be taken into consideration for further study. The second issue is the 

expression of dual viewpoints within a single gesture. McNeill (1992) mentioned that 

a scene of the narrative could be presented simultaneously from two viewpoints. Two 

types of dual viewpoint include the combination of a C-VPT and an O-VPT, and two 

C-VPTs within a gesture. The combination of a C-VPT and an O-VPT in a gesture 

occurs, for example, when the narrator’s hand is made into the character’s hand by 
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enacting the character’s hand shape and therefore represents a C-VPT; the trajectory 

of the movement nevertheless is like that seen by an observer outside of the scene, 

which represents an O-VPT. McNeill has suggested that this type of dual viewpoint 

often produces an ironic effect in the rendition of the narrative. Another type of dual 

viewpoint is where two C-VPTs are combined in a gesture as an enactment involving 

different characters. These two types of dual viewpoint are identified by McNeill in 

his somewhat subjective way of recognizing C-VPT and O-VPT—how narrators use 

their hands to depict characters in the narrative, such as by making characters’ hands 

qua hands or characters’ whole body qua hand. In the present data, dual viewpoints do 

not arise in the speakers’ speech-accompanying gestures in depicting third-person past 

events in viewing the performance of the five gestural features used as identifying 

criteria. Hence, the investigation of how dual viewpoints might possibly be seen or 

arise from the descriptions of the third-person past events in gesture by using the five 

gestural features as coding criteria can be incorporated with the framework of the 

present study in future research. 
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Appendix 1: Gesture and speech transcription conventions  

 

Transcription of speech 

The transcription system was proposed by Du Bois et al. (1992). 

[ ]  speech overlap 

…(N) long pause 

…  medium pause 

..   short pause 

(0)  latching 

@  laughter 

<@ @> laugh quality 

<Q Q> quotation quality 

=  lengthening 

 

Relevant expressions in examples are in boldface. 

 

Transcription of gesture 

 Kendon’s (2004) transcription conventions for gesture were adopted.  

| gesture phrase boundaries 

~ ~ ~ preparation phase 

~ ~ ~ pre-stroke hold 

**** stroke phase 

**** post-stroke hold 

-.-.- recovery phase 

/ gesture phase boundaries 

 

In examples, the description of the manual movement is given under the line of accompanying 

speech. The time code shown at the bottom of each panel in the drawing frames in examples is 

expressed in hours: minutes: seconds. milliseconds. 
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Appendix 2: Abbreviations of linguistic terms 

 

1PL  first person plural  

1SG  first person singular  

2PL  second person plural  

2SG  second person singular  

3PL  third person plural  

3SG  third person singular  

DE  the morpheme ‘de’ 

BA  the morpheme ‘ba’  

BC  backchannel  

BEI  the morpheme ‘bei’ 

CL  classifier  

COMPL complementizer  

COP  copula verb  

DUR  durative aspect  

EMP  emphatic adverbial  

NEG  negative morpheme 

POSS  possessive morpheme 

PF  pause filler  

PRF  perfective aspect  

PROG progressive aspect  

PRT  discourse particle  

QST  question particle  

SELF  reflexive morpheme  
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Appendix 3: The line drawings’ original screenshots from ELAN  

 

rào fǎjiáwān ‘wind through hairpin a turn’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) Line [a] 00:14:33.481 (2) Line [b] 00:14:34.162 

  
(3) Line [b] 00:14:34.497 (4) Line [c] 00:14:35.627 

 

(5) Line [d] 00:14:36.177 
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yì gēn yì gēn jiǎn ‘cut my hair like strands-by strands’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) Line [a] 00:06:02.815 (2) Line [b] 00:06:03.072 

  

(3) Line [c] 00:06:03.625 (4) Line [d] 00:06:04.430 

 

(5) Line [e] 00:06:05.355 
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hěn jījí ‘very active’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) Line [a] 00:16:39.750 (2) Line [b] 00:16:40.150 

 

(3) Line [c] 00:16:40.670 

 

suǒyǒu de dǒngjiān ‘all chief executives’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) Line [a] 00:14:47.653 (2) Line [b] 00:14:47.773 

 

(3) Line [c] 00:14:48.493 
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zìwèn zìdá ‘talking to himself’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) Line [a] 00:03:47.270 (2) Line [b] 00:03:47.470 

 

(3) Line [b] 00:03:48.350 

 

jǐge rén ‘some people’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) Line [a] 00:15:13.057 (2) Line [b] 00:15:13.367 

(3) Line [b] 00:15:14.087 
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zhè jiān ‘this one’ 

Original gesture 

    

(1) Line [a] 00:11:31.622    (2) Line [a] 00:11:32.072 

    

(3) Line [b] 00:11:32.575    (4) Line [c] 00:11:33.205 

    

(5) Line [d] 00:11:33.760    (6) Line [e] 00:11:34.265 

 

gēnzhe chē ‘riding the motorcycle’ 

Original gesture 
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(1) Line [a] 00:14:52.043 (2) Line [a] 00:14:52.468 

  

(3) Line [b] 00:14:53.315 (4) Line [b] 00:14:55.489 

 

guòlái ‘come’ 

Original gesture 

    

(1) Line [a] 00:05:55.650     (2) Line [a] 00:05:56.790 

    

(3) Line [b] 00:05:57.956    (4) Line [c] 00:05:58.290 
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chūlái ‘came out’ 

Original gesture 

   

(1) Line [a] 00:05:37.840    (2) Line [a] 00:05:38.240 

   

(3) Line [b] 00:05:38.600    (4) Line [c] 00:05:39.040 

 

 

 

liǎng shǒu yì tān ‘flinging up hands’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) Line [a] 00:15:34.198 (2) Line [b] 00:15:35.597 
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(3) Line [c] 00:15:35.518 (4) Line [d] 00:15:39.643 

 

 

 

chuǎng diànhuà ‘grab the phone’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) Line [a] 00:07:24.841 (2) Line [a] 00:07:25.041 

 

(3) Line [b] 00:07:25.561 
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zhè ‘this’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) Line [a] 00:17:24.523 (2) Line [b] 00:17:24.633 

 

(3) Line [c] 00:17:24.843 

 

zhǎo ‘find’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) 00:05:52.279 (2) 00:05:52.789 
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ná zǒu ‘took away’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) 00:17:28.177 (2) 00:17:28.456 

 

(3) 00:17:29.178 

 

yòng hézi ‘use dessert boxes’ 

Original gesture 

 

00:17:26.616 
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fàng ‘put’ 

Original gesture 

  

(1) 00:17:13.573 (2) 00:17:13.910
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